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Abstract
In nanostructures (NSs), to acquire a fundamental understanding of the electronic states
by studying the optical properties is inherently complicated. A widely used simplification to
this problem comes about by developing a model for a small scale representation of types of
NSs and applying it to a hierarchy of fabrication methods. However, this methodology fails
to account for structural differences incurred by the fabrication method that lead to differences
in the optical properties. Proper modelling is realized by first considering the proper range
of experimental parameters individually as inputs to a theoretical model and applying the cor-
rect parameters to the corresponding fabrication method. This thesis studies the connection
between the structural and optical properties of NSs as a function of the fabrication method,
using, principally, x-ray photoemission, Rutherford backscattering, photoluminesence, and Ra-
man spectroscopy.
Ion implanted Si and Ge quantum dots (QDs) in dielectric matrix were prepared to study the
optical and structural properties, and compared against several other preparation methods. Ge
QDs are known to exhibit a high concentration of defect states. The cause of these states was
studied for QDs in a sapphire matrix and attributed to diffusion and desorption of Ge during
annealing. Optical studies of Si QDs fabricated using an implantation mask revealed that state-
filling and excitation transfer are important parameters in densely packed QD arrays. Structural
analysis of Si QDs in silica revealed a well defined interface composed of Si2O3 and no stress
was detected. Furthermore, the valence level was pinned at its bulk position possibly due to
interface states. This information was used to refine our theoretical model of QDs and then
compared with a range of crystalline and amorphous Si and Ge NSs. Stronger confinement
effects were observed in amorphous Si and Ge NSs, possibly due to the nature of the interface
or re-normalization of the effective mass as a function of NS size. These results establish a
framework for proper parameter control in theoretical modelling.
Keywords:
Silicon, Germanium, Quantum Dots, Quantum Wires, Quantum Wells, Optical Properties,
Structural Properties, Amorphous, Crystalline, Ion Implantation, Quantum Confinement, Ef-
fective Mass, Interface, Defects, Implantation Mask
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Chapter 1
Quantum Mechanics of Nanostructures
1.1 Introduction
Nanotechnology has a long and fascinating history (see Ch. 1 of Ref. [1], for a historical
overview dating back to 1884). The field gained considerable momentum with Feynman’s
famous lecture, “There is plenty of room at the bottom” [2].
Nano-scaled materials allow one to exploit the fundamental ‘strangeness’ of quantum me-
chanics, which fosters their interest for technology. Nanostructures (NSs) have found a home in
all disciplines of science and engineering. From a fundamental perspective, NSs have opened
the door to new physics; for instance, precisely engineered NSs allow for new schemes to be
developed to measure Majorana fermions [3, 4].
The field of NSs has seen an extraordinary boom in research, particularly due to their many
applications, references in Sec. 1.2. This boom is partly because the properties of NSs can
be influenced by a staggeringly large variation of structural and compositional parameters.
These parameters can be adjusted intrinsically by varying the growth duration, changing the
growth method, varying the matrix material, and doping the material, see Ch. 2. Furthermore,
temperature, the excitation condition, and, generically speaking, the spatial distribution of NSs
will extrinsically change their properties. Therefore, researchers have found a wide variation
in the behaviour of NSs leading to many diverse applications.
At the same time, this situation makes it difficult for the available theoretical tools to han-
dle the diverse range of structural parameters (e.g. interface and defect states) resulting from
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various experimental approaches. It is essential to understand how different parameters effect
the observed properties of NSs to accurately model these systems. Currently, theoretical work
has seen progress in this area through fitting with bulk material parameters and using the phys-
ical approximations of the bulk, e.g., periodic boundary conditions. Therefore, experiment has
pushed the boundary of applicability for current theoretical models in describing the required
atomistic symmetries of a NS. For example, the effective mass approximation (EMA) is valid
when the diameter of the confinement axis is approximately at least twice that of the lattice
constant. This situation is easy to maintain in III-V materials where the typical quantum dot
(QD) size is on the order of 10-100 nm, but group IV materials are much smaller, 1.5-5 nm
for Si QDs, which is the breakdown regime of the EMA, although there are other ways to jus-
tify this approximation, see Chs. 3, 7, and 8. For the rest of this chapter, NS properties and
interactions are reviewed.
1.2 Overview of nanostructure properties
As touched on above, the main interest in NSs is that one can exploit and control quantum
mechanical properties not observed in an analogue bulk system. The effect of a few of these
properties is discussed in this section.
An important feature of NSs is that as the system dimension is changed parameters effecting
the electronic states/ energies (e.g. defect states, stress, Coulombic interactions) do not change
linearly with respect to each other (see below). Therefore, one must note the energy regime
to understand the relevant parameters. In this chapter, a discussion of what approximations
are valid and of the interactions that contribute to the observed optical spectra is accounted.
Parameters as a function of system dimension are highlighted primarily, but it is also important
to note that external fields are also a critical factor. For instance, see Ref. [5] for a more detailed
discussion of the effects of magnetic fields on NSs and excitons.
The information provided here gives a general overview. More details can be found in
many good books and review articles. Three such books tailored to the subject of this thesis
are Ref. [6], for a theoretical overview; Ref. [7], for great mathematical rigour; and Ref. [8],
contains a nice blend of theory and experiment. Some review articles are: Ref. [9]; Ref. [10],
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concerning Si nanowires; Ref. [11], gives a general overview of low dimensional systems;
Ref. [12], reviews group IV NSs with a focus on biological applications; Ref. [13], reviews Si
NSs with a focus on theoretical aspects for stimulated emission; Ref. [14], focuses on exciton
dynamics; Ref. [15], focuses on the preparation of Si; Ref. [16], concerning light emission in
Si NSs; and Ref. [17], focuses on synthesis and applications.
1.2.1 Band gap engineering
A NS is simply any material with one or more spatial dimensions reduced to the nanometre
scale. The Bohr radius of charge carriers in a semiconductor is on the order of a few to tens
of nanometres. When a dimension of a system is on a par with this length scale, the carriers
are said to be confined. A QD is defined as confinement in three dimensions (or degrees
of freedom), a quantum wire (Q-wire) is confined in two dimensions, and a quantum well
(QW) is confined in one dimension. Schematically, these definitions are illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Quantum confinement (QC) is defined as: a reduction in the degrees of freedom of the carrier
particles, implying a reduction in the allowed phase space. This effect happens through the
use of a confining potential due to band gap differences with a surrounding semiconductor
matrix material or with electric field gradients. The alignment of the valence band (VB) and
conduction band (CB) at the interface defines the strength of confinement and is important for
carrier dynamics, in the case of tunnelling phenomena. There are, in general, 4 types of band
alignments (Fig. 1.2): type-I (common to the materials described here), type-II staggered,
type-II misaligned, and type-III [18]. The confinement potential is typically modelled as either
Gaussian, Po¨schl-Teller, or in the simplest case a parabolic well [5].
The interest in quantum confined structures is best summarized in the expressions for the
density of states (DOS), ρ(E) (number of states per unit volume per unit energy), defined as:
ρ(E) = ∂N
∂E
; (1.1)
where N is the total number of states per unit volume. For the bulk system (3D system), with
momentum wave-vector k: N = k33pi2 . For a 2D system (i.e., two degrees of freedom): N = k
2
2pi .
For a 1D system: N = 2k
pi
. For a 0D system there is no k-space to be filled and the number
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of quantum wells, wires, and dots. The arrows indicate
the confinement axis.
EG1 EG2
Type-I
1
2
Type-II Staggered
1
2
Type-II Misaligned
1
2
Type-III
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the four different types of band gap alignments (labelled in figure)
between two semiconductor materials. The band gap energy of material 1, EG1, is labelled on
the left and the band gap energy of material 2, EG2, is labelled on the right, simply labelled 1
and 2 in respective diagrams.
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density is discrete. These definitions lead to the following expressions for the DOS:
ρ3D(E) = 1
pi2
(
m∗
~2
)3/2 √
2E;
ρ2D(E) = m
∗
pi~2
∑
nx
Θ(E − Enx);
ρ1D(E) = 1
pi~
√
2m∗
∑
nx ,ny
(E − Enx,ny)−1/2; (1.2)
ρ0D(E) = 2
∑
nx,ny,nz
δ(E − Enx,ny,nz);
where m∗ is the effective mass, Θ(E) is the step function, E is the energy of the particular
state, Eni with i = x, y, z is the quantized energy of the particular confinement direction, and
Enx,ny = Enx + Eny , etc. To first order, in the infinite cubic potential confinement configuration:
Eni =
~2pi2n2i
2m∗D2i
; (1.3)
where ni is the principal quantum number and Di is the confinement diameter. Note that the
energy in Eq. (1.3) is offset by the band gap energy, EG, in a semiconductor. A plot of the DOS
for systems of different dimensionality is given in Fig. 1.3. The DOS is plotted considering a
confinement diameter of 2 nm and using the Si effective mass of m∗ = 1.08mo, where mo=bare
electron mass. Each level is plotted for only higher quantum numbers nx=1,2,3, for simplicity.
The DOS illustrates that a change in the confinement dimension directly changes the energy
occupation level. Thus a modification in the DOS with respect to the dimension of the system
is what is referred to as band gap engineering. A device can be engineered to absorb/ emit light
at a tunable wavelength. For example, Si can be tuned to operate at the telecommunications
wavelength of 1550 nm, whereas the bulk band gap corresponds to 1100 nm [19].
Besides modifying the DOS, band gap engineering can happen in another fundamental way.
Silicon and germanium are indirect gap materials in their bulk state. Indirect gap electronic
structures require phonon scattering for optical absorption/ emission to maintain momentum
conservation. However, in the NS, optical transitions can happen without the aid of a phonon
event by breaking the momentum conservation rules and/ or making the material quasi-direct
through the process of Brillouin zone-folding [20]. The origin of these two events are physi-
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Figure 1.3: Plot of the DOS for a bulk (3D), Q-wire (2D), QW (1D) and a QD (0D) system.
Figure is not drawn to scale. The DOS is plotted considering confinement diameter of 2 nm
and using the Si effective mass of m∗ = 1.08mo, where mo=bare electron mass. Each level
is plotted for only higher quantum numbers nx, for simplicity. Note that in a semiconductor
system the DOS is offset from the Fermi level to either the CB or VB energy, which is set to 0
in the figure.
cally different, but they produce nearly identical effects.
Breaking of the momentum conservation rules (k-conservation) is a direct prediction from
the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. A reduction of the system dimension implies an increase
in the spread of the electron/ hole wave-function in momentum space. Fig. 1.4, shows con-
finement in the x-direction in k-space for the electron and hole wave-functions in the Gaussian
confinement approximation, given by:
Ψk =
(2pi)3/2
V
∏
i=x,y,z
(
σi
pi3
)1/4
e−
k2i σ
2
i
2 ; (1.4)
where V is the volume of the crystal and σi is the Gaussian width parameter. It is clear in
Fig. 1.4 that as the confinement dimension, Dx, is reduced the width in momentum space
is increased. For Si with the hole centred at the Γ-point in the VB and the electron at 0.8
× X-point in the CB, lowered dimension implies increased coupling in the transition matrix
elements between the electron and hole states (see Sec. 1.2.2) and hence an increased transition
probability. Therefore, Fig. 1.4 is a demonstration of a breaking in the k-selection rules.
Transitions can occur without the aid of phonons through different points in the Brillouin zone.
Moreover, disorder can cause breaking of k-conservation rules, as in the case of Si1−xGex or
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Si1−xCx [21].
In the work of Ref. [22], it is shown that the breaking of k-conservation rules is strongly
size and shape dependent. k-conservation is strongly broken below a size of ≈2.5 nm, im-
plying phonon-free transitions dominate [22]. Furthermore, in the work of Ref. [23] resonant
photoluminescence (PL) measurements were made and it was shown that for higher confine-
ment energies, 0.65 to 0.7 eV, the no-phonon process dominates, which is in agreement with
Ref. [22]. These observations are equivalent to the existence of a sizeable Fourier component
in the envelope function, Eq. (1.4), corresponding to the magnitude of the indirect gap, which
plays the role of the phonon [24]. This type of transition is called pseudo-direct. Theoretically,
one can calculate the band gap energy for indirect transitions without considering the phonon
momentum [25].
While the k-conservation rules are sufficiently broken to allow for indirect transitions, it
is clear that this type of transition has a significantly lower coupling strength than the direct
gap transition. The lifetime in Si NSs is on the order of microseconds, which is typical for
the indirect gap [26]. There is a direct gap in Si and transitions at the Γ-point do occur with
a lifetime on the order of picoseconds [27]. This observation is a consequence of the fact that
while the band structure retains its indirect character, direct transitions occur with high coupling
strength and fast recombination times, in addition to indirect transitions with a lower coupling
strength and longer recombination time (see Sec. 1.2.2). Typically, these direct transitions are
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due to ‘hot’ carriers [27].
Zone-folding is the other means by which zero phonon transitions can be observed. Zone-
folding, in principle, is very difficult to achieve as it requires many factors to work together
rather nicely. The conduction band minimum in Si lies at 0.8 ×2pi
ac
, where ac is the lattice spac-
ing. If the dimension of the system is reduced in such a manner that the remaining empty
k-space corresponds exactly to a reduced zone-scheme with the 0.8 × X-point corresponding
with the Γ-point, then one has created a direct gap NS. In Si, this situation happens in het-
erostructures when there is a decrease in the periodicity by a factor of five, resulting in the
Brillouin zone being divided into fifths, with the proviso that no other modifications happen to
the band structure [20]. Brillouin zone-folding mixes k-space due to the fact that a large frac-
tion of the k-space is now empty, which implies large perturbations in the system. In the dilute
limit, the folded zone shrinks to zero and only direct transitions remain, if they are permitted
by symmetry [28].
Zone-folding is best observed in structures where the band gap offset is minimized at the
interface, otherwise, there will be significant band bending. SiGe/Si superlattices are typical
candidates for zone-folding [20], whereas, isolated QDs are not ideal candidates for zone-
folding [24], because of the significant band offset. Calculations have predicted a direct gap
behaviour in SiC nanowires [29]. Direct evidence of zone-folding has been observed exper-
imentally [30]. Moreover, as in the case above, when a direct transition occurs one expects
short radiative times. Indeed, Si-Ge Q-wells show a lifetime of the order of picoseconds [31].
1.2.2 Oscillator Strength
The most commonly cited issue regarding the optical properties of Si or Ge is the low oscillator
strength, which yields a low absorption efficiency. It is also well known that QC acts to increase
the oscillator strength. The concept of the oscillator strength is understood by studying the
dipole matrix elements, which also provides insight into the selection rules. The selection
rules as determined by the oscillator strength can be complicated by band degeneracy and the
fine structure, discussed further in this and Sec. 1.2.4. First, a review of some of the basic
properties of light matter interactions in NSs is presented (some references are given in Sec.
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1.2 and Refs. [32, 33].)
The formalism for optical absorption in NSs is centred around the validity of the dipole
approximation. This approximation is based on the fact that the wavelength of the excitation
light, typically in the visible range, is much larger than the typical size of a NS. The confine-
ment axis of a NS is typically a few to a hundred nanometres, making it is easy to justify the
dipole approximation. The Hamiltonian for light interaction with a NS is:
[(p + eA)2
2mo
+ Vc(r)
]
Ψ(r) = i~∂Ψ(r)
∂t
; (1.5)
where e is the electric charge, mo the free electron mass, p is the momentum operator, A is
the vector potential defined in the Coulomb gauge with the electric field given by E = −∂A
∂t ,
Vc(r) is the crystal potential, and Ψ(r) is the total wavefunction for the Bloch electrons. The
vector potential is used to ensure transverse optical effects with a constant dipole, while a scalar
potential yields longitudinal effects that generally have zero transition probability.
The perturbing potential is extracted from Eq. (1.5):
V =
e
mo
A · p. (1.6)
From Eq. (1.6), one can apply Fermi’s golden rule under the assumption that A is slowly
varying with time, which is justified again by the dipole approximation. Ignoring the photon
momentum (∵ kphoton ≈ 0), the transition probability from an initial state, i, to a final state, f ,
is given by:
w f i =
2pi
~
(
eEo
moω
)2
| 〈 f |  · p |i〉 |2δ(E f − Ei − ~ω); (1.7)
where Eo is the magnitude of the electric field, ω is the angular frequency of the light field, 
is the polarization of the light field. E f and Ei are the final and initial state energies, which in
the case of semiconductor transitions across the gap means that the delta function in Eq. (1.7)
relates to energy conservation. In principle, the energy of the initial and final states depends on
the wave-vector, k. Assuming that the effective mass is the same in each of the sub-bands, then
for a particular k the transition energy is written as E f − Ei = ~ω f i, and thus from Eq. (1.7) the
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following expression is extracted:
f f i =
2
mo~ω f i
| 〈 f |  · p |i〉 |2
=
2moω f i
~
| 〈 f |  · r |i〉 |2; (1.8)
where r is the position vector. The second expression follows from the commutation rules
between the Hamiltonian and p. f f i is what is typically quoted as the oscillator strength, and
| 〈 f |  · r |i〉 | is the dipole matrix element.
From the definition of the transition probability, Eq. (1.7), it is a simple matter to define the
optical absorption of a material:
α f i =
w f i~ω
tS ; (1.9)
where the time dependence, t, comes from A, and S is the Poynting vector. The absorption edge
is shifted to a higher energy due to QC and being proportional to the DOS it is expected to see
discrete transitions in the absorption spectrum [34]. Therefore, to understand the absorption in
a NS one needs to understand the DOS (Eq. (1.2)), the gap energy, and the initial/ final states.
How these factors are determined is strongly dependent on the theory used. This point will be
discussed further in Ch. 3. The importance of Eq. (1.7) or (1.8) is that it is related to the optical
functions: dielectric function, index of refraction, conductivity, and susceptibility [32]. Note
that a more sophisticated derivation for the absorption is given through the Elliot formula using
the semiconductor Bloch equations, which considers the details of the band structure [35]. In
addition, it is important to note that this formalism is not valid in the case of an optical cavity
where the light field will become quantized, which is an important situation for opto-electronic
applications.
To understand the meaning of the oscillator strength in a NS, recall Sec. 1.2.1 and Fig. 1.4.
From Eq. (1.8), the oscillator strength is a function of the momentum transfer matrix between
the initial and final states, which increases as the dimension of the system decreases. The
reason for the increase in oscillator strength is because of the increase in wavefunction overlap,
depicted in Fig. 1.4. This observation directly states that an increase in the oscillator strength
results in an increase in the coupling efficiency from the ground state to the excited state. For
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the indirect gap material, one must still consider whether this increase is considerable enough
to allow transitions at different points in the Brillouin zone without the aid of a phonon [6].
Furthermore, an increase in the oscillator strength means a decrease in the lifetime of a sample,
which is observed in experiment [26].
The oscillator strength contains detailed information concerning the allowed transitions.
The symmetry of the wavefunctions determines whether the transition is allowed, while fine
structure details will mix states making otherwise forbidden transitions weakly permissible.
Filling of the sub-bands determines whether carriers are present for optical transitions, which
can be modified by doping, pumping, or changing the temperature. In an anisotropic NS, the
degeneracy of states can be removed and forbidden transitions become allowed (see Ref. [8]
for a more detailed discussion of these points).
Formally, the oscillator strength partly determines the selection rules [6]. Consider the
matrix element 〈 f |  · p |i〉. In the effective mass representation for the QC system, the initial
and final states of a semiconductor material are a product of the Bloch function and an envelope
function. The envelope function will be represented by the wavefunction along the confinement
axis. Therefore, for interband transitions the matrix element breaks into a product:
 · 〈uVk(r)| p |uCk(r)〉
〈
Fhnk(r)
∣∣∣ Femk(r)〉 ; (1.10)
where uC(V)k(r) are the Bloch functions for either the conduction, C, or valence, V, states, and
Fh(e)
nk (r) are the envelope functions of the nth band for either the electron, e, or the hole, h.
In a symmetric well, the transition across the gap implies that n = m for even parity in the
ideal case. The conduction and valence Bloch functions are first subject to the polarization
selection rule. Evaluating 〈uVk(r)| p |uCk(r)〉 within the k · p formalism, symmetry-allowed
transitions become clear. The momentum operator has Γ4 symmetry in zinc-blend and diamond
structures [36]. A p-like hole with Γ8V symmetry can couple with an s-like electron with Γ6C
symmetry via circularly polarized light, in general. Intraband transitions happen between n−m
odd states [6]. Selection rules for QDs are generally not as strict in terms of polarization
because the confinement is in all three directions, however they become more relevant in Q-
wires and QWs. In a QD, the main selection rules for intraband transitions are according to
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those given by spherical harmonics for the orbital angular momentum, l: ∆l = ±1.
The considerations so far depend strongly on the assumption of non-degenerate parabolic
bands. Under this assumption, absorption happens between δ-like energy states. A real system
experiences broadening in the absorption lines through the oscillator strength. The first source
of broadening is in the differences of the effective masses between the conduction and the
valence states. Further, a dispersion in NS sizes causes inhomogeneous broadening, yielding
Gaussian like absorption peaks. Homogeneous broadening comes from random interactions
described by the decoherence time. The decoherence time is finite and thus the optical DOS
is replaced by a Lorentzian. Complications arise due to the multiple sources of scattering that
exist in a NS.
As mentioned, the degeneracy of states is a critical factor. In the degenerate system, the va-
lence band ground state is eight-fold degenerate. However, as the system dimension is reduced
the exchange interaction increases (see Sec. 1.2.4) thus removing the degeneracy and creating
‘bright’ and ‘dark’ exciton states. Due to symmetry, the ‘bright’ state is at a higher energy
than the ‘dark’ state. Therefore, in a low temperature system, there exists a higher probability
that the ‘dark’ state is occupied. This situation has the effect of reducing the oscillator strength
because the transitions are not dipole allowed [37, 38].
An important consequence of the increase in the oscillator strength is the possibility of las-
ing [39]. Optical gain is a function of radiative versus non-radiative processes. Non-radiative
processes are typically dominated by surface trapping and multi-particle Auger relaxations.
Surface trapping states can be controlled by well passivated NSs, therefore, typical limita-
tions come from Auger processes. Radiative process have characteristic times on the order
of microseconds while Auger process are on the order of nanoseconds; therefore, to achieve
population inversion for optical gain the pump time must be faster than the Auger time. Owing
to the increase in optical absorption for the NS, this situation is achievable. For a review of
optical gain in Si, see Refs. [39, 40].
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1.2.3 Exciton/ Bi-Exciton
Optical properties of semiconductors cannot be fully understood without discussing excitonic
states. For a discussion of bulk excitons reference the classic work of Ref. [41]. For nice
reviews of the properties of excitons in NSs, see Refs. [35] and [42].
Excitons are typically formed in semiconductors through optical excitations, leading to a
bound state of an electron and hole. They can also be formed by carrier injection. The exciton
bound state is understood with the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction between the electron-
hole pair. It is valid to treat excitons in a hydrogenic type model for the correlation energy and
thus the binding energy of the exciton. The exciton is truly hydrogenic in the case where the
hole mass is much larger than the electron, whereas, when they are approximately the same, the
exciton is more positronium like. In the case of organics, one observes tightly bound excitons,
or Frenkel excitons. In the case of semiconductors, one observes loosely bound excitons, or
Wannier-Mott excitons, which have been shown to by hydrogen-like [42]. In this framework,
the exciton energy, EX, is written as:
EX(n, k) = EG − R′y
1
n2
+
~2k2
2µ
,
R′y =
1
ε2
µ
mo
13.6 eV; (1.11)
where n is the principal quantum number, k is the electron plus hole wavevector (k = ke + kh),
µ is the reduced mass in terms of the electron and hole effective mass
(
1
µ
= 1
m∗e
+ 1
m∗h
)
, R′y is the
exciton Rydberg energy, EG is the gap energy, and ε is the dielectric constant. The exciton
Rydberg energy in Eq. (1.11) is simply corrected by the reduced mass of the exciton and the
dielectric constant. The exciton Bohr radius is given by:
aXB = a
H
B ε
mo
µ
, for n = 1; (1.12)
where aHB is the Bohr radius in the hydrogen atom. The Coulomb energy of the exciton state
lowers the energy of the exciton ground state with respect to the free electron-hole pair. There-
fore, one can observe exciton absorption by the fact that absorption will happen below the band
gap edge. Fano resonances are also an important consideration for exciton absorption [35]. In
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addition, the Coulomb energy tends to increase the probability of finding the electron and hole
in the same place [43].
The magnitude of the Coulomb energy is typically on the order of 10→40 meV, which
is much less than the gap energy [13]. In the case of strong confinement, the confinement
potential is much stronger than the Coulomb interaction. Therefore, one can treat the Coulomb
energy as a perturbation [43]. Typically, excitons do not play a significant role in Si NSs
because the excitation energy is much larger than the Coulomb energy for very small sizes of
the NSs. Ge has a larger Bohr radius, meaning these structures encompass a larger regime
of QC where the Coulomb effects can be more important. In addition, the thermal energy
must also be considered when thinking of excitonic effects [44]. Coulomb energy is significant
around a few Kelvin, where exciton effects have been observed [45, 46].
In the above discussion, the effect of system dimension is handled through the evaluation
of the exciton energy as a function of size. The system dimension can have another important
effect on the energy. In an infinitely thin QW, the principal quantum number becomes n → n−12 ,
the general form of this expression is:
n → n + de f f−32 ,
de f f = 3 − exp
(
−L
2aXB
)
; (1.13)
where de f f is the effective dimension ranging between 3 and 2, and L is the QW thickness
[44]. The Bohr radius is thus reduced by a half, the exciton energy increases by four, and the
oscillator strength increases by a factor of eight for the infinitely thin well. The renormalization
of the principle number is numerically treated in Ref. [7] Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. The effect is usually
ignored because the system is not truly a 2D system.
Of the features discussed so far, by far the most important feature is the correct treatment
of the dielectric constant. This point does not have a clear solution and is also critical in
correctly determining the exchange interaction (Sec. 1.2.4). Typically, the Coulomb energy
is screened by the bulk dielectric constant. However, there is some variation in the correct
value that should be used. In the work of Ref. [47], the Penn model was used to calculate
the variation of the dielectric constant with dimension starting from several different values
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for the matrix dielectric constant, which all yield essentially the same result. A comparison
of the Penn model and a pseudopotential calculation yield very different results [48]. In the
work of Ref. [49], the bulk dielectric constant is used. Dielectric constant corrections lead to
corrections in the Sommerfeld factor, which leads to an increase in the absorption [8].
Two limiting cases for the dielectric function can be easily understood. If the exciton bind-
ing energy is less than the optical phonon energy (i.e. the exciton Bohr radius is greater than
the polaron radius), then the static dielectric constant can be used below the phonon energy. In
the case that the exciton energy is comparable with the optical phonon energy, then a dielec-
tric constant between the bulk value (high frequency) and the static dielectric constant can be
used [44]. In this second case, one can use the Haken potential [50]. Neither of these cases can
be rigorously justified.
A more accurate treatment of the screening of the electron-hole interaction should contain
a contribution from the induced surface polarization charge. To this end, the nature of the
interface plays a large role on the details of the dielectric function, whereby, an inner dielectric
function can be defined by separating the surface contribution. Defining an image charge in
this way, allows one to consider surface self energy corrections based on the difference between
the inner and outer dielectric functions [6]. In the case where the inner and outer dielectric
functions are of the same order, image charge corrections are not as significant. Generally,
one finds that the dielectric function is replaced by the dielectric function in the Thomson-
Fermi approximation, which ignores surface polarization effects. This approximation is valid
for energies lower than the plasmon energy.
Finally, there are a few fine points to consider in the study of the exciton. Mass re-
normalization will also effect the binding energy of an exciton. In a non-rigid lattice, polaron
effects couple to the effective mass through Fro¨hlich couplings. The binding energy of the
exciton partly renormalizes this effect. Generally, these couplings are not as important in the
case of lower gap materials where they tend to lower the gap energy [44, 51, 52].
Biexciton complexes are also a fascinating subject in the study of NSs. A biexciton is
simply the bound state between two excitons. This condition is usually observed in a highly
excited NS system, i.e. when the exciton density is high enough where bound states can form
(see Refs. [11, 53] for a general discussion). Biexcitons create a situation of interesting decay
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dynamics due to the fact that they change the decay scheme to a biexcition decaying to an
exciton and then to the ground state [54]. This situation creates an opportunity to observe
exciton condensation experimentally [55]. As exciton observation is generally complicated in
the case of Si and Ge structures it is even more difficult to observe biexcitons and very little
research has been conducted in this area. The problem in Si and Ge is that biexciton lines can
be very broad and hard to distinguish [56].
1.2.4 Fine Structure
While the ‘fine structure’ is governed by the exchange and spin-orbit (SO) interaction, it is also
mediated by the Coulomb interaction and confinement potential, in principle. The magnitude
of these interactions follows Hund’s principle [57]. For small NSs this principle is very similar
to the rules for an atom. Experimentally, one uses resonant PL and PL excitation (i.e. size
selective spectroscopy [8]) to measure the fine structure.
For some time these interactions were not extensively studied in Si and Ge. The order of
magnitude is small (O(10 meV)) and inhomogeneous broadening can mask the fine structure in
the absorption or emission spectrum. More recently, there is significant research on this topic,
because it was found that Si may have ideal spin coupling properties for quantum computing
[58–61].
The exchange interaction is understood in the Hartree-Fock approximation for semicon-
ductors [6]. In this approximation, the proper symmetry states of the many-electron problem
are treated using a Slater determinant of atomic orbitals. Using a variational approach, one
obtains single particle states, where the two particle interaction terms go like:
1
2
∑
nm
(〈nm|V |mn〉 ± 〈nm|V |nm〉) ; (1.14)
where V is the Coulomb potential, {n} is the set of one particle states, and |mn〉∗ = 〈nm|.
The first term in Eq. (1.14) is the direct coulomb interaction, and the second term is the
exchange interaction. The exchange interaction represents an intrasubband interaction between
anti-parallel Pauli states. The spin representation is not made explicit in Eq. (1.14). This
dependency comes from the fact that in a two particle system there are singlet (spin S=0) and
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of valence band states. When there is no SO-interaction
(left) the degeneracy in the valence states remains. When the SO-interaction is considered the
split off (J=1/2) band separates from the hh and lh states, by ∆SO. ∆SO shifts the J=3/2 state up
and lowers the J=1/2 state.
triplet (S=1) spin states. The total wavefunction is a product of a spatial and spin part. The
triplet spin wavefunction is symmetric and the singlet is antisymmetric. Therefore, in the case
of fermions, the spatial part of the singlet wavefunction is symmetric and the spatial part of
the triplet is antisymmetric. In Eq. (1.14), the ‘±’ comes from the symmetry of the spatial
part. The ‘plus’ sign is from the singlet and the ‘minus’ sign from the triplet wavefunction.
This means that the triplet is at a lower energy, which is the so-called ‘dark’ exciton (see Sec.
1.2.2).
The SO interaction was discussed briefly, it is a relativistic effect that has the form:
~
4m2oc2
(∇Vc(r) × p) · σ; (1.15)
where σ represents the Pauli matrices. In the L·S(=1/2(J2-L2-S2)) coupling scheme, the four
valence electrons exist in an sp3 hybridized state. The total angular momentum is given by
J=L±S. Thus there are two states J=3/2,1/2. The SO interaction, ∆SO, splits these states into a
4-fold degenerate J=3/2 band and a J=1/2 split off band, depicted in Fig. 1.5. When there is no
SO interaction, the degeneracy at the Brillouin zone centre remains. When the SO interaction is
considered, the split off band (J=1/2) is shifted downwards, while the J=3/2 state is shifted up.
The two bands are split by ∆SO, which is on the order of 0.044 eV in Si and 0.3 eV in Ge [62].
Furthermore, the J=3/2 band becomes nondegenerate for increasing wave-vector as the band
splits into two parts, the heavy hole (hh) and the light hole (lh). While ∆SO is very small in Si
and will not likely be detectable in the confinement energy, it still has a very important effect
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of exciton states, not drawn to scale. From the left, the
e-h states schematic represents the combination of the hh-exciton (8-fold degenerate) and the
lh-exciton (4-fold degenerate). The mJ, total momentum magnetic number, states are depicted.
The states are mixed through the SO interaction. In the exciton model, the s-like 1/2-spin
electron combines with the p-like 1/2-spin hole forming spin S=0 and S=1 states. Ground state
S=0 is shown. S=0,1 states are split by the exchange interaction, ∆EX. The S=1 spin state
forms J=2,1,0 (triplet dark exciton), and S=0 yields J=1 (singlet bright exciton).
through mixing the dark and bright exciton, mentioned in Sec. 1.2.2.
The energy levels of the exciton states are schematically depicted in Fig. 1.6. The exciton
is comprised of the lh or the hh plus an electron, in either case. These states are represented
to the left of Fig. 1.6. The J=3/2 hh combines with the J=1/2 electron to form an 8-fold
degenerate state split into J=2 (5-fold) and J=1 (3-fold) states. The J=1/2 lh state combines
with an electron to form a 4-fold state made up of J=1 (3-fold) and J=0 (non-degenerate).
These states are split according to the total angular momentum states mJ. A description of
these states can be found in many text books, see Ref. [63]. In the exciton model, a two-body
system, the two spin states formed by spin 1/2 particles are S=0,1, shown in Fig. 1.6. The
splitting between these two states, discussed above, occurs via the exchange interaction, ∆EX.
The S=1 state is made up of J=2,1,0, while the S=0 states contains J=1.
When the exchange interaction is not too large, the degeneracy in mJ is not completely
removed and this allows for radiative transitions from the S=1 state. At low temperature only
the S=1 state is occupied. As shown in Fig. 1.6, the ground state in the exciton model is S=0.
Therefore, transitions to the ground state are strictly not allowed from the S=1 state. However,
the SO interaction splits the J states and if the exchange is not too large the S=0 and S=1 state
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will overlap. Therefore, there exists a finite probability that even at low temperature the S=0
state is occupied and transitions will be allowed. These transitions can also become allowed
through anisotropy by breaking the selection rules [37, 38, 64]. In general, it is the anisotropic
nature of a NS that removes the degeneracy between the J states and allows for the simple
two level exciton model. In the case of small dots, the selection rules must be broken because
the exchange interaction goes with the inverse of the QD size, whereas, the SO interaction
is constant with size. Therefore, there would be no overlap and transitions could not occur.
However, radiative transitions are observed [37, 38].
By studying the radiative rate of the singlet and triplet states the role of the exchange and
SO interaction is determined. Experimentally, at a few Kelvin there is a discrepancy between
absorption and emission energies of a few meV [6]. This is explained by the observation that
absorption happens in the S=0 state and emission from the S=1 state. In addition, in Si QDs
it has been observed that the decay time of the PL decreases as the temperature increases and
the PL intensity increases [37]. With increasing temperature, the S=0 state becomes populated
and, therefore, the oscillator strength increases. Around T=100K the singlet state becomes
fully populated and the PL intensity decreases above this temperature, because non-radiative
channels become populated [37, 38, 64].
Critically, the magnitude of the exchange and SO interaction is not significant compared to
the confinement energy. Thus, it is justified to not include these interactions in a calculation
of the variation in the gap energy. However, their existence in a NS is significant, because
they determine the radiative states and hence the oscillator strength. In the literature, there is a
large variation in the values reported experimentally and theoretically, particularly for the SO
interaction, because of the difficulty in directly measuring these quantities.
In Sec. 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4, factors that contribute to QC in NSs was discussed, result-
ing in a modification of the gap energy and the selection rules. For the remainder of Sec. 1.2,
two features that are a general consequence of QC are discussed. Spin states (Sec. 1.2.5) and
tunnelling (Sec. 1.2.6) are important phenomena to study for quantum mechanical structures.
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1.2.5 Spin
Traditionally, spin states were only of interest in magnetic materials, because in the bulk state
only these materials will have a net spin state. In various magnetic devices, research interest
is concerned with the study of spin state diffusion at an interface. This event could cause a
spin flip event during scattering with the interface. In light of QWs, one could then study spin
tunnelling phenomena when the width of the well is made comparable to the spin diffusion
length [65]. In the NS, one has atomic-like energy levels to consider. This fact means that
energy level filling will happen according to the Pauli principle. Therefore, precise spin-filling
is possible [66]. The number of spin-states can be controlled with an electric field.
Most research concerning spin studies for spin-based devices is on III-V materials. Re-
cently, it has been realized that group IV materials are also a good candidate, because of their
weak SO interaction, implying long spin lifetimes [67]. Ge has a stronger SO interaction than
Si, which might make it easier to control the spin state due to stronger coupling, however, this
reduces the coherence time [68].
The most promising candidate for studying spin states is 28Si, which has no net nuclear
spin. This means that decoherence is not a problem [59]. There is great deal of research now
into the use of spin states in Si for various applications, but most notable is the research in
quantum computing. Recently, a high level of control has been demonstrated over the spin in
Si including the ability to read spin states [61, 69].
1.2.6 Tunnelling (carrier hopping)
The study of tunnelling states is useful for understanding the energy level structure in NSs. By
varying the bias voltage applied to a NS, one can control which states are allowed to tunnel. In
the study of SiO2-Si superlattices, both phonon-assisted states and lh/hh-states were observed
[70, 71]. Tunnelling can also be considered between QD structures. If the carrier injection
rate is large, then Coulomb blockage can occur [58]. Tunnelling spectroscopy can be used to
measure both electron and hole tunnelling, thus giving information about the band gap [72].
For more detail, see Ref. [6].
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1.3 Scope of Thesis
The intention of this thesis is to study how fabrication of Si (primarily) and Ge QDs via ion
implantation effects the optical properties due to QC of the electronic states. There are cur-
rently a wide range of available fabrication routes (a few are discussed in Chs. 2, 7, and 8).
Each of these methods produces NSs with very different properties, while careful analysis
will reveal that there are similarities. For example, a NS produced by precipitation from a
sub-stoichiometric oxide produces a thick interfacial layer, compared with one produced by
nucleation from a supersaturated state, see Chs. 2, 7. Such an analysis can be extended to con-
sider differences in Q-wires fabricated by the oxide assisted growth method [17] with a thick
interfacial oxide layer, compared to a QW formed by molecular beam epitaxy with a well de-
fined interface [73]. In such a comparison, considering solely the theory of QC one would only
consider the dimensionality of confinement. However, in this example, additional parameters
according to the interface and its effects need to be included. To this end, this thesis compares
ion implanted QDs with other fabrication routes.
Chapter 2 provides a general introduction to various QD fabrication and characterization
methods. Co-sputtering and plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) are com-
monly used methods and thus deserve discussion. Porous-Si is by far the most widely used
method making it too vast for the scope of this work, while some of its results are given in
Ch. 7, 8. A review article for porous-Si is given in Ref. [74]. Evaporation of a source material
via a pulsed laser [75], or thermal evaporation [76] is also a common method with properties
that can be considered to be on par with the co-sputtering method. Methods similar to PECVD
are microwave plasma decomposition [77] and laser pyrolysis of silane [78]. Chapter 2 ends
with a discussion of the details of fabrication via ion implantation, where a discussion of the
structural and optical properties is given in the body of the thesis (Chs. 4→8).
Chapter 3 discusses some of the currently available theoretical methods for NSs. These
methods (effective mass approximation with the k · p generalization, empirical tight-binding,
empirical pseudopotential method) are based on approximations suited for a bulk material.
Extensive work has been carried out to analyse how to transfer these approximations to a NS
system and on the validity of doing so. Chapter 3 discusses these points and brings attention to
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the benefits of each such theoretical method, a further review is given in Ref. [6].
The body of the thesis can be broken into three primary sections as follows:
1.3.1 Fabrication
Fabrication via ion implantation is primarily considered in Chs. 4 and 6. Chapter 4 is concerned
with fabrication of Si QDs via an implantation mask. The effect implantation and annealing
parameters on QD fabrication is fairly well known (Ch. 2), thus Ch. 4 includes the effect of a
mask during implantation. The purpose of the mask is to limit the effects of inhomogeneous
broadening and potentially isolate QDs. These conditions create an ideal environment to study
the decay mechanisms in Si QDs (Ch. 5) and potentially open the doorway for use of ion
implanted Si QDs for quantum computing [59].
Chapter 6 looks at Ge QD formation in an Al2O3 matrix via ion implantation. Ge QD
formation is difficult in a SiO2 matrix, because the QDs are unstable tending to form defects
states, thus inhibiting QC related PL [79]. To this end, an Al2O3 matrix is considered as
a possible alternative and since Al2O3 is optically transparent it may be an ideal choice for
photonic applications. Unfortunately, Ge suffers a similar fate in the Al2O3 matrix, where it is
found to diffuse to the surface and take on significant stress from the matrix. Ge QD fabrication
is generally a complicated process and needs to be handled with great care [80].
1.3.2 Optical/ Lifetime Properties
As mentioned, Si QDs were fabricated via an implantation mask. The integrated and time
resolved PL is studied in Ch. 4. In Ch. 5 a more detailed analysis is carried out on these
samples by including the effect of varying the excitation power. A highly debated topic is the
mechanism of radiative recombination in Si QDs [81]. Owing to the fact that many fabrication
methods produce QDs that are embedded in a matrix material, this issue is difficult to solve.
Densely packed QDs have the potential to excite each other, thus effecting the overall lifetime
and the mask helps reduce this effect.
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1.3.3 Structural Properties
Chapters 7 and 8 are primarily concerned with the structural properties of NSs. Chapter 7 is
an in depth analysis of the structural properties of ion implanted Si QDs. In this chapter, the
role of interface states, stress, and defects states on the optical properties are examined. Using
information provided from x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, PL measurements, and Raman
analysis as input parameters for theoretical modelling, a more accurate model is provided.
This analysis is not done in isolation. A detailed comparison with existing experiments is also
provided.
In Ch. 8, the effect of crystallinity on the optical properties is analysed. This work is an
in depth review of experimental work done over many types of preparation methods for QWs,
Q-Wires, and QDs where an attempt to isolate crystallinity as the only parameter is made. A
simple model of strong and medium QC is used to study the change in the EG as a function of
size for a wide range of samples. In the spirit of this thesis, this work found that crystalline
materials show weaker confinement effects than their amorphous counterpart. At the same
time, the exact source of this difference is still quite controversial and can be argued to depend
on the preparation method.
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Chapter 2
Quantum Dot Characterization and
Fabrication
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, quantum dot (QD) fabrication and characterization is reviewed. In Sec. 2.2
an overview of the characterization methods used in this and other works is highlighted. A
general overview of fabrication via co-sputtering is given in Sec. 2.3.1, and plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) is discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. For each method, an overview
of the fabrication process is accounted for with references given for more detail. The effect of
confinement of carrier particles for each method is reviewed. The focus of this thesis is on
fabrication via ion-implantation accounted for in Sec. 2.4.
2.2 Characterization
Several characterization methods were used in this work to study the optical and structural
properties of QDs. It is the central purpose of this work not to study how an individual charac-
terization methods applies to QDs, but to use a combination of methods for an overall picture of
the properties of QDs fabricated by ion implantation. To this end, this section briefly describes
the principles of each characterization method along with the information they give about the
properties of QDs. Other commonly used methods for studying nanostructures (NSs) include
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ellipsometry, electron spin resonance (ESR), scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS), x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and x-ray diffraction (XRD), which are not discussed here.
2.2.1 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is an ion based detection method used for ana-
lysing elemental composition and depth profiling at the surface and near-surface regions. A
complete discussion of this method can be found in two widely used Refs. [1, 2]. RBS involves
bombarding a target with high energy light ions, typically H or He in the range of 0.5 to 4
MeV, and the energy of the scattered ions is detected. The incident ions will typically travel
a few microns into the substrate, yielding good depth resolution, O(10 nm) at the surface. In
general, the sensitivity of RBS is suited for detecting heavy elements (backscattered ion yield
is proportional to the atomic number of the element squared), while it cannot detect H or He.
The interactions of the incident ions with the substrate are inherently Coulombic in this
energy range, and can be modelled considering elastic collisions with the substrate atoms. If
an incident ion has an initial energy, Eo, and mass, M1, it will scatter with an energy, E1 = KEo,
where K is called the kinematic factor and is given by:
K =
M21
(M1 + M2)2
cos θ +

(
M2
M1
)2
− sin2 θ

1/2
2
; (2.1)
where M2 is the mass of the target atom and θ is the angle of the scattered ion.
Eq. (2.1) states that heavier atoms in the substrate will scatter the incident ions with higher
energy. For example, implantation of Si with Bi at 25 keV will place Bi ≈ 20 nm into the
Si substrate (see Sec. 2.4). Bi is heavier than Si, thus incident ions scattered from Bi will
have more energy compared to Si and this can be seen in Fig. 2.1. Fig. 2.1 plots the yield of
backscattered ions, which is proportional to the scattering cross-section of the substrate atoms,
versus the channel number, which is proportional to energy. Since the Bi layer is 20 nm below
the surface, the high energy side of the Bi peak is shifted to slightly lower energy, because the
incident ions will loose some fraction of energy as they travel through the substrate before they
encounter the Bi layer. This observation allows one to profile the depth of the implanted Bi and
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Figure 2.1: Calculated RBS spectrum of Si implanted with Bi at 25 keV (incident beam is
normal to the surface, detector is at 170 deg.). The depth of Bi is ≈ 20 nm.
the thickness can be determined by the width of the Bi peak. Similarly, the Si edge at channel
number 500 comes from ions backscattered at the surface and the tail is from the vast majority
of ions backscattered at some depth within the bulk Si substrate.
A Si substrate has a layer of oxide on the surface on the order of 1→2 nm. However, since
O has a lower mass than Si, backscattered ions will have a lower energy (lower than the Si
edge) and since the ratio of O to Si is very low, from the SiO2 layer plus the Si substrate, the
intensity of this peak is difficult to detect. However, taking the derivative of the backscattered
energy with respect to the target mass, ∆E1 = Eo dKdM2∆M2, shows that a change in the kinematic
factor is large for small target atoms and thus give better energy resolution. Thus, light atoms
are easier to distinguish than heavy atoms.
Another important feature of RBS detection deals with the geometry of the incident and
backscattered beam. When the incident beam is aligned along a particular crystallographic
orientation, the beam is said to be in channelling geometry. This orientation is, of course, only
possible in a crystalline sample and thus can yield information about the degree of crystallinity.
In channelling geometry, there exists an initial surface peak due to disorder, which drops off
very quickly as the incident beam is allowed to travel through the substrate unimpeded for a
short distance, oscillating between the rows of atoms in the crystal structure. Therefore, if there
are a large number of interstitial defects from, say, implanted ions, they can be distinguished
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in this geometry. Thus one can obtain information about the crystalline ordering of a sample.
2.2.2 X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) uses high energy monochromatic X-rays around
200→4000 eV (for instance, 1486.6 eV for an Al K(alpha) source, or 1253.6 eV for a Mg
K(alpha)) to probe the core electrons of the elements in a sample. The X-rays are used to eject
core electrons, and the kinetic energy of the ejected electrons is measured and converted to
yield their binding energy. At these energies, XPS is a surface sensitive technique up to a few
nanometres. Since the binding energy is effected by the chemical environment of the surface
atoms, XPS can be used to give information about the elemental composition along with the
chemical oxidation state. XPS can be used to provide extensive information about the surface
of a material and, when used in conjunction with sputtering (see Sec. 2.3.1), it can yield depth
information. Many factors can effect the chemical environment and for this reason XPS is a
widely used technique. A more complete discussion can be found in Refs. [3, 4].
The core electrons initially have a binding energy, EB, associated with their particular chem-
ical environment. An incoming x-ray with an energy, hν, is sufficiently energetic to eject the
bound core electron from the material. Then the ejected electron has kinetic energy, EK:
EK = hν − EB − φ; (2.2)
where φ is the work function of the material and must be calibrated to include the work function
of the detector. 1 Thus, the EB of the core electron is known, and since this value is unique for
a particular atom, a survey scan over a range of electron energies gives information about the
elemental composition of a material’s surface. The survey scan also gives information about
the valence level electrons, thus allowing the valence band maximum (VBM) position to be de-
termined. A similar method using ultraviolet energies (ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS)) can measure the binding energy of the conduction electrons to give the conduction band
1Accurate calibration of the spectrometer energy scale is important for interpreting energy positions and re-
spective chemical shifts in XPS. It is common to calibrate spectrometer by the photoelectron peaks of Au4f7/2,
or Cu2p3/2. When conducting samples such as metals or semiconductors are placed in electrical contact with
the spectrometer, the Fermi levels of the sample and the spectrometer are aligned. Then the kinetic energy of the
photoelectrons is measured from the Fermi energy of the spectrometer.
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Figure 2.2: Experimental XPS spectra of a Si substrate with a native layer (≈2→3 nm) of SiO2
on the surface.
minimum (CBM).
A typical XPS of the Si 2p binding energy is depicted in Fig. 2.2. This spectrum is from a
Si substrate with a native layer (≈2→3 nm) of SiO2 on the surface. The peak around 99 eV is
from Si atoms bound in the bulk Si lattice. The first interesting feature is that one can resolve
a Si2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peak due to the spin-orbit interaction in Si at 0.6 eV. Next, there is a peak
around 103 eV, which is also due to Si, but this is from Si bound in the SiO2 structure and is
known as a chemical shift. When Si is in an oxidized state, the effect of the net positive charge
from the core is stronger, hence an increase in the binding energy is observed. Therefore, a
higher oxidation state of Si implies a greater binding energy and this allows one to resolve
differences between these states.
Other factors can also cause an observed change in the binding energy of photoelectrons.
In insulating materials, charge can build up on the surface, effectively changing the work func-
tion of the material. Such an effect is accounted for by correcting the spectrum to a C peak
that is present in small amounts on any substrate surface, due to contamination during sample
preparation and handling, or mechanical pump oil exposure. Stress can cause a change in the
bond length, thus effecting the local electronic environment, along with dielectric effects [5].
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2.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a valuable tool for direct imaging of QDs [6]. It is
the only method that after proper calibration gives direct observation of QD size. This method
sends a flux of electrons through a sample and the scattered electrons are then focused to
produce an image. The wavelength of the incident electrons is given by: λ = 0.0388√
V
nm, where
V is the voltage at the electron gun. The scattering angle of the electrons is given by: θ ≈ λd ,
where d is the atomic diameter of the atoms in the substrate. Therefore, two atoms of similar
mass will be difficult to distinguish in TEM [7]. In a crystalline material, the electron beam
will scatter coherently and diffraction patterns representative of the crystal structure will form.
While TEM produces direct images of the substrate and can produce high resolution (O(0.1
nm)) images, it is limited by the thickness of the sample. Since electrons strongly interact with
the substrate material, they can only travel tens of nanometres through a sample, which places
a limitation on their thickness.
2.2.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides information about the surface morphology of
a sample [8]. A high energy electron beam (100 V → 100 kV) is focused onto a sample.
The interactions of this beam with the sample produce secondary electrons through inelastic
scattering events, along with elastically scattered electrons (backscattered electrons) and Auger
electrons. The intensity of the secondary electrons depends on the local composition and the
topography. The secondary electron detector is position and angle sensitive, thus forming a
surface image which can distinguish between different elements on the surface. Additionally,
all sharp topographical features on the surface will act as enhanced electron emissivity points.
The resolution of a typical system is around 1 nm.
2.2.5 Photoluminescence and Lifetime Analysis
Photoluminescence (PL) is the process of absorbing electromagnetic radiation and re-emitting
this radiation at the same or a different energy [9]. Many of the the details concerning how a
material absorbs this radiation are given in Ch. 1 (in particular, see Sec. 1.2.2). Here the focus
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of electron, e, hole transition, h, in an indirect semiconductor via the aid
of a phonon, ~Ω, and a photon, ~ω.
is on the qualitative features of a PL spectra.
PL is by far the most widely used experimental method in the study of NSs, because it is a
direct method for the observation of quantum confinement (QC). When a photon of energy ~ω
is absorbed by a material, an electron, e, given sufficient energy, is excited into the conduction
band (CB) from the valence band (VB) thus creating a hole, h, in the VB. As discussed in Sec.
1.2.1, this process, in principle, requires a phonon of energy ~Ω for momentum conservation
in an indirect gap material, see Fig. 2.3. If the excitation energy is higher than the band gap
energy (EG), the electron will relax (O(10−13 s)) to the CBM, before relaxing to the VBM.
During the final relaxation step, the emitted photon energy, ~ω′, is characteristic of the EG
(~ω′ = ECBM − EVBM = EG), therefore, a shift in this energy is evidence of QC. However, the
picture can become complicated by defect or interface states that might exist in the mid-gap
region (see Secs. 2.4.2, 2.4.3).
The intensity of the PL spectrum, IPL, is characteristic of the number of carriers involved in
the PL process. For a carrier concentration, n(E) = f (E)ρ(E), where f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution and ρ(E) is the density of states (DOS) (Eq. (1.2)), the IPL ∼
∫
n(E)δ(~ω − E)dE.
δ(~ω − E) maintains energy conservation and for the situation described here E → EG. Fig.
2.4 depicts the IPL for a bulk material where the DOS is a continuum. In the case of a QD,
the DOS is a δ-function, thus the PL spectrum should become a single vertical line for the
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ρ(E) ∼ E1/2
n(E)
IPL
E
f (E)
µ
Figure 2.4: Schematic of PL intensity, IPL, as the area under the curve of the carrier concentra-
tion, n(E), given by the convolution of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, f (E), and the DOS, ρ(E);
and µ is the chemical potential.
case of a transition across the band gap. Single transitions are never observed primarily due to
inhomogeneous broadening (Sec. 1.2.2), thus the PL spectrum represents a distribution of QD
sizes.
It is important to note, that this distribution of QD sizes can create inherent complications
while analysing the experimental data with various models for QC. The problem is in accu-
rately associating a single QD diameter with the correct PL energy, EPL. The convention is to
assume that the peak measured EPL is associated with the peak in the TEM size distribution
and these two numbers are checked against the theoretical model. Generally, one can check
that the distribution of sizes and energies agree and thus the convention is justified. However,
it is also possible that interactions between QDs can shift the peak energies (see Ch. 5). The
exact effect of this shift is difficult to determine at the moment. Nonetheless, if we consider our
model (see Chs. 7, 8) against a PL spectrum from single QDs of porous Si (Fig. 2 of Ref. [10]),
there is good agreement with the porous Si QDs in Fig. 8.4. Therefore, one can be reasonably
confident in this convention.
Time-resolved PL is a function of the recombination rate of excited carriers (see Sec. 1.2.2).
A typical PL spectra for SiO2 implanted with Si QDs (Sec. 2.4) measured in this work, is given
in Fig. 2.5. The inset shows the decrease in the IPL as a function of time. This curve can be
fitted with:
IPL = I0e−(t/τ)
β
; (2.3)
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Figure 2.5: PL intensity for an ion-implanted Si QD in SiO2 as a function of emission wave-
length. The inset give the variation in the intensity as a function of time.
for an initial intensity, I0, with a lifetime, τ. β is called the stretched exponential parameter (or
dispersion exponent) with a range 0 < β ≤ 1. This parameter represent the fact that not all of
the recombination events result in radiative emission. In general, the PL lifetime, 1tPL =
1
tnr
+ 1tr , is
a combination of non-radiative, tnr, and radiative, tr, events. The non-radiative events can be the
result of defect and interface states (see Secs. 2.4.2, 2.4.3). Interactions with neighbouring QDs
also effect the tPL. For these reasons a PL spectrum and the measured lifetime is a convolution
of many events that can be very difficult to differentiate.
A final note of the versatility of PL measurements concerns resonant excitations, which can
be used to measure absorption in so-called PL excitation (PLE) spectroscopy. The spectrometer
is set to measure only a particular photon energy and the intensity of this peak is measured as
a function of the excitation energy. The emission intensity is proportional to the probability of
absorption and the excitation intensity. However, PLE spectra are not a direct measurement of
the absorption, because the emission intensity is also proportional to the probability of relaxing
to an emitting state and the probability of emitting a photon. Relaxation is complicated by the
defect concentration.
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2.2.6 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is an optical technique designed to probe vibrational and rotational modes
using IR frequencies in the range of 2→12 ×1013 Hz [11]. An incident photon of energy hνo
will excite a transition between two vibrational modes and an emitted photon of energy hν f is
measured. The energy difference between these states (|hνo − hν f | = hνp) gives energy of an
emitted phonon (Stokes shift) or an absorbed phonon (anti-Stokes shift). The phonon energy,
hνp, corresponds to particular vibrational state. Absorption of electromagnetic radiation will
polarize a material, therefore, selection rules for phonon transitions are based on the polariza-
tion tensor, which is connected to the symmetry of the lattice.
Raman measurements are useful for the wealth of information they can provide. On one
hand, it can be used to identify the elemental composition of a sample along with its crys-
tallinity. Crystalline Si has a sharp peak at 520 cm−1 and crystalline Ge peaks at 300 cm−1 both
due to the Γ+25 optical phonon mode. In a crystalline sample the full width half max of either of
these peaks is around 3 cm−1. Broadening of these peaks is an indication that the sample may
be contain defects. In the case of QDs samples, broadening of the phonon peak is an indication
of phonon confinement and increases for the smaller size QDs [12]. Thus, it can be used as an
indirect method for QD size determination.
Another important feature for QD studies is the observation of stress using Raman spec-
troscopy. Stress in a system will change the vibrational energy of the lattice. This change can
be observed as a shift in the peak Raman position. The actual details of stress models can
be complicated. The general picture is that compressive stress will shift the peak to higher
frequency, while tensile stress results in a decrease.
2.3 Quantum Dot Fabrication
This section provides an overview of QDs formed by co-sputtering and PECVD. Each method
is popular due to their relatively intelligible and compact experimental set-ups. There is a
large body of literature concerning these methods, particularly in the case of co-sputtering. For
this section, a general picture will be given regarding the type of QDs these methods produce.
Both methods create QDs structures that are embedded in a matrix material, similar to ion-
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implantation. However, each method shows a wide range of QD shapes, interface and defect
states due to the chemical processes involved, according to the precise experimental conditions.
For these reasons, the account given here will only serve as a rough basis of comparison with
ion-implanted QDs.
2.3.1 Co-Sputtering
A general overview of QD fabrication via co-sputtering is given here, including some basic
results. More detailed information can be found in Ref. [13–15].
Method
Sputtering is the process of removing ions from the surface of a target material by bombard-
ing the material with energetic ions. Chemically inert species such as Ar+ are typically used
to bombard the target material. Target atoms are removed by either collisions with incident
particles or through recoil events with surface atoms. For these reasons sputtering is a purely
physical process, whereby a vapour phase of the sputtered atoms is created. Due to the low
efficiency of ion-based sputtering, many experiments will use a plasma glow discharge as a
sputter source.
A schematic representation of a typical sputtering apparatus is given in Fig. 2.6. In this set-
up the target material is attached to a negative voltage ('2000 V) supply, in the case of a DC
bias, while the substrate is positively biased. In the case of an insulating substrate a RF supply
is used in place of the DC supply, Fig. 2.6. The system is initially pumped down, followed
by the introduction of the buffer gas, Ar, which leaves the system at a pressure of ' 1→10
Pa. In the intense electric field, high energy electrons positively ionize the Ar gas creating a
glow plasma discharge (for more details see Ref. [13]). The ions are attracted to the negatively
charged target material to generate sputtering. In many cases a magnetron field is generated to
help increase the ionization efficiency of the buffer gas and help trap ions near target yielding
higher quality in the film growth.
An essential parameter for the preparation of high quality films is the sputtering yield.
This parameter is defined as the average number of surface atoms removed with respect to
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Gas Inlet Vacuum
-V (DC or RF)
Glow Discharge
Target
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of sputtering apparatus. A DC source is used for con-
ducting materials, RF for insulating.
the number of incident sputtering ions [13]. There are many models available to describe the
sputter yield, Y , the most widely used is given by Sigmund [13]:
Y =
3
4pi2
α
4M1M2
(M1 + M2)2
E
Us
; (2.4)
where E is the energy of the sputtering ions and M1 is its mass, M2 is the mass of the target
atoms, Us is the surface binding energy, and α is a dimensionless parameter. In the case of
750 eV Ar ions striking the surface of a SiO2 target with an average surface binding energy of
3.4 eV, target material ions that gain energy greater than this will be sputtered from the surface
(see Fig. 2.7 [16]). For the process depicted in Fig. 2.7, Si atoms will leave the surface with
an average energy of ≈11 eV/atom and O with ≈8 eV/atom. The average sputtering yield of Si
is ≈0.2 and for O ≈0.8 atoms/ion. Comparing these numbers to a sputter target of pure Si with
the same ion bombardment energy, the sputter yield is ≈0.45 atoms/ion with ≈13 eV/atom.
Therefore, in a SiO2 target O is preferentially sputtered. For this reason a Si target is used in
conjunction with a SiO2 target to achieve the correct stoichiometric ratio of O and Si during the
growth process. This process is known as co-sputtering, where chemical reactions occur in the
vapour phase. Similar reaction occur in the case of reactive sputtering, whereby, Si is sputter
in an pre-existing O environment.
The morphology of the deposited substrate depends of the kinetic energy of the sputtered
atoms hitting the substrate, the type of particle, and the flux of particles. Growth temperature
and pressure will change the stoichiometry of the substrate. The reactive environment makes
the processes inherently chemisorption, thus affecting the quality of the deposited film. In addi-
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Figure 2.7: Sputtering yield vs. energy of ions leaving target surface. 750 eV Ar ions striking
a target of SiO2. 3.4 eV is the average surface binding energy of the target material. Sputtering
yield: Si ≈0.2 and O ≈0.8 atoms/ion. Simulated by SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in
Matter).
tion, sputtered atoms undergo collisions in the buffer gas changing the quality of the deposited
film’s microstructure. The structure zone model is typically used to describe these processes
and details of this can be found in Ref. [15].
Characterization
Some of the general features of co-sputtered QDs are discussed. Based on the principles dis-
cussed above in Sec. 2.3.1, deposited films consist of sub-stoichiometric silicon dioxide, SiOx,
or germanium oxide, GeOx. The stoichiometry is controlled through the sputtering rate, tem-
perature and pressure of the experimental set-up. The QDs are subsequently produced by
annealing the film, which causes nucleation of QDs [17]. Both Si and Ge QDs produced by
this method tend to form crystalline structures [18, 19]
Si QDs were fabricated using magnetron co-sputtering by Mirabella et al. [20]. A sample
XPS spectra of this process is shown in Fig. 2.8. The XPS spectra shows that there is significant
phase separation between the Si0 and the Si4+ state. From the energy of the peak positions the
interface state is identified as the Si1+ state. It is interesting to compare these samples with work
done by Zhang et al., where they produced Si QDs using reactive magnetron sputtering [21].
The essential difference in the two methods lies in the fact that in co-sputtering Si and SiO2
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Figure 2.8: Si2p X-ray photoelectron spectra for 43% excess Si fabricated by magnetron co-
sputtering, annealed at 900 oC. Best fits are shown depicting the oxidation states with the full
width half max, energy position and percent contribution shown. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [20]. Copyright (2009), American Institute of Physics.
are sputtered together, whereas, in reactive sputtering Si is sputtered in an O environment.
This difference essentially amounts to a different stoichiometry, because, in principle, the Si is
reacting in an O environment in either case. An XPS spectra of the sample produced by Zhang
et al. is shown in Fig. 2.9, where it is clear that all of the sub oxide states exist.
Comparing the PL of each type of sputtering method described previously, the role of the
oxide interface is clarified. In the work of Kim et al., reactive sputtered samples were prepared
similar to the work of Zhang et al. [22]. In this work, XPS studies revealed that when the
diameter of the QDs was reduced a shift in the Si 2p peak was observed to higher binding
energy. Ultimately, the authors determined that the shift in binding energy was due to stress in
the system and that this stress resulted in the change in the observed gap energy, shown in Fig.
2.11. On the other hand, Sa’ar et al. produced samples via co-sputtering Si and SiO2, similar
to the work of Mirabella et al. [18]. The author determined that interface states act to quench
the non-radiative decay channels and hence an increase in the effect of QC is observed, see Fig.
2.11. However, what is interesting is that Sa’ar et al. conclude that Si-O-Si bridging bonds are
the dominate interface state responsible for the PL, while in the work of Mirabella, they show
that such a fabrication method produces Si=O interface states. Therefore, one can conclude
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Figure 2.9: Si2p X-ray photoelectron spectra of the SiO1.4, produced by reactive RF magnetron
sputtering, annealed at 1000 oC. Best fit depicts sub-oxide states. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [21]. Copyright (2009), American Institute of Physics.
that the essential features towards the observation of QC in samples produced by co-sputtering
show a wide range of variability depending on the experimental set-up.
Looking at Ge co-sputtered samples, it is clear that the precise road to fabrication is more
complicated. Maeda et al. produces QDs via magnetron RF co-sputtering [17]. To produce Ge
QDs in this manner one must sputter a Ge sample alongside SiO2 as a source of O. However,
this method leads to inherent complications. Due to the existence of Si in the substrate and
the thermodynamic instability of GeO2 (compared to SiO2), as the annealing temperature is
raised the GeO2 is reduced, Fig. 2.10. In addition, Raman measurement show a significant
broadening and shift in the Ge crystal phonon peak, which is attributed to stress and possibly
phonon confinement [23]. The same set of samples are reported on in the work of Kanemitsu
et al., where they observe that Ge QDs with a diameter less than 4 nm have a lattice spacing
of 0.298 nm [24]. The bulk lattice constant of Ge is 0.565 nm; therefore, this measurements
indicates that the Ge QDs have a different crystal structure for diameters less than 4 nm.
The PL of Ge QDs produced by co-sputtering can show a large variation. In the work of
Choi et al., they demonstrate PL due solely to defect states [25]. Whereas, in the work of
Takeoka et al., they observe PL due to QC, see Fig. 2.11 [19]. In both cases, the samples are
produced by magnetron co-sputtering. The essential difference may be due to the power of the
sputtering sputtering source. Takeoka et al. uses an RF power of 100 W, while Takeoka et al.
uses a 200 W RF source. The difference in power could lead to differences in the sputtering
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Figure 2.10: Ge3d5/2 X-ray photoelectron spectra as a function of annealing temperature.
Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (1995) by the American Physical
Society.
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yield and hence Ge concentration. Thus, like the case of Si QDs, there exists large variation in
the resulting QDs, making this method inherently unreliable.
2.3.2 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition
A general overview of QD fabrication via PECVD is given here, including some basic results.
More detailed information can be found in Refs. [26–28].
Method
In a few respects PECVD is similar to co-sputtering, in that in either case a vapour is formed in
a chamber that is then deposited onto a substrate to form a sub-stoichiometric silicon dioxide,
SiOx, film. Post high temperature annealing of the film causes phase separation, nucleation
sites and growth of QDs [29]. While sputtering is essentially a physical process, co-sputtering
involves a chemical reaction between an O and Si vapour thus forming a SiOx film, or surface
QD structures [30]. On the other hand, PECVD is an inherently chemical process, and for this
reason contamination can be an issue of concern.
Chemical vapour deposition is based on the principle of flowing silane, SiH4, gas over a
heated substrates. The thermal energy induces the chemical reaction, SiH4(g)→ Si(s) + 2H2(g),
at the surface of the substrate, thus absorbing Si for film growth. In the case of PECVD, the
plasma is created in much the same was as described in Sec. 2.3.1. The plasma or glow
discharge acts to increase the rate of chemical reactions by proving kinetic energy to the SiH4
gas and thus breaking the bonds.
A typical set of a PECVD chamber is shown in Fig. 2.12. The set-up is quite similar
to a co-sputtering system apart from there being no target material. In a PECVD chamber,
the substrate is placed between two electrodes powered by an RF source. Growth of SiOx is
carried out with the use of SiH4, He, and N2O (or O2). SiNx films use SiH4, He, and NH3 (and/
or N2). After the introduction of the gases a plasma is generated and the typical reaction is: e
+ SiH4 → e + SiH3 + H. In this ionized state the gases are more readily attracted to and react
with the substrate. It should be noted that the actual chemical process during PECVD is quite
complicated and not fully understood [27].
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Gas Inlet Vacuum
RF
ElectrodeSubstrate
Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition appa-
ratus.
PECVD is characterized by high deposition rates from 3 to 10 nm/min. There are several
parameters that control the quality and structure of the final film, including pressure, gas flow,
glow (plasma) discharge energy, excitation frequency, power, plasma electron density, substrate
temperature, and flux of particle species. Surface growth is inherently unstable regarding the
deposition rate with respect to the relaxation rate of the atoms on the surface. These differences
of rates can lead to surface irregularities that can propagate through the thickness of the film.
It has been shown that Si-O-Si bonds tend to form during the growth process with a low
bond angle [27, 29]. These bonds are stressed and easily break, thus forming defect centres. He
gas is used to help control defect centres by reducing Si-H, Si-N, Si-OH, and N-H bonds. Better
film quality is achieved in the SiOx layer when the Si:O ratio is not far from 2, which increases
the Si-O-Si bond angle. While SiOx is essential for QD formation, defect free samples are also
desired. For higher O content the N2O gas is used, because it has a lower activation energy
than O2; however, this leads to N contamination in the film.
Characterization
Some of the general features of PECVD QDs are discussed. Iacona et al. produced SiOx films
using source gases of N2O and SiH4 [29]. IR spectroscopy found that the Si-O-Si stretch-
ing mode is at 1028 cm−1 for the as-deposited film, which is significantly lower than the bulk
value, 1080 cm−1. Subsequent annealing verifies that this mode moves closer to the bulk value,
indicating that Si is nucleating out of the SiOx, thus forming SiO2. N contamination is veri-
fied through RBS analysis to be around 10 at.%. Initially, IR measurements detect the Si-N
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stretching mode, and after annealing the sample, this mode becomes Si-O-N.
It is clear that defect states do exist in PECVD QDs. While the origin of the defects is
different from a co-sputtered sample, they have the same essential effect on the QD structures.
In the work of Inokuma et al., Raman measurements for samples similar to that of Iacona et
al. show significant stress on the samples [31]. Although it is not completely clear what the
interface/ defect states are (most likely Si-O-N, based on IR measurements), QC effects are
still observed (see Fig. 2.13).
A striking difference is noted when comparing Si QDs embedded in SiO2 with ones em-
bedded in Si3N4, . In the work of Park et al. Si QDs in SiNx were produced by flowing SiH4
and N2 gases in a PECVD chamber [32]. Si3N4 has a band gap of 5.6 eV, while SiO2 has a
band gap of 8.9 eV. Therefore, one might expect that confinement effects would be stronger in
SiO2. However, the opposite effect is seen, see Fig. 2.13. The exact reason for this phenomena
is not clear, but it is most likely due to the nature of the interface states. Iacona et al. noted that
the experimental gap energy was much lower than most theoretical predictions possibly due to
pinning of the valence band [29]. However, another interested feature is that as TEM images
clearly show in the work of Inokuma et al., SiO2 embedded QD structures are crystalline. On
the other hand Si3N4 embedded QD structures are amorphous [32]. Amorphous structures are
known to exhibit stronger confinement, possibly due to a reduction of the effective mass in
the amorphous system compared with the crystalline and/ or pinning of valence states in the
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crystalline system [33].
2.4 Ion Implantation
Ion implantation is a broad subject of study in itself. An ion beam can be used for a variety of
purposes including modifying the the properties of a material, causing a phase transformation
of the implanted material, and creating silicon on insulator wafers, to name a few. In addition,
there is still extensive work under way to understanding the energy loss process and defect
production in implanted materials. For a review of the process of implantation including more
detail on the parameters discussed here see Ref. [34].
Implantation energy, dose and annealing conditions determine the final size and structure of
QDs. One needs information on the depth distribution, concentration of ions at a given depth,
defect formation due to the implantation, the kinetics and thermodynamics of the implanted
ions during annealing, and the effect of the background gas on defects to fully understand
how QDs form. While, there are many parameters that effect the final structure of QDs, each
parameter is interconnected, e.g. the final concentration is a function of energy and dose.
Therefore, there are general conclusions that can be drawn about the final structure given slight
differences in the initial conditions. Of course, breakdown regimes exist; for example high
energy and dose conditions (>150 keV and 1017 ions/cm2) will produce very different interface
and defect states than low energy and dose conditions [35]. The focus will be on parameters
relevant to the work of this thesis, which are fairly regular conditions found in the literature.
The final optical properties will be discussed throughout the body of this thesis.
2.4.1 Tandetron Accelerator
The samples discussed in this thesis were prepared at Western University’s tandetron accelera-
tor facility. A general discussion of the operation of this system is given here (see Fig. 2.14 for
a layout of the facility). The system is a general Ionex 1.7 MV high current tandem accelerator,
which utilizes dual beam sources. In the first case, a duo-plasmatron ion source is used for the
production of H and He ions. In addition, there is a sputter source that produces a negative ion
beam of virtually any element, besides radioactive and inert gas ions. In Fig. 2.14, the low
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of the Tandetron facility at Western University.
energy magnet is used to select the correct ion state of the source material and guide the beam.
The high energy magnet is used to steer the ion beam toward the intended purpose. In the case
of RBS analysis done in this work, a He beam was guided to the RBS chamber, while Si and
Ge beams were used in the implantation chamber. During implantation, the beam energy, dose
of implanted ions, substrate temperature, pressure, angle of incidence, and beam current are all
precisely known.
The sources produce a beam of ions in the energy range of 20→100 keV, Vsource. The
ions produced are negative (of unit charge), which are accelerated toward the centre of the
accelerator chamber (Fig. 2.14) maintained at a positive potential energy between 50 keV→1.7
MeV, Vterminal. Here the ion beam encounters a buffer gas of nitrogen where their electrons are
stripped and they become positively charged, q. As such, they continue to accelerate to the high
energy end of the accelerator. It is because of this mode of dual acceleration that the system
is called a tandem accelerator. The final energy of the beam is between 120 keV to 10 MeV,
governed by the equation: Ebeam = Vterminal(1 + q) + Vsource.
Ion beams of lower energy are produced by turning off the effect of the buffer gas. In this
case, the final energy is simply the energy of the source. In either case, the accelerated ions
emerging on the high energy side of the machine are focused by an electrostatic quadrupole
lens. The high energy magnet is also used as an analysing magnet to select the correct energy
of the beam.
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2.4.2 Implantation Conditions
During the implantation process a substrate, typically SiO2 in this study, is placed in the im-
plantation chamber at a pressure of 10−7 Torr. The ion beam is focused typically over a square
centimetre onto the substrate at normal incidence. A 7o implantation angle is used in many
cases to reduce channelling effects. The implanted ions loose energy through nuclear and elec-
tronic interactions as they travel through the substrate. Electronic interactions are Coulombic
and act like a viscous drag on the implanted ions. Nuclear interactions are kinematic collisions
that alter the trajectory of the ions and cause displacement of the substrate atoms, leading to
defects in the substrate.
The range that an ion travels in a substrate is an inherently statistical process dominated by
collisions with the substrate ions. Therefore, the implanted ion concentration as a function of
depth, N(x), is given by a Gaussian distribution function:
N(x) = D
∆Rp(2pi)1/2 exp
−12
(
x − Rp
∆Rp
)2 ; (2.5)
where Rp ([cm]) is the projected range (the straight line depth from the surface to maximum ion
concentration), and D
([
atoms/cm2
])
is the dose of the implanted ion. A slight complication in
fitting Eq. (2.5) to experiment is that the Gaussian is usually skewed towards the surface due
to sputtering, see Fig. 2.15. In addition, a higher implantation energy will have a larger range
straggle, ∆Rp, according to the inherent statistics of the implantation process.
Figure 2.15 depicts two different implant energies (50 and 100 keV) for Si in SiO2. The
simulation is performed using SRIM [16], which gives units on the y-axis of concentration
(atoms/cm3) over dose (atoms/cm2). As described above, Fig. 2.15 shows that for the larger
implant energy (100 keV) the peak yield is lower. QD formation can only occur if there is a high
enough concentration available for nucleation and growth (see below, Sec. 2.4.3). Therefore,
a higher implant energy requires a larger dose. Typically, the concentration needs to be on
the order of 1021 → 1022 atoms/cm3, this would require a dose of roughly on the order of
1016 atoms/cm2. The most effective way to control the size of the QD is then to increase the
implantation dose, thus providing more material for nucleation, discussed further in Sec. 2.4.3.
One of the great advantages of ion implantation for QD production over other methods is
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Figure 2.16: Si ion yield and vacancy profile as a function of depth implanted in SiO2 for a 100
keV implant energy. Simulated using SRIM [16].
that it does not produce contamination in the sample. However, it does lead to a very high
concentration of defects in the sample as to be expected. Fig. 2.16 plots an implantation
profile along with a vacancy defect profile for a 100 keV implant in SiO2 simulated using
SRIM [16]. In principle, all defect types (point, line, planar and volume) including radiation
induced defects during implantation can be observed (see Chs. 7 and 9 of Ref. [34]). Therefore,
the plot in Fig. 2.16 is a qualitative representation of the defect profile. The concentration of
the vacancy profile near the surface influences the formation of QDs [36]. In addition, the
implantation process causes sputtering along with swelling of the substrate material with a net
effect of around 1 nm for typical energy/ dose ranges [35].
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A comprehensive study of defects in SiO2 is given in Ref. [37]. An important class of
defects in SiO2 are the oxygen vacancy defects, VO, represented as O3≡Si−Si≡O3. When
the bond between the Si atoms is broken, through electron excitation or hole capture, this
defect becomes positively charged, V+O, and is called an E’ centre defect, represented as O3≡Si•
◦Si≡O3 (• is an unpaired electron and ◦ is the trapped hole). The dominant defect observed after
implantation into SiO2 is the E’ centre defect [38]. This state is reported to be a non-radiative
recombination centre, thus quenching the PL from Si in an as implanted sample. However,
there is PL observed from the neutral VO at 470 nm [38, 39]. In addition, there is PL from
non bridging oxygen hole centres (NBOHC), denoted O3≡Si−O•. This defect has a PL band
around 630 nm [38]. The defect associated PL is removed by annealing the sample allowing
the reconstruction of the SiO2 structure and formation of QDs. However, some interface/ defect
states still exists and have an important contribution to the PL in Si QDs, discussed further in
the next section.
2.4.3 Annealing Conditions
As discussed (Sec. 2.4.2), ion implantation produces an ion concentration profile as a function
of depth and the concentration must be within a certain threshold for QD formation. The pro-
cess of formation comes about by annealing the substrates, thus giving enough thermal energy
to the implanted ions for diffusion. The actual details of QD formation can be quite compli-
cated because of the nature of the defects produced during the implantation step. However,
there are very good models for the formation QDs during annealing.
Si and Ge ions form QDs by different methods. First, Si undergoes a simple nucleation
process [7]. When the Si supersaturation is sufficient (see Sec. 2.4.2) the probability of capture
by a neighbouring Si ion is high, when a temperature of around 1100 oC is applied. In a region
with a high density of Si ions, see Fig. 2.17, Si will nucleate (step (a) in Fig. 2.17) until the Si
concentration becomes too low for nucleation. The kinetics of QD formation are determined
by the interfacial energy and has been modelled in Ref. [7]. Si has a low diffusion constant in
SiO2 (10−18 to 10−16 cm2s ), therefore, nucleation is diffusion limited. Bonafos et al. measured
the change in QD size as a function of annealing time and found that maximum size is reached
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of nucleation process of Si in SiO2. A supersaturation of Si ions
nucleate when thermal energy is applied at step (a) and Si ions absorb immediate neighbours.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of the Ostwald ripening process. Small nucleation sites form in step
(a). During step (b), the smaller nucleation sites act as ‘seeds’ to produce larger QDs.
in the first few minutes with very little change over prolonged annealing [7]. In addition, very
little (≈10%) of the initial Si concentration contributes to the formation of QDs [36]. A possible
mechanism for nucleation of Si QDs is through vacancy defect regions [36].
The size of Si QDs is controlled through two primary methods. First, by increasing the
dose during implantation the initial concentration will increase, thus increasing of probability
of ion capture for nucleation [40]. Another method is to increase the annealing temperature,
thus providing increased energy for nucleation [7]. It is also important to note that Si QDs
fabricated by ion implantation and thermal annealing in SiO2 are crystalline [7].
Ge implantation in SiO2 forms QDs through a slightly different process called Ostwald
ripening. In this process, first small nucleation sites form (similar to the Si QD process above),
see Fig. 2.18 step (a). During step (b) in Fig. 2.18, the smaller nucleation sites act as ‘seeds’
for larger sites until a given region is depleted of small nuclei [41]. This process occurs because
the smaller nucleation sites have a larger surface to volume ratio and since surface atoms are
at a higher energy than those in the bulk the larger QD is favoured. Ge has a higher diffusion
constant (10−14 to 10−12 cm2
s
) than Si in SiO2, making this process possible. Evidence for
Ostwald ripening of Ge is given in Ref. [41], where the authors observe a increase in Ge QD
size over time and a decrease in the QD density.
Like Si, Ge QD size can be controlled by annealing temperature (typically around 900 oC)
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and by the initial supersaturation, but also by the time of the anneal [41]. Ge has been proposed
to diffuse through dangling bonds [42], which may account for the differences in QD formation
with Si. However, for lower energies and doses Ostwald ripening has been proposed for Si [43].
In such a case, Ostwald ripening could be conceived of for Si, because the vacancy and implant
profile will have similar peak positions. In addition, Ge forms crystalline QD structures [41].
Another substrate material that researchers have looked at for both Si and Ge is Al2O3,
because of its optical transparency. However, QD formation is difficult in this matrix material.
On one hand, Al2O3 is a highly contaminated material from the manufacture. In the case of Si
implantation, a PL band around 750 nm was observed, but this same band was also observed
in the unimplanted sample [44]. In the case of Ge, one observes significant out-diffusion of Ge
and stress [45].
Annealing has another very important effect towards the production of efficient QDs con-
cerning the reconstruction of the SiO2 matrix and the removal of defects. It was noted in the
Sec. 2.4.2 that implantation produces E’ centre defects. During phase separation of Si and
SiO2, these defects are almost completely removed [7, 38]. By removing the E’ defects PL
from Si QDs is now able to be observed. In addition, the PL bands from the neutral VO and the
NBOHC are also removed [38]. It is clear that not all defect states can be removed, because
there must exist an interface between the Si QD and the matrix, which will contain suboxide
states.
The most notable state is called the Pb defect, which is an under-coordinated Si atom
(Si3≡Si•) and is still detected in an annealed sample [38]. Three different charge states ex-
ist for the Pb dangling bond defect: D+, D0, D− corresponding to zero, one, or two electrons in
the dangling bond, respectively. The positive charge state pulls the under-coordinated Si atom
into the plane of the other three Si atoms, while the negative charge states has the opposite
effect [46], which can cause stress in the system. These defect states also acts as non-radiative
traps, however, they can be controlled by annealing in forming gas (95% N2:5% H2), which
acts to passivate the dangling bonds [47]. Such an anneal increases the PL intensity without
causing a shit in the peak position.
While dangling bonds at the interface can be passivated, suboxide interface states will still
exist. In the work of Nikolova et al. the Si3+ state, Si2O3, was found at the interface and its
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concentration depends on the implantation energy and dose [35]. For a high dose/ low energy
implant the interface state has a low concentration, while the opposite is true for the high dose/
high energy implant. When the sub-oxide interface is thick, the system is under increased
stress [48]. Of course, the interface thickness can be controlled and stress is generally relieved
with annealing [49]. Nonetheless, interface states still exist and have an important effect of the
PL. These states are noted to exist as mid-gap states and primarily the Si-O vibrational mode
(0.13 eV) is observed to cause a stokes shift in the PL and cause pinning of the valence band
states [18, 50].
While Si QDs can be controlled through proper implant and annnealing conditions, Ge
does not produce such well defined PL. Ge easily oxidizes, thus in the neutral VO defects
formed after implantation Ge is able to substitute the place of Si in either one or two positions.
Therefore, after annealing, the only PL observed is defect related PL around 350 nm and 450
nm [51]. In addition, red PL has a been observed in Ge implanted SiO2; however, it has still
been attributed to VO defects at the interface [52].
2.5 Conclusion
Various methods typically employed for studying the properties of NSs were discussed in Sec.
2.2.
Fabrication and characterization of QDs via PECVD and co-sputtering were briefly re-
viewed. It was shown that in both cases, QDs have a complicated interface structure along
with many defect states. In addition, two different sputtering set-ups (magnetron versus co-
sputtering) will produce different thickness of the interfacial laer. PECVD QD samples also
tend to have increased contamination due to N, leading to elevated levels of defects.
The method of QD fabrication via ion implantation was reviewed. The implantation condi-
tions necessary for sufficient Si concentration was explained, along with the required annealing
conditions. Properly controlled conditions lead to a reduction of defects in QDs with well de-
fined interface states.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Methods
Electronic (band) structure calculations are well understood for bulk materials. The many-
body Hamiltonian describing the interactions between all electrons and ions in the material
is approximated by a single electron Hamiltonian [1]. This Hamiltonian contains an effective
crystal potential with the periodicity of the lattice:
[
− ~
2
2mo
∇2 + Vc(r)
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r); (3.1)
where mo is the free or bare electron mass, Vc(r) is the crystal potential, and Ψ(r) is a product
of the free electron function and the Bloch function. Bloch’s theorem describes the long range
periodic order of a crystal and gives solutions to the effective single electron Hamiltonian (Eq.
(3.1)) yielding electronic band states [2]. Further approximations to the calculation depend on
the details of the theory: effective mass approximation (EMA) with the k·p generalization (Sec.
3.1), empirical tight-binding (ETB, Sec. 3.2), or empirical pseudopotential method (EPM, Sec.
3.3).
In general the form of the crystal potential is complicated, whereby, the properties of an
electron in a crystal potential are simplified with the use of the EMA [3]. Physically, one can
understand this approximation by taking the time derivative of the group velocity and relating
it to the net force on an electron in a periodic potential. Thereby, the effect of the potential at
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each lattice site is averaged out, yielding:
1
m∗
=
1
~2
∂2E
∂k2
; (3.2)
where m∗ is called the effective mass, and E can be assumed to be the free electron energy.
Since m∗ contains the effect of the crystal potential, in Eq. (3.1) mo → m∗ and Vc(r) is dropped
from the expression. The effective mass can be used in all theories for band structure calcula-
tions as a first approximation. However, since this parameter depends on periodic symmetry, it
may be hard to justify in a nanostructure (NS) (see Chs. 7, 8).
For an amorphous material, in the absence of long range order, there is well defined short-
range order, which is utilized by invoking spatially dependent parameters [4]. A reduction of
long range order means poorly defined momentum vectors and thus momentum selection rules
are relaxed for optical transitions. Recalling from Sec. 1.2.2, breaking of selection rules results
in an increase of the oscillator strength. Modelling the electronic structure in the amorphous
material either uses cluster sets according to existing short range order, or super-cells are amor-
phized and repeated [5]. Many of the properties of amorphous Si and Ge are similar to their
crystalline counterpart provided that the dangling bonds are passivated with H [6, 7]. However,
an important difference is that the amorphous material exhibits localized band tail states in the
mobility gap due to defects (or disorder), in contrast to a crystalline system. It is around the
mobility edge that one defines the effective mass in the amorphous material [8].
On the other hand, accurate theoretical modelling of the electronic structure for NSs faces
many challenges. The first and most obvious problem is the lack of long-range periodicity.
Still, a NS is generally ‘many’ times larger than the lattice spacing, thus Bloch’s theorem is
still applicable while not rigorously justified. This issue is particularly difficult to justify in
the case of the EMA, but there are corrections that can be made [9]. As discussed in previous
chapters (Chs. 1 and 2), the NS interface, boundary conditions, defect states, and stress are
important for a proper description of quantum confinement (QC). Current theoretical tools
each have certain advantages for accurately treating each of these parameters. Nonetheless, all
theories are empirical, therefore, caution must be exercised to ensure all of the experimental
parameters are being properly considered.
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In this work, the aim was to isolate parameters relevant to the ion implanted systems and
compare experimental results with theory. In this chapter, a general introduction to the three
main theories (k · p, ETB, EPM) and how they treat NSs is given. More detailed information
is provided in a few references here for bulk and NS calculations. The main focus is on how
to calculate the effect of QC on the oscillator strength and the band gap energy, EG, see Secs.
1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Since the body of literature is so vast, no attempt is made here to fully compare
and analysis the details of all the theories, where references will suffice. The main work of
comparing theories to each other and to experiment is given in Chs. 7, 8. It should further be
noted that many variations and alternative theories exist with varying degrees of success. Still,
these alternatives are derived from the same basic assumptions of band structure calculations
[10–14].
3.1 Effective Mass Approximation (EMA), k · p Method
A good introduction to the method is given in Ref. [1]. A full detailed treatment is given in
Ref. [15].
3.1.1 Bulk Theory
The k · p method is a perturbation based calculation where the band structure over the entire
Brillouin zone is extrapolated from the zone centre. One solves Eq. (3.1) by using the basis set
Ψ(r) → Ψnk(r) = exp(ik · r)unk(r) in the reduced zone scheme, such that Eq. (3.1) becomes:
[
p2
2mo
+
~k · p
mo
+
~2k2
2mo
+ Vc(r)
]
unk(r) = Enkunk(r); (3.3)
where p is the momentum operator, there is a sum over the wavevector, k, and Enk is the
energy of the nth band. Eq. (3.3) is greatly simplified in the case of k=0, where En0 is fitted
from experiment and un0 is assumed to be given by the corresponding atomic orbital.
The k · p term in Eq. (3.3) is treated as a perturbation, so that energy solutions around all
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points in the Brillouin zone, up to second order, are given by:
Enk = En0 +
~2k2
2mo
+
~2
m2o
∑
n′,n
| 〈un0|k · p |un′0〉 |2
En0 − En′0
. (3.4)
What is left to be determined for the band structure is the matrix elements, 〈un0| k·p |un′0〉. These
terms are simplified using symmetry arguments and found by fitting to experiment [2]. A more
accurate treatment includes such effects as degenerate bands, multi-bands (Kane model), and
spin-orbit coupling (Luttinger Hamiltonian) [15].
The band energy can be expressed as Enk = En0 + ~
2k2
2m∗ for small values of k, comparing
with Eq (3.4) gives an expression for m∗:
1
m∗
=
1
mo
+
2
m2ok2
∑
n′,n
| 〈un0|k · p |un′0〉 |2
En0 − En′0
. (3.5)
For this reason, the EMA is the lowest order case of the general k ·p theory. Since the EMA is a
perturbation based theory it is very easy to include extra terms, such as hydrogenic impurities,
strain, defects, and interface states [16, 17].
3.1.2 k · p Theory for Nanostructures
Application of the EMA with its k · p generalization is based on the envelope function approx-
imation [18]. In this approximation, one considers a perturbing potential, that does not vary
significantly over the lattice constant, such that the Eq. (3.1) becomes:
[
− ~
2
2mo
∇2 + Vc(r) + Vcon f
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r); (3.6)
where Vcon f is the confinement potential due to the boundary conditions of the NS. Typically,
this potential is determined by the EG mismatch at the interface of two materials [3]. Then the
basis set is modified to a product of an envelope function (slowly varying over the NS), Fnk(r),
and the Bloch function, such that: Ψ(r) → Ψnk(r) = Fnk(r)unk(r). Fnk(r) can be chosen based
on the symmetry of the problem. For example, if one has a spherically symmetric quantum dot,
then spherical harmonics can be used. Gaussian envelopes are also a common choice. Once
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the basis set is chosen the EG is calculated following the formalism above, Sec. 3.1.1 [19–21].
It is clear that it is difficult to rigorously justify the envelope function approximation in
a NS, where the boundary conditions become a problem. Near the band extrema, where the
perturbation expansion occurs, Bloch states and energy levels are well defined. As real space is
reduced, the spread in the momentum space increases and this causes coupling between higher
excited states, which may not be real. This effect results in an increase of the dispersion curve,
typically far greater than the ETB or EPM method, see Ch. 7. Therefore, while this method can
treat many extra terms (interface, stress, defects) in perturbation theory with ease, the boundary
conditions are not well defined [16].
3.2 Empirical Tight-Binding (ETB) Method
A good introduction to the method is given in Ref. [1]. A full detailed treatment is given in
Ref. [22].
3.2.1 Bulk Theory
The ETB method is based on solving the Hamiltonian for a lattice built from single atomic
Hamiltonians and the interaction term for the lattice (Eq. (3.1)), using a linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO). The valence electrons are considered to be in tightly bound states
given by atomic orbitals centred around each atom. As the electrons from neighbouring atoms
are brought close together, on the order of the lattice constant, these orbitals will overlap, thus
forming a bound state, and when there are sufficiently many atoms an energy band will form.
In the simplest case, it is assumed that only the nearest neighbours interact and that the
interaction between the atomic cores is weak. The LCAO is built from Lo¨wdin orbitals, which
are constructed such that the wave-functions from neighbouring atoms are orthogonal. Because
of the interaction term with the lattice, the full basis set of orbitals includes Bloch functions.
With these assumptions, the full Hamiltonian matrix is given in the atomic basis. The energy
in a particular band is given by solving the secular equation:
det|H − E| = 0; (3.7)
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where H is the matrix element between two neighbouring atoms. Considering, a simple basis
set of s, p orbitals and two-centre approximation, the only non-zero elements are: 〈s|H |s〉,
〈s|H |pz〉, 〈pz|H |pz〉, and 〈px|H |px〉, which are fitted to experiment.
Since the method inherently is concerned with the valence electrons, the valence band is
well modelled, while the conduction band is not. There are many corrections one can make
for more accurate calculations. For example, 3-centre integrals can be included, using three
nearest neighbours, and increasing the basis set to include d-orbitals [16]. One difficulty is in
dealing with corrections due to local charge build-up. A vacancy state can be easily handled
by removing it from the basis set, but the local charge correction is not well understood.
3.2.2 ETB Theory for Nanostructures
The validity of the ETB in a NS, is based on the assumption that the parameters fitted from the
bulk can be transferred to the NS system. The boundary conditions are handled by limiting the
LCAO basis set [23–27]. Typically, one will model the interface of the NS with a Si-H bond,
by fitting the matrix elements of Eq (3.7) to the optical gap of SiH4. Details on how to handle
these states can be found in Ref. [28].
Since the ETB method is inherently an atomistic theory it means that the boundary condi-
tions can be treated accurately, as opposed to the EMA. However, a NS typically has a more
complicated interface than being passivated by H alone. Si-O overlap integrals are know and
the local density approximation is used to correct for the local charge environment [16]. How-
ever, this approach is known to underestimate the gap energy by ≈0.5 eV. In general, perturba-
tions to the system, such as defects and interfaces, pose problems for this method.
3.3 Empirical Pseudopotential Method (EPM)
A good introduction to the method is given in Ref. [1]. A full detailed treatment is given in
Ref. [29].
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3.3.1 Bulk Theory
The EPM is based on considering the potential due to only valence electrons, by removing the
effect of core electrons where the potential diverges quite rapidly. This method is based in the
orthogonal plane wave (OPW) method, where the core electron wave functions are made or-
thogonal to the valence states with the effect that they are diagonalized out of the Hamiltonian.
This procedure is accomplished by defining the valence states, |V〉 (with potential V and energy
E), in terms of a projection operator of the core states, |C〉, such that: |V〉 = (1 −∑ |C〉 〈C|) |φ〉.
Thus a pseudo-function, |φ〉, is defined in terms of a new pseudopotential, Vps:
Vps = V +
∑
(E − EC) |C〉 〈C| . (3.8)
Since the strong fluctuations at the core are removed, which the valence electrons are assumed
not to feel, Vps gives a smoother potential.
With Vps defined in Eq. (3.8), the Hamiltonian for the pseudo-function, |φ〉, is defined. By
the assumptions of the theory, Vps are smooth functions; therefore, to a first approximation |φ〉
is assumed to be a summation of plane waves, periodic in the reciprocal lattice according to
Bloch’s theorem. Like in the ETB method, the secular equation is formed between |φ〉 at two
different point in the Brillouin zone. This equation contains the Fourier transform of the Vps,
which is written as a product of structure and form factors, known as the pseudopotential form
factors. These factors are fitted to experiment to determine the energy of a particular band.
The Fourier transform of Vps is defined along a discrete lattice of reciprocal vectors. Sym-
metry can be used to simplify the number of factors to the lowest five [1]. Thus, like the ETB,
this method is an atomistic method, which means it has many of the same features. Interface
and defects are difficult to accurately model, while boundary conditions are well defined [16].
3.3.2 EPM for Nanostructures
Like in the EMA, one wants to consider a continuous slowly varying confinement potential
across the NS. This means that the Vps must be redefined and fitted to experiment with H
terminated surfaces [30]. The boundary conditions are dealt with by limiting the basis set of
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|φ〉, thus the form factors are limited to a finite set. Atomic positions can be dealt with using
relaxation models [16]. Results of this method are found to be nearly identical with the ETB
model [30–34].
3.4 Conclusion
It is clear that all of the current available theoretical tools face challenges in accurately mod-
elling experiment. The EMA mass approximation suffers from poor boundary conditions and
artificial coupling with higher energy states. ETB and EPM cannot accurately deal with per-
turbations to the atomic lattice due to defects and interfaces. On the other hand, EMA can
easily treat many of the parameters that experiment has shown to be relevant like defect, and
interface states. All of these considerations must be closely examined as to their accuracy,
since all methods are inherently empirical. A quick comparison of the differences in results is
shown in Fig. 3.1. It is clear that the EPM and ETB produce essentially the same results, while
there is great variability in the EMA. Two calculations for the EMA are shown. In the case of
medium confinement, the artificial coupling of the hole state was removed in accordance with
experimental results and produced a well defined fit with the ion implanted data shown in Fig.
3.1. The second calculation shown for the EMA is a full multi-band treatment, see references
in caption for more details.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of different theoretical models with experimental data for ion im-
planted Si quantum dots from Ref. [35]. EMA medium confinement is from Ref. [36], EMA is
from Ref. [30], EPM is from Ref. [30], and ETB is from Ref. [23].
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Chapter 4
Optical Properties of Si Quantum Dots in
Silica via an Implantation Mask
4.1 Introduction
Considerable effort has been spent in investigating the structural, electronic and optical prop-
erties of silicon nanostructures. In particular, low dimensional structures with silicon quantum
dots embedded in an SiO2 matrix have drawn much attention due to their interesting lumines-
cent properties and their compatibility with standard silicon processing technologies, such as
implantation and thermal treatments.1
Quantum Dots (QDs) produced by ion implantation are primarily controlled by a few pa-
rameters: implantation dose, implantation energy and annealing conditions [2]. In addition,
implantation geometry, pre-implantations to create disorder, multiple implant conditions and
temperature during implantation can be considered. The annealing conditions also determine
the size of the QDs [3]. In the first moments of annealing (<100 s) nucleation sites are cre-
ated, followed by Ostwald ripening [4]. Implantation through a mask provides control over
the lateral distribution of implanted ions. A mask with openings on the order of a desired
QD diameter should make possible an ordered array of uniformly-sized QDs with controlled
spacing and to investigate the mechanisms of excitation transfer between QDs. A reduced size
(in the quantum confinement limit) and narrow size distribution of QDs, will cause changes
1This chapter is reproduced with permission from Ref. [1].
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in the characteristic photoluminescent properties [5, 6]. Various technologies benefit from the
desired increase in parameter control [7–9].
Work, thus far, on Si QDs has been directed primarily on the origin of the luminescence
spectrum, e.g., whether it is due to quantum confinement (red emission) or defect related (blue
emission), with lifetimes of ∼20−100 µs reported for quantum confined systems [10, 11]. In
this work, a mask is used to isolate QDs to study individual QD radiative processes. Although
the work is still in progress to achieve the desired mask feature size of ∼10 nm, here we show
the impact of larger mask sizes on the optical properties of QDs. We show a reduction in QD
size/ distribution investigated with photoluminescence measurements. In addition, we report on
a proposed model for excitation transfer by studying the decay dynamics observing a reduction
of radiative mechanisms between QDs in masked samples.
4.2 Experiment
We used a mask of close-packed SiO2 micro-spheres (SiO2-ms, Kisker-Biotech) one mono-
layer thick, of diameters 100 nm, 400 nm, 800 nm and 1000 nm. SiO2-ms were chosen over
polystyrene-latex micro-spheres because the former do not deteriorate during the implantation
process [12]. Secondary electron micrographs (SEM) were taken after the implantation to
inspect the mask and to verify that there is no macroscopic damage imparted to the SiO2-ms.
Substrates of Si (100) with 135 nm of thermally grown oxide were masked by spin-coating.
Prior to spin-coating, the substrate was made hydrophilic by placing it in an ultrasonic bath of
acetone followed by de-ionized water (DI-H2O) for an hour each, as described in [13]. After
the ultrasonic bath, the substrates were stored in DI-H2O until they were ready to be used.
A 95% solution of SiO2-ms in DI-H2O was diluted with methanol at a volumetric ratio of
200:1 to allow wetting of the surface and to obtain a close-packed mask one monolayer thick.
Just before spinning, the substrates were removed from the DI-H2O and placed on a hot plate
(T≈100 oC). The heating helped to obtain a close-packed arrangement [13]. 0.1 ml of the
above-mentioned solution was placed on the substrate and spun at 100 rpm for 30 s. The speed
was then lowered to 50 rpm until dry. Samples were created using the four different SiO2-ms
sizes along with a reference sample using no mask.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a): Schematic of ion implantation with a SiO2-micro-spheres mask. (b): Simula-
tion of the Si implant profile in SiO2 with depth sectioned at 8, 16, 24 and 32 nm (from left to
the right).
Si ions were implanted through the micro-sphere mask creating a discrete matrix of im-
planted regions, represented in Fig. 4.1a. The implantation conditions were 25 keV Si+ ions at
a dose of 4×1016 ions/cm2, 10−7 Torr, 40 µA over an area of 10 cm2, at room temperature and
normal incidence. The projected range Rp predicted by Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter
(SRIM) [14] is 40 nm, sufficiently low to ensure that the implanted ions would not penetrate the
full chord of the smallest mask size. To predict the 3D distribution of implanted ions within the
substrate, simulations were performed using SRIM combined with the lateral mask footprint
(shown in Fig. 4.1b).
After ion implantation, the samples were cleaned with an acetone wipe to remove the mask.
The samples were then annealed at 1100 oC for 15 min in a N2 environment (Jipelec JetFirst
rapid thermal annealer). This step created nucleation sites followed by Ostwald ripening, and
with the mask in place we expect smaller QDs and a narrower distribution of sizes than without
a mask by reducing the number of nucleation sites [15]. Afterwards, the samples were heated
in a furnace at 500 oC for 1 hr in a 95% N2/ 5%H2 environment to eliminate dangling bonds;
thereby, increasing the efficiency of the luminescence process [16].
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Scanning electron micrographs of (a): 1000 nm, (b): 100 nm SiO2-ms atop SiO2
substrates after spin coating.
4.3 Results and Discussion
As a diagnostic for the mask’s ability to control the lateral distribution of implanted ions,
we implanted masked samples with 25 keV Au+ at room temperature. Christiansen et al.
have shown that low-energy implanted Au atoms rise to the surface after annealing and can
therefore be used to show the pattern of masked implantation [17]. After the same annealing
procedure as [17], SEM images showed that Au was confined to the regions of the surface
exposed between the masking spheres.
The micrographs of Fig. 4.2 show the results of the spin coating process for the 1000 nm
and 100 nm SiO2-ms. For an ideal monolayer close-packed SiO2-ms coverage, only 10% of
surface area would be exposed and implanted with Si. This number has to be adjusted due to
imperfections in the spin-coating process. Micrographs such as Fig. 4.2, were used to calculate
the experimental percent coverage (using the Image J software), defined as 100% x (total area
− SiO2-ms free area)/total area. The measured coverage was 79% for both 1000 nm and 800
nm spheres, 73% for 400 nm and 88% for 100 nm, each over a 1 mm2 sample area (chosen to
be consistent with the PL laser diameter). Percent coverage was factored into the surface area
calculation to determine the reduction in intensity of the PL signal, discussed below.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging was performed to verify the morphol-
ogy, distribution and diameter of the Si QDs using a FEI Titan 80-300 operated at 300 kV. The
average diameter given by the TEM measurements is 1.76 ±0.64 nm. A sample TEM image
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Figure 4.3: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of Si QDs in SiO2. Circles high-
light representative QDs. Scale bar is 2 nm in figure.
is given in Fig. 4.3. The resolution of the imaging was not sufficient to observe any change in
QD size from the masked to the unmasked sample.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed at room temperature with a 325 nm
laser at 17 mW, and an effective power density of 0.64 W/cm2. Light emission was analyzed
by an Ocean Optics spectrometer with 600 gratings/mm, resulting in a large spectral window
of 350−1000 nm. Several PL measurements were made for each sample. Each subsequent
measurement was taken ≈1 mm from the previous measurement, labelled accordingly as ‘1’,
‘2’, ‘3’ or ‘4’, while ‘no mask’ was the reference sample, in Fig. 4.4. We did not observe a
significant difference between mask sizes, but there is a clear difference between masked and
unmasked samples.
There were three central observations (Fig. 4.4), which represent the effect of the mask.
The first striking feature was the shift in the peak wavelength. The peak wavelength maximum
for the reference (‘no mask’) sample was 883 nm. There was an observed shift for all the
samples with the mask to an average wavelength of 840 nm. There was an apparent correlation
between the % coverage and the peak position in the PL spectrum: where there was reduced PL
intensity, presumably due to greater % coverage, the PL curves shifted toward the blue. This
shift in wavelength was assumed to represent a reduction in the average size of QDs produced,
independent of the mask size, due to quantum confinement for which E ∝ 1
r2
.
The second observation was the narrowing of the width of the peak in the PL spectrum for
all samples with a mask. The full width half maximum (FWHM) due to the mask in Fig. 4.4 is
182 ±9 nm, while the ‘no mask’ curve has a FWHM of 213 nm. This observation suggests that
there was a reduction in the distribution of the QD sizes due to the mask with the assumption
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Photoluminescence spectra of Si QDs in SiO2. SiO2-ms mask sizes- (a): 1000 nm,
(b): 100 nm. ‘Start’, ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’ labels represent sample measurements taken 1mm apart.
‘No Mask’ labels the reference sample. Peak maximum wavelengths indicated for each curve.
Several curves were omitted for clarity. Wavelength markers shown in 4.4a highlight shift in
peak wavelength.
that each wavelength of the PL spectrum relates to a particular diameter of QD. The distribution
of sizes is discussed in more detail below.
The final feature was the intensity of the light emission. The predicted intensity due to
the reduction in implanted area, from the reference sample with an intensity of 7.6, yields for
1000 nm and 800 nm ≈2.4, for 400 nm ≈2.8 and for 100 nm ≈1.7. These numbers agree
quantitatively with the observed PL intensities.
To relate the diameter of the QDs to the luminescent emission energy, we calculated the
energy spectrum of a two band model and fit this result with the peak emission wavelength
obtained from the PL data, to yield the diameter of the QDs. Calculations were performed
using a quantum field theoretical model with an infinite confining 1D potential, while ignoring
the exchange term. All wave functions were given by plane waves expanded over Bloch states.
Calculations were performed near the band edge, expanding in the limit k→0. For the reference
sample the peak emission energy was 1.4 eV (883 nm), from which we calculate a diameter
of 1.78 nm, which is in fair agreement with the diameters obtained via TEM. For a masked
sample the peak emission is at 1.48 eV (840 nm), yielding a QD diameter of 1.57 nm. These
calculations also agree with data from a range of similar samples [18]. Further, we note that
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Unnormalized excitation decay for (a): Reference sample and (b): 1000 nm masked
sample. Fit is given by Eq. (4.1). Lifetime and beta are given in plot.
these calculations using 1D confinement fit the experimental data much better than a 3D model
does. The reason for this fact is an interesting avenue for further investigation.
Radiative lifetime measurements were performed using a Hamamatsu R7400U-20 photo-
multiplier tube (PMT). The samples were excited with a 405 nm laser with an effective power
of 9 mW pulsed at 1 kHz. The pulse on the laser was used to trigger an oscilloscope (Agilent
3000 series), which records the output signal from the PMT. Lifetime results are shown in Fig.
4.5.
These data are modelled using a stretched-exponential law:
I = I0 exp(−(t/τ)β); (4.1)
where τ is the lifetime of the QDs and β is the dispersion exponent. We find β to be β=0.78±0.02
(1000 nm mask) using fitted curve equations presented in Fig. 4.5, while for the reference sam-
ple it is β=0.74±0.03.
The role of the mask is to create isolated regions of QDs in the substrate matrix. When
QDs are isolated the probability of excitation transfer from one QD to another is reduced. The
narrower PL spectrum found for masked samples reflects a narrower QD size distribution. If
a small QD is excited, there exists a finite probability that it can excite a larger QD, because
the band gap is larger in smaller QDs [19]. If the distribution of QD sizes is narrow, then the
probability of excitation transfer is reduced. Thus, it is reasonable to assume the number of ra-
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diative events is reduced in a sample with a mask in place [20]. If β=1, then there exists a single
decay mechanism. For β <1, multiple decay mechanisms exist. This suggests that the smaller
value of β found for the unmasked sample is consistent with our qualitative understanding of
the radiative processes.
4.4 Conclusions
We developed a procedure to form a SiO2-microsphere implantation and investigated effects
of the mask on Si QD formation and QD photoluminescent and lifetime characteristics. The
masked caused a shift in the PL peak wavelength and a narrowing of the PL spectrum, as
well as the expected reduction in the PL intensity due to a reduced density of QDs. The
peak wavelength decreases with the mask limiting the growth of QDs. Calculations indicate
a reduction in QD diameter by 0.21 nm. The application of the mask created discrete regions
of QDs, thereby, limiting the role of excitation transfer in the luminescent dynamics. In this
work, we demonstrated a reduction in radiative events due to a change in QD size/ distribution
by creating discrete regions of QDs. Further work is being conducted to investigate directly
the origin of the various (non) radiative processes.
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Chapter 5
On Photoluminescence and Excitation
Power Dependent Dynamics of
Electron-Hole Pairs in Si Quantum Dots
5.1 Introduction
The mechanism of radiative recombination in Si quantum dots (QDs) is a widely debated topic
in the literature. Recombination events are attributed to vacancy, defect, and/or interface states
[1–5]. Any one of the aforementioned states can be either radiative or not [3, 6–8]. The fact that
multiple events occur during the recombination process is evident in the fact that the lifetime of
the photoluminescence (PL) intensity can be fitted by a stretched exponential function [9]. In a
system of densely populated QDs, as is the case for ion implanted systems, excitation between
QDs is likely to occur. This work uses an implantation mask in an attempt to isolate QDs for
the purpose of studying this excitation transfer process.1
5.2 Experiment
The samples used in this study are from a previous work [10], where the full details of the sam-
ple preparation are discussed. A mask was put in place atop 135 nm of thermally grown oxide
1This work is unpublished.
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on a Si (100) substrate. The mask was made of close-packed SiO2 microspheres one monolayer
thick, of diameters 100 nm, 400 nm, 800 nm and 1000 nm, prepared by spin-coating. Surface
coverage of the micro-spheres was characterized by scanning electron microscopy. A reference
sample using no mask was also prepared.
Si ions were implanted through the microsphere mask creating a discrete matrix of im-
planted regions. The implantation conditions were 25 keV Si+ ions at a dose of 4×1016
ions/cm2. After ion implantation, the samples were cleaned with an acetone wipe to remove the
mask. The samples were then annealed at 1100 oC for 15 min in a N2 environment, followed
by a furnace anneal at 500 oC for 1 hr in a 95% N2/ 5%H2 environment to eliminate dangling
bonds, thereby increasing the efficiency of the luminescence process [11].
The system used for lifetimes measurements is described in Ref. [10] A photomultiplier
tube (PMT) was used for light detection and excitation was performed using a 405 nm laser.
A few modifications were made to the set-up so that variable power could be supplied to the
laser. Laser pulses were provided by an optical chopper with a resolution of ±3.5 µs. This
resolution is sufficient to resolve the lifetime of a single sample, which is on the order of 40
→ 50 µs. However, it is not enough to resolve differences between excitation powers, as will
be discussed in Sec. 5.3. The laser power was provided by a variable DC power supply. The
measured laser power was between 10 and 48 mW ± 0.1 nW.
5.3 Results and Discussion
PL measurements were performed as described in Ref. [10]. Here we will only quantitatively
discuss one of the masked samples, being the 400 nm mask, because the qualitative features
between the different masked samples are similar. Because of the resolution of the experimental
set-up, it was not possible to resolve differences between the masked samples. The ‘No Mask’
reference sample (NM) has a peak PL position at 883 nm, while the 400 nm masked sample
(4M) has a peak position at 843 nm. Calculations estimate the diameter of the QDs to be
1.78 nm at λpeak=883 nm and 1.6 nm at λpeak=843 nm. The full width half max (FWHM) for
the NM sample is 213 nm and 176 nm for the 4M sample, the corresponding spread in QD
diameter is 1.39→2.73 nm for NM and 1.32→2.11 nm for 4M. The reduction in the FWHM
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Figure 5.1: Photoluminescence spectra for the ‘400 nm’ (4M) masked sample and the reference
‘no mask’ (NM) sample. The peak wavelength, corresponding QD sizes and ranges are labelled
in the figure.
for the 4M sample corresponds to a narrowing of the distribution of QD diameters with a range
of ∆4MFWHM=0.79 nm; whereas, ∆NMFWHM=1.34 nm. These results are summarized in Fig.
5.1.
From the PL measurements (Fig. 5.1), the mask was able to reduce the distribution of
QD diameters along with lowering the peak QD diameter, due to a reduction in the number
of nucleation sites [12]. It is expected that this situation will have an effect on the dynamics
of the PL. There are several possible mechanisms for emission in a QD system as depicted in
Fig. 5.2. In Fig. 5.2a, a basic schematic of the absorption and emission process is represented.
Initially a photon is absorbed exciting an electron into a higher energy state, n=2, which does
not necessarily represent the second quantized level. This state could be the conduction band
minimum (CBM). In a short time, O(ps), this state relaxes to a lower energy, n=1, which could
be a defect or interface state or possibly the (CBM) [13, 14].
Fig. 5.2b depicts a situation of over-population or saturation when the excitation power is
relatively high. Saturation can generally be explained as due to ‘phonon bottleneck’ or state-
filling effects [1, 2]. In the case of phonon bottleneck, an excess of phonon events interact with
the excited electron states causing a spin-flip process to occur in these states. Therefore, spin
conservation rules are broken making relaxation to the ground state not possible. This situation
causes a saturation of excited states and an increase in the lifetime is observed. State-filling
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Figure 5.2: (a): Schematic of the typical PL process, depicting excitation to the n=2 state,
quick non-radiative relaxation to n=1, followed by radiative emission to the ground state. (b):
Schematic of a saturated state due to high excitation power, where higher energy levels be-
come populated. (c): Schematic of energy transfer mechanism, where emission happens in a
small QD (right) and excites a larger QD (left). (d): Schematic of stimulated emission, where
emission from the QD on the right stimulates emission from the QD on the left.
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Power (mW) 10 15.4 20.8 26.2 31.6 37 42.4 48
No Mask Lifetime (µs) 45.0 43.1 41.8 41.3 40.4 41.0 41.5 41.1
β 0.67 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.61
400nm Mask Lifetime (µs) 45.1 45.5 47.4 48.0 49.0 50.3 53.3 53.8
β 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.66
Table 5.1: Lifetime and β for 400 nm masked and reference sample versus excitation power.
on the other hand, occurs when a high excitation power fills higher energy level states before
the lower states have time to relax, leading to an overall increase in the lifetime of the carriers,
due to Pauli blocking. Si is a material with a long lifetime (O(µs)), therefore, it is possible
for a subsequent excitation event to occur before the initial state relaxes. Indeed, it has been
experimentally demonstrated that the state-filling effects dominate in Si QDs [2].
In Fig. 5.2c, the effect of a system of densely populated QDs is depicted. If a small QD is
excited, there exists a finite probability that it can excite a larger QD, because the band gap is
larger in smaller QDs [15, 16]. Since the measured rate is a sum of the rates for all QDs in a
sample to return to the ground state, this process will cause an increase in the lifetime. On the
other hand, a densely populated system can also cause stimulated emission between QDs (Fig.
5.2d), typically known as super-radiance [17]. The principle of super-radiance tells us that
if a two level system is separated by less than the wavelength of the emitted PL wavelength,
then the system becomes strongly coupled as seen by a rise in the decay rate, corresponding
to a reduction in the lifetime. This is process is inherently inefficient in Si due to the indirect
gap [18].
We attempt to observe the above phenomena by fitting our lifetime data with a stretched
exponential function:
I = Ioe−(t/τ)
β
; (5.1)
where τ is the lifetime of the QDs and β is the dispersion exponent. If β=1, then there exists a
single decay mechanism. For β <1, multiple decay mechanisms exist. In table 5.1, the results
of the lifetime measurements fitted by Eq. 5.1 are given as a function of the excitation power.
Our experimental set-up and the fitting procedure yield an accuracy of τ±3.5 µs and β±0.02.
A visual representation of the data to see the overall trend is given in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Variation of the lifetime as a function of excitation power for the ‘400 nm’ mask
samples and the reference sample ‘no mask’. Lifetime determined from Eq. (5.1).
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Considering the models described above (Fig. 5.2c, 5.2d), if the distribution of QD sizes
is narrow, then the probability of excitation transfer is reduced. Thus, it is reasonable to as-
sume the number of radiative events is reduced in a sample with a mask in place [9], which
is represented by an increase in β. It is evident that for all powers β is larger for 4M, which
corresponds to the model given above. However, at low power β and τ are the same for both
samples, within experimental error. This indicates that the both samples undergo the same ra-
diative decay mechanism at low power, which can possibly be attributed to defect or interface
decay paths [2]. Furthermore, the increase in the lifetime of 4M it is likely due to state-filling
effects, consistent with the work of Ref. [2].
The next point is that β always decreases with increasing excitation power, indicating that
more recombination mechanisms are occurring with higher power. However for 4M, we cannot
observe any significant change in β, since all values are within experimental error. On the
other hand, there is a marked decrease in β for NM and by the models described above (Fig.
5.2c, 5.2d) we can assume that excitation hopping between QDs becomes significant at higher
excitation powers. This observation is in accord with the fact there is no change in β for 4M
and its values are always higher than NM, because excitation hopping cannot occur in this
sample. However, it is not clear what the dominant process of excitation transfer is, from Fig.
5.2c or Fig. 5.2d. That is because the change in the lifetime is constant over the excitation
power, within experimental error. Since each process is expected to have the opposite effect on
the lifetime, it is not clear what the dominant mechanism is.
5.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the effect of a reduction in the density of the QDs was observed through a change
in the lifetime and the dispersion exponent from a masked sample to a reference sample. An in-
crease in the lifetime was observed in the masked sample, where the excitation transfer process
is limited and is consistent with state-filling effects. Furthermore, a change in the dispersion
exponent for the unmasked sample was attributed to an excitation transfer process; however,
the resolution of the experimental set-up is not sufficient to clarify the type of process. There-
fore, it is concluded that in a system of densely packed QDs with inhomogeneous broadening,
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one of the possible decay mechanism involves excitation of neighbouring QDs.
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Chapter 6
Ion Beam Studies of Ge Diffusion in Al2O3
6.1 Introduction
Ge nanocrystals (ncs) are a promising material for non-volatile memory applications and in-
tegrated optoelectronics [1, 2]. With a negative conduction band offset with respect to a Si
substrate, faster transition rates can be achieved than in Si-ncs. However, producing efficient
light-emitting Ge-ncs is a challenge. Photoluminescence from Ge-ncs in SiO2 has been at-
tributed to oxygen-related defects at the Ge-ncs/SiO2 interface. When the matrix material is
crystalline, optical properties of Ge-ncs may be affected by the compressive stress induced by
the matrix. Ge is also more prone to form lattice defects from the stress of the surrounding ma-
trix compared to Si [3]. The dynamics of radiative luminescence are strongly dependent on the
geometry of the system; see for example [4], which motivates a detailed investigation into the
mechanism(s) of Ge diffusion and nucleation during Ge-ncs growth [5, 6]. Diffusion-related
phenomena of Ge in α-Al2O3 were also reported by Xu et al. [7], who observed a bimodal
depth (and corresponding size) distribution of Ge-ncs using transmission electron microscopy.
They further suggested that Ge has a depth dependent diffusion constant.1
In this article, Ge diffusion in a crystalline Al2O3 matrix is studied using ion implantation,
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)
to deduce the elemental depth profiles and chemical environments of Ge in Al2O3, respectively.
This work suggests that Ge-ncs formation is limited to a narrow range of annealing time. Fur-
1Reprinted from Publication [8], Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier.
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ther, in the case of a bimodal distribution for Ge, one Ge layer is pinned to the maximum of Ge
implantation.
6.2 Experiment
Samples were prepared by Ge− ion-implantation into c-plane α-Al2O3 (0001) (Valley Design
Corp.) at 80 keV, 7o incidence, fluence of 1×1016 cm−2, average flux of 6.5×109 cm−2 s−1,
room temperature and 10−7 torr. The samples were then thermally processed in a tube furnace
at 1200oC in flowing N2. The furnace was pumped down to ≈ 25 mTorr prior to annealing,
to remove possible contaminants. The annealing was conducted for 30, 60, 120 and 180 min,
while an as-implanted sample was not annealed as a reference.
RBS spectra were measured using incident 500 keV 4He+ ions produced by a 1.7 MV
Tandetron facility, with a Si charged particle detector. Typical resolution was ≈100 Å on the
surface and deteriorated with sample depth. ‘Aligned’ geometry spectra were obtained with the
incident beam aligned in the Al2O3 [0001] channelling direction and the detector positioned
at a scattering angle of 170o. ‘Random’ geometry spectra were acquired with the samples
continuously rotated around the azimuth with a tilt angle of 3o in order to minimize channelling
effects.
The x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were carried out with a Kratos Axis
Ultra spectrometer using a monochromatic Al K(alpha) source (15 mA, 14 kV) at Surface Sci-
ence Western. The instrument work function was calibrated to give a binding energy (BE) of
83.96 eV for the Au4f7/2 line for metallic gold and the spectrometer dispersion was adjusted
to give a BE of 932.62 eV for the Cu2p3/2 line of metallic copper. High resolution analyses
were carried out with an analysis area of 300 × 700 µm2 and a pass energy of 20 eV. Spectra
were charge-corrected to C1s at 284.8 eV. In addition, due to the implantation depth of the
Ge in the Al2O3 matrix, Ar+ sputtering was performed at 4 kV, 4 × 4 mm2 spot, current den-
sity 39 µA/cm2, 7 nm/min sputter rate as calibrated to an Al2O3/Al standard. Sputtering was
interrupted when the Ge concentration was within the depth resolution of the XPS analysis,
typically 3→5 nm, so as to avoid preferential sputtering effects.
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Figure 6.1: RBS data in random geometry for the Ge peak in Al2O3 substrate as a function of
annealing time. ‘As-Implanted’ label refers to no anneal. ‘Al2O3’ and ‘Ge’ correspond to the
single crystal pure Al2O3 and Ge (001) substrates. ‘30 min,’ ‘60 min’ and ‘180 min’ labels refer
to annealing times, ‘120 min’ is not shown for clarity. Depth scale gives the Ge implantation
depth, 0 nm is the samples surface; scale: 0 nm = channel 740 and 70 nm = channel 600. Note
a split Ge peak (bimodal Ge distribution) after the 180 min anneal.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The results for RBS data in a random geometry are presented in Fig. 6.1. The energy scale is
adjusted to highlight the Ge peak. The Al and O features are the same in all samples. Charging
is a significant problem in collecting spectra from Al2O3 samples. To correct for this fact
samples are aligned to the Al surface channels to monitor changes in the Ge peak, namely, Ge
content and distribution with increasing annealing time. The spectrum corresponding to a 120
min anneal is not shown for clarity as it lies close to the curve for the 60 min annealed sample.
In Fig. 6.1, as annealing time increases, the Ge peak integrated intensity decreases. Initially
a concentration of 1×1016 cm−2 of Ge atoms was implanted in the sample. Simulations predict
a concentration of 9.87×1015 cm−2 for the as-implanted sample, in very good agreement with
the experimental value. After 180 mins of annealing, the final Ge concentration is 15% of the
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Sample (min) Concentration (×1015 cm−2) Crystalline Factor
As-Implanted 9.87 0
30 6.68 -
60 3.35 0.55
120 4.17 0.55
180 1.63 0.5
Table 6.1: Calculated Ge Concentration as a Function of Annealing Time. All samples were
implanted to 1×1016 Ge atoms.
original implantation fluence. The Ge concentrations as a function of annealing time are listed
in table 6.1. Fig. 6.1 also shows a small displacement of the Ge peak towards the surface.
The displacement of the Ge peak towards the surface and the lowering of the Ge content is
an indication of desorption from the sample. These effects were also observed in the work of
Sharp et al. [3]. XPS data, discussed below, show the existence of GeO, which is the likely
candidate for Ge desorption [9].
In Fig. 6.2, Ge depth profiles obtained by calculations using SIMNRA [10] and TRIM-
simulated Ge profile and vacancy concentrations are given for all annealing times 2. TRIM
calculates a maximum of Ge at a depth of ≈35 nm. Even after 30 min there exists a ≈30%
decrease in the Ge concentration; albeit, very little Ge migration closer to the surface. At
60 min, the Ge profile has shifted into the defect-rich region of the sample, produced from
the implantation process. This peak in the defect region, around 10 nm, does not change
significantly with further annealing, while annealing does continue to produce desorption of
Ge. This splitting of the Ge peak after 60 min indicates a preferential incorporation of Ge
in the Al2O3 matrix (discussed further below) near the original implantation depth maximum
along with preferential displacement of Ge to the defect-rich region 3.
A more detailed understanding of Ge phase formation in the α-Al2O3 substrates is gained
by looking at the aligned RBS data, shown in Fig. 6.3. Both the Al and the Ge energy regions
2Vacancy profile does not correspond to the absolute defect concentration, which may be orders of magnitude
less than that shown due to recombination, while the profile does indicate an ≈20 nm region of high defect
concentration.
3Ge profiles in Fig. 6.2 were obtained by fitting the Ge peaks from the random RBS profile (Fig. 6.1). This
fitting procedure involves subdividing the Al2O3 substrate into layers of varying Ge concentration until a positive
fit was obtained. The accuracy of this method should be treated with caution considering the depth resolution of
RBS. Similar results were obtained in Ref. [7].
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Figure 6.2: Calculated Ge concentration in atomic fractions as a function of depth for different
annealing times in a Al2O3 substrate. ‘Vacancy Depth Profile’ was obtained from TRIM [11];
and plotted in vacancy sights per sum of substrate atom units. ‘Ge Depth Profile’ is also
obtained from TRIM. Due to smoothing of data and the resolution of RBS data, the simulated
peak at ≈30 nm is not shown for ‘60 min’ and ‘180 min’.
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Figure 6.3: Backscattering data (log scale) for the [0001] Al2O3 aligned geometry. ‘Al Surface’
indicates position of the surface Al peak. ‘Al Sub-Surface’ labels the Al region resulting from
partial disorder of the substrate. Depth scale gives the Ge implantation depth, 0 nm is the sam-
ples surface; scale: 0 nm = channel 740 and 70 nm = channel 600. Note bimodal distribution
of Ge peak in the 120 min annealed sample.
are displayed. 60 min and 120 min spectra are very similar; therefore, only the curve for the
120 min sample is shown for clarity. The as-implanted sample shows partial alignment through
the presence of an Al surface peak. Therefore, the Al2O3 substrate was not fully amorphized
during the implantation.
This is consistent with the implantation conditions used by Budai et al., who state that if
Al2O3 remains in the α-phase during implantation any nanocrystal formation will also be in the
α-phase [12]. Angular scans (not shown here) substantiate partial amorphization of the sub-
strate lattice since Al and O channels showed hexagonal symmetry in the channelling minima.
Furthermore, a substantial number of Al atoms are displaced from their lattice positions, thus
forming an Al sub-surface peak near channels 400-450, noted in Fig. 6.3. The sub-surface Al
peak is at 35-40 nm, which is slightly deeper than the maximum Ge concentration. We can;
therefore, tentatively assign this peak to the Al interstitial atoms produced during implantation.
A similar subsurface peak is observed for oxygen (not shown), but it is less pronounced due
to the differences in the scattering cross section. The spectrum for a 30 min anneal is not pre-
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sented because it was not possible to obtain reasonable alignment with this sample. This may
be due to diffusion in the Al sublattice, or partial-recrystallization of the Al2O3 substrate may
be not yet completed after 30 min.
After 60-120 min, there is a strong reduction of the Al surface peak and the Ge concentra-
tion compared to the as-implanted sample. The Al surface peak becomes comparable to the
one for the pure Al2O3 substrate, while the Al sub-surface peak decreases, but ion yields are
still higher than pure Al2O3 substrate values. At 180 min, the Al surface peak cannot be re-
solved and only 15% of the as-implanted Ge concentration is remaining. Angular scans reveal
channelling minima in the 180 min sample and the ion yield is higher compared with the pure
Al2O3 sample. These facts indicate that the sample is still crystalline; however, the Al surface
peak is not visible, which can be an indication that residual Ge has been incorporated into the
Al2O3 matrix.
Using the aligned spectra in comparison to the random, one can define the degree of crys-
tallization of the Ge phases. That is, by defining a crystallinity factor, 1-c, where c is the ratio
of the aligned peak intensity, a, to the random peak intensity, r, then: 1-c = 1− a
r
. Recalling that
the 30 min sample did not align well does not allow such a determination for c. With the 60 min
and 120 min samples being very close in peak intensity yields: 1-c60/120 = 0.55. For the 180
min sample: c180 = 0.5, but most of the Ge is lost. There is little variation in the crystallinity
of Ge with annealing time, which indicates that Ge-ncs are formed after ≥60 min of annealing.
Based on the previous discussion of continued desorption of Ge as a limit in producing Ge-ncs,
this result indicates that short annealing times and/or high Ge content are sufficient to produce
Ge-ncs. Noting that the Ge atomic concentration never exceeds a peak value of ≈ 1% in the
defect region, as seen in Fig. 6.2, further substantiates the previous assertion and the fact that
only Ge desorption continues with time. Furthermore, as discussed in Sharp et al., Ge-ncs tend
to align in a crystalline phase such that (111)Ge‖(¯1104)Al2O3 [3].
XPS data were analysed using CasaXPS software (version 2.3.15) with Shirley background
and Gaussian-Lorentzian line shapes [13]. As in the RBS data, charging is a significant prob-
lem. To correct for this problem spectra were corrected to the C1s peak set at 284.8 eV, which
has an associated error of ±0.1→0.2 eV [14]. Even with this correction, relative binding ener-
gies must be evaluated cautiously because Ar sputtering preferentially displaces O [15]. If we
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assume that differences in chemical environment due to preferential sputtering create variations
in the O concentration near the surface region, than using the published values for GeO22p3/2
(1220.6 eV) versus GeO2p3/2 (1219.3 eV), yields an associated error [16]. As mentioned in
the experimental section, sputtering is carried out only to expose the initial Ge concentration.
XPS spectra for the Ge2p3/2 are shown in Fig. 6.4. The 2p3/2 peak in the Ge reference
sample corresponds exactly with the reported value (1217.6 eV) [16]. For all of the samples
there are two peaks, which can be deconvoluted into the Ge and GeOx components (shown in
the caption), the GeOx peak is at ≈1219.5 eV, exact values are given in the figure. Based on the
oxide values presented above, this peak corresponds to germanium oxides. Furthermore, this
peak has a FWHM of ≈2 eV. Based on the published value described above, this peak can be
ascribed as a convolution of GeO and GeO2. Note that as annealing temperature increases the
ratio of GeOx to Ge increases as well. These GeOx can be either a phase segregated region near,
surrounding Ge-ncs, or this can be Ge in the Al2O3 matrix. The existence of GeO explains the
desorption process described earlier. GeO is known to desorb from the from GeO2 [9].
Fig. 6.4 also shows an intensity at ≈1216.5 eV for all samples. The literature does not
report a peak at this energy; therefore, without further experiments a speculative existence is
ascribed. With the formation of Ge oxides in the substrate and oxygen vacancies still remaining
in Al2O3 sublattice, Al is left with less oxygen in the nearest neighbour coordination. Since Al
has a positive electrical affinity, the local electron density will be adjusted accordingly. This
fact means that Ge atoms in the vicinity of under-coordinated Al atoms (i.e. Ge-Al direct bond
formation) may experience a lowering of their binding energy. Alternatively, this peak is as-
sociated with Ge-ncs in the defect-rich region. Furthermore, the possibility that this peak shift
is due to stress on Ge-ncs is ruled out based on the fact that Ge-ncs are reported to experience
a compressive stress of 2.5 GPa as noted by a blue shift in the Raman spectra, which would
appear as a shift to a higher binding energy in XPS [3]. Finally, it is noted that the experi-
ment was repeated several times to ensure that this peak was not an artefact of charging in the
sample.
Ge3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peak positions are presented in table 6.2, with a binding energy split
fixed at 0.6 eV and a branching ratio of 3:2, respectively. Note that XPS data could not be
obtained for the 180 min sample, due to the low Ge concentration. Although there is an in-
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Figure 6.4: XPS data for Ge2p3/2 as a function of annealing time, labelled in plot. Peak
position values (eV) with FWHM values (eV) in parenthesis are: Ge-ref: 1217.67 (1.13); 30
min: 1219.29 (2.72) & 1216.52 (1.91); 60 min: 1219.84 (2.02) & 1216.57 (1.63); 120 min:
1219.45 (2.24) & 1216.56 (1.72).
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Sample (min) Spin-Orbit Position (eV) FWHM (eV)
Ge-ref 3/2: 30.01 0.73
5/2: 29.50 0.73
30 3/2: 32.93 0.86
5/2: 32.33 0.86
60 3/2: 32.79 0.84
5/2: 32.19 0.84
120 3/2: 32.30 1.05
5/2: 31.70 1.05
Table 6.2: XPS Ge3d3/2 and 3d5/2 Peak Position and FWHM as a Function of Annealing
Time.
crease in the full-width half max (FWHM) for each of the samples, considering the errors of
the experiment this increase cannot be associated with initial-final states effects of charging.
However, it is possible that the shift to a higher binding energy in all samples is due to stress
on Ge-ncs [3]. Note also that the 3p peak does not appear in any of the samples.
The experimental conditions are in accord with the formation of Ge-ncs [3], in addition,
XPS data (Ge phase formation) and RBS data (crystallization in Ge phase) findings support
this fact. Furthermore, according to [3] Ge-ncs form in the defect-rich region of the sample;
therefore, the Ge peak in the defect region is labelled as resulting from Ge-ncs. In terms of
nanocrystal formation this bimodal distribution and continued decrease in Ge concentration
means that the Ge-ncs are highly sensitive to annealing conditions; thereby, they are destroyed
or reduced in number with extended annealing times. Therefore, to form Ge-ncs, short anneal-
ing times and/or an annealing environment that prevents desorption of Ge must be used.
6.4 Conclusions
Ge implanted Al2O3 samples were studied across varying annealing durations at 1200oC using
RBS and XPS. RBS data indicated that peak of the Ge implant concentration begins to migrate
after a 30 min anneal. After a 60 min anneal, the Ge concentration forms a bimodal distribution
with a peak near the original implantation depth and a second peak in the peak defect region
of the sample. This trend continues with longer annealing times; in addition, Ge desorption
was observed across all samples. XPS data indicated the existence of GeO and GeO2 in the
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samples, in a convoluted peak around 1219.5 eV. GeO is ascribed as the desorping species in
the samples. Furthermore, it is believed that the oxides are formed due to displacement of
the Al atoms from the substrate matrix, leading to incorporation of Ge. Aligned RBS data
for the ‘as-implanted’ sample was composed of an ‘Al sub-surface’ peak, which indicated the
displacement of Al atoms from their respective lattice positions. All the while, there remained,
in that sample, an Al ‘surface’ peak indicating that the substrate was not fully amorphized
during ion implantation. During annealing, there was a reduction in the Al ‘surface’ peak,
which was removed after a 180 mins of annealing. This observation was an indication of Ge
incorporation.
Ge-nc formation was discussed through the use of a crystallinity factor, defined by compar-
ing the yield of the aligned to random RBS geometry. This factor indicated a crystallinity of
≈0.5 in all samples, indicating that Ge-nc formation occurs after ≈60 mins of annealing at this
temperature; furthermore, the Ge-ncs were believed to exist in the peak defect region. While,
due to continued desorption, it is concluded that increased annealing time destroys Ge-nc. XPS
data also contained a peak around 1216.5 eV, which was associated with the distinct layer of
Ge-ncs. To the best of our knowledge, this peak has not been reported elsewhere. It was po-
sitioned at a lower binding energy than a Ge reference peak. This fact was understood as the
Ge-ncs existing in a region of positive electron density. Further work must be carried out to
firmly establish the meaning of this peak.
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Chapter 7
Electronic Structure Study of
Ion-Implanted Si Quantum Dots in a SiO2
Matrix: Analysis of Quantum
Confinement Theories
7.1 Introduction
Mesoscopic semiconductor structures embody an extensive array of research with applications
in electronic and optoelectronic devices and in the physical sciences [1]. Research into meso-
scopic structures is an active field focused on fundamental physics at the nanoscale through
the study of phenomena such as the Kondo effect, Andreev reflections, and spin qubits (for a
concise review of these topics see Ref. [2]). Despite the active research into said higher order
effects, there remains a lack of a complete understanding of the low-dimensional electronic
structure, which is particularly true for mesoscopic systems formed by ion-implanted quantum
dots (QDs). Part of the difficulty arises from the fact that low-dimensional theories rely heav-
ily upon the mathematics of the bulk system. Therefore, the range of effects due to lowered
dimensionality are masked through the transference of bulk properties to the low-dimensional
case. For example, the difficulty in predicting the electronic structure is in the correct choice
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of the wave-states. The breaking of k-selection rules with diminishing quantum dot (QD) size
indicates that using a Bloch-wave multiple in the basis set is a questionable assumption, as
clearly demonstrated in cohesive energy methods that search for overlaps in the Bloch-states
with the crystal potential [3]. Ab-initio characterization of quantum confined structures is not
possible at present; albeit, semi-empirical methods are relatively well established [4].1
Due to the connection between the electronic and the optical states, extensive research has
been dedicated to the optical properties in low dimensional structures. Several possibilities for
the mechanism of radiative recombination have been proposed and are under debate, [6] while
0D Si and/or Ge structures as direct or quasi-direct gap materials have yet to be established.
For a concise overview of the mechanisms involved in confined nanostructures, see for example
Refs. [7–9]. Of the various mechanisms for radiative recombination, quantum confinement is
accepted as the correct theory for describing direct electron-hole recombination efficiency in
nanostructures [7]; albeit, there are many versions of this theory, which can simultaneously fit
experimental data.
The phenomenon of quantum confinement allows one to overcome the difficulty in obtain-
ing high radiative efficiency in a semiconductor material, which is a function of the interband
coupling efficiency. For direct gap materials, radiative processes can occur without phonon
coupling. One increases the efficiency of the radiative process with nanostructured materials
(or artificial atoms), due to the creation of discrete energy levels when at least one dimension
of the system is less than or equal to the exciton Bohr radius. For indirect gap materials, low ra-
diative efficiency is particularly challenging, because one needs a phonon to ensure momentum
conservation is maintained. On the other hand, a nanostructured material avoids this problem
by increasing the probability of wavefunction overlap between the electron and hole states;
therefore, breaking the k-selection rules, implying indirect gap materials can radiate without
phonon assistance [10]. Hence, the radiative efficiency is substantially larger in nanostruc-
tured materials (for direct and indirect materials), which is why there is strong interest in these
systems.
The theory of quantum confinement states that if the confinement dimension of a nanostruc-
ture is decreased, then there is an increase in the gap energy, which is measured as an increase
1This chapter is reproduced with permission from Ref. [5].
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in the peak photoluminescence (PL) energy. Other possible sources for radiative events are
through defect or interface states. However, these states do not have an associated size depen-
dence; therefore, it is possible to distinguish between different radiative mechanisms [7, 9]. In
addition, defect-related PL is in the blue-green energy band, while quantum confined PL is in
the red energy band.
As pointed out by Zdetsis, the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results in
this field is significant [11]. There are several reasons why this is the case. Experimentally, QD
growth conditions may only be controlled to a limited extent, e.g., there may be oxygen con-
tamination. Theoretically, fitting of empirical parameters and exchange and correlation effects
are inadequately approximated in calculations. For instance, if one employs density functional
theory (DFT), determination of the electronic density of states (DOS) requires knowledge of
the electronic wave-states. There are several ways to pick these states; Zdetsis et al. [11] use
a multi-reference second-order many-body perturbation theory, Ramos et al. [12] use projector
augmented waves and Nguyen et al. [13] use pseudopotentials established through geometric
convergence. Specifically, Nguyen et al. demonstrated that one does not expect any change
in the valence level DOS; however, they calculate a gap energy EG too large (3.1 eV) for em-
bedded Si-QDs (e-Si-QDs) [13]. While linear combination of atomic orbital methods yield
results that have a fixed VB energy with NS dimension, as expected from the assumptions of
the theory, nonetheless, the results do not fit experimental data for e-Si-QDs [14]. Furthermore,
tight-binding methods, which are in extensive use, also require information about the electronic
wave states. In one case, the Hu¨ckel-type non-orthogonal tight-binding method is used and the
results fit well with experimental data for porous Si [15]. In another approach, transferable
adjustable parameters are used and no good fit with experimental results is established [16].
On the other hand, ‘particle-in-a-box’ type calculations assume perfect symmetry between
the electron, e, and hole, h, states. In these calculations, the h term gains a dimensional de-
pendence, which leads to an artificially large expansion of EG. In previous work, we demon-
strated that an ab-initio field theoretical formalism must restrict the confining potential to 1D
for the calculated band gap values to fit the experimental PL results [17]. However, a 1D
confining potential is not correct since TEM images reveal e-Si-QDs as structures with 3D
confinement [18]. To overcome this challenge, researchers have applied variational [19] or
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pseudopotential techniques [20], which yield variations in the dimensional dependence, D, as
EG ∝ 1Dn ; n ∈ Q+, where Q+ is a positive rational.
One must further consider the preparation technique, in and of itself, which affects the
resulting PL through the introduction of defect states and/or varying interface states. For ex-
ample, ion implantation introduces defects during the implantation process, which are subse-
quently annealed [21]. The radiative properties for ion-implanted nanostructures are further
controlled by the surrounding matrix [22], implantation dose, thermal budget, the gas environ-
ment during annealing and implantation energy, to name a few [23]. For example, in the work
of Shimizu-Iwayama et al., Si nanoclusters formed by ion implantation are shown to exhibit a
variation in the peak PL energy with implantation dose, which the authors attribute to the effect
of quantum confinement [24]. Further, in this same work, the authors find that by varying the
annealing time from 1→8 hrs, there is no change in the peak PL energy. As we stated above,
the lack of change in PL should correspond to no change in the nanocrystal diameter. However,
the authors assume that prolonged annealing does not change the number of nanocrystals, but
instead causes an increase in the mean diameter. To the contrary, Garrido et al. shows that
the mean nanocrystal diameter does not change with prolonged annealing, as expected under
the hypothesis of Ostwald ripening [25]. The role of O2 during annealing on the radiative pro-
cess is also explored by Shimizu-Iwayama et al., which fixes the PL energy to the value of
disordered Si at 1.7 eV [24].
Si or Ge QD formation using ion implantation followed by thermal annealing is a promising
technique for incorporation of QDs into a dielectric film. Transmission electron micrographs
(TEM) can establish the crystal structure of e-Si-QDs experimentally as diamond-like (high
quality TEM images are shown in Refs. [26, 27], where the crystallinity of the e-Si-QDs is
clearly seen; however, the boundary with the matrix is not clear). Due to their low impurity
content these systems are ideal for studying fundamental physical models. On the other hand,
characterization of the electronic structure of QDs in a dielectric material is a nontrivial task,
due to the fact that the object of study is embedded in a surrounding matrix. Therefore, most
studies of the optical and electronic properties use QDs created by methods other than ion
implantation. For example, it has been considered that e-Si-QDs in a dielectric (particularly,
SiO2) have similar properties to porous Si [28, 29]. This approximation is not well founded,
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considering the difference in PL results for porous Si: diameter of D=1.76 nm corresponds to
a peak wavelength of λpeak=705 nm, versus e-Si-QDs: D=1.78 nm corresponds to λpeak=883
nm [17, 30].
Moreover, e-Si-QDs prepared by techniques other than ion-implantation have different
structural properties and interface composition, which potentially implies differences in the
carrier recombination dynamics. For instance, e-Si-QDs formed by deposition of Si-rich SiO2
films via a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process followed by thermal
annealing, yields all four Si oxidation states [31]. As a result, PECVD-QDs have a significant
number of defect centers resulting in numerous charge trapping centers. The above consider-
ations imply the need for a more detailed understanding of the electronic states as a function
of reduced dimension both experimentally and theoretically, to quantitatively distinguish the
various radiative mechanisms. This article attempts to juxtapose various methods and ideas in
order to exemplify key features of e-Si-QDs.
In this article, we study the electronic structure of e-Si-QDs experimentally and theoret-
ically. Experimentally, we measure the x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of
e-Si-QDs of varying size, focusing on the Si2p state and the valence level DOS. We obtain
structural information on the e-Si-QDs by looking at the Raman spectra, especially at the shifts
due to stress. Theoretically, we compare structural predictions made by molecular dynamics
(MDs) simulations by other groups against our XPS results, with respect to the sub-oxide layer
surrounding the QD, and stress. The valence levels are further analyzed theoretically by noting
predictions about the hole contribution to quantum confinement. To summarize, we compare
our results with published results and argue that QDs made by methods other than ion implan-
tation cannot be compared to ion-implanted-e-Si-QDs, as is typically done in the literature.
7.2 Experiment
Si− ion implantation was carried out at 95 keV into 280 nm thermally grown oxide (Silicon
Sense) at four different doses: 8.5 × 1016, 9.0 × 1016, 9.5 × 1016, 1.0 × 1017 cm−2, labeled a, b, c
and d, respectively. These conditions place the center of the implant profile ≈ 140 nm deep, ac-
cording to SRIM and experimentally observed in TEM [32]. The implantation was performed
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at room temperature under normal incidence and a vacuum of 10−7 torr. The samples were then
annealed in a tube furnace all under the same conditions of 1100oC, 120 min in a N2 flow. The
furnace was pumped down to ≈ 25 mTorr prior to annealing, to remove possible contaminants.
Without being exposed to air, the samples were subsequently annealed at 500oC in forming gas
(N2/H2, 95% N2) for 60 min.
PL measurements were performed at room temperature with a 325 nm laser at 17 mW, and
an effective power density of 0.64 W/cm2. Light emission was analyzed by an Ocean Optics
spectrometer with 600 gratings/mm, resulting in a large spectral window of 350-1000 nm.
In previous studies, it was established that the Si-QDs are located roughly 95 nm below the
surface after annealing following diffusion from the implant depth of 140 nm [17, 21]. There-
fore, for the samples a, b, c and d approximately 90 nm of the surface SiO2 was removed using
a 4:1 buffer HF solution (as determined by ellipsometry) for XPS. A reference sample (Si-ref)
was prepared by etching the ultra-thin native oxide layer with HF. A SiO2 reference (SiO2-ref)
sample was also prepared using the same thermal oxide of 280 nm, but with no implantation
performed and it was etched by a similar amount to the four samples, thus eliminating any
possibility that the differences in surface chemistry between samples arises solely due to the
HF process.
The XPS analyses were carried out with a Kratos Axis Ultra spectrometer using a monochro-
matic Al K(alpha) source (15 mA, 14 kV) at Surface Science Western. The instrument work
function was calibrated to give a binding energy (BE) of 83.96 eV for the Au4f7/2 line for
metallic gold and the spectrometer dispersion was adjusted to give a BE of 932.62 eV for the
Cu2p3/2 line of metallic copper. High resolution analyses were carried out with an analysis
area of 300 × 700 µm and a pass energy of 20 eV. Spectra have been charge corrected to the
main line of the C1s peak (adventitious carbon) set to 284.8 eV. Spectra were analyzed using
CasaXPS software (version 2.3.14) [33]. The micro-Raman system consists of holographic
optics, a single (1800 groove/mm) grating, 0.5-m spectrometer and a liquid nitrogen cooled
CCD detector (1100 × 330 pixels), with a resolution of ±1 cm−1.
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7.2.1 Analysis of HF Procedure
The nature of this experiment is evidence that characterizing e-Si-QDs is technically challeng-
ing as one may rightly question the validity of the use of HF in the XPS results. Here we
argue briefly that while the technique is not entirely satisfying, it is the best method avail-
able currently and does provide confident results. First, we mention an alternative technique
is to use Ar-sputtering to bring the e-Si-QDs with the depth resolution of XPS (typically 3→5
nm); however, this technique suffers from differential sputtering of O (4:1 Ref. [32]); therefore,
sub-oxide results are questionable [27, 34]. One could also produce e-Si-QDs using a shallow
implant condition, we argue in Sec. 7.4.1 that this technique produces a structurally different
e-Si-QD and should not be compared to our work.
One must consider whether the process of using HF to remove surface layers of SiO2 will
also etch the e-Si-QDs. It is known that HF preferentially acts on SiO2, but it can also etch Si,
albeit at a much slower rate [35]. In the work of Hundertmark, he shows, by the use of AFM
imaging techniques, that the e-Si-QDs remain on the surface of the substrate after a sufficiently
long etch [35]. Furthermore, Hundertmark demonstrates that peak PL energy of the etched
samples does not shift significantly, meaning there is no substantial change in the diameter of
the e-Si-QDs. At the same time, there is a reduction in the PL intensity, which is expected
according to the fact that some e-Si-QDs eventually are removed from the sample.
The next question to consider is whether the HF process will create artificial sub-oxide
peaks in the XPS data. In the work of Brongersma et al., it was shown that the etch rate is
significantly reduced when the HF solution is in the vicinity of the e-Si-QDs and not before, a
result we also observed in earlier test samples [36]. This result is an indication that the etchant
is reacting with a sub-oxide state and does not preferentially etch that state, as compared to
the SiO2 matrix. Therefore, if the HF-etching process is discontinued before the etchant is in
the vicinity of the e-Si-QDs (evident in a differing etch rate), then one can be confident that
the as formed e-Si-QDs from the annealing procedure remain and with the same sub-oxide
state. Furthermore, we continuously monitored the thickness of removed SiO2 layers by the
use of ellipsometry (10 s etch between measurements) to ensure we did not etch the QDs.
Hence, our XPS results probe a couple nanometres of undamaged e-Si-QDs with any error in
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the measurements arising from the surface mono-layer of the sample.
7.3 Results
Experimentally measured PL peak wavelength positions for samples a → d are shown in Table
7.1. Note that a full width half max (FWHM) of ≈150 nm is observed for all samples. There
is a 40 nm shift in the PL peak wavelength from sample a to d. As discussed in Sec. 7.1,
several models for quantum confinement have been used to fit experimental data, including our
previously published 1D model [17]. Therefore, it is prudent to first establish a Si quantum
dot diameter comparison. Using the various theoretical models described in the paragraph
below, the QD diameter is calculated using our experimental peak PL energy in Table 7.1, thus
illustrating the large variation between theories. Improvements to the theory are represented in
Fig. 7.1 and discussed in detail below.
The work of Delerue et al. has been applied to many studies of e-Si-QDs, thereby, it serves
as a good comparison [37–42]. In Delerue et al., they establish:
EPL = EG(∞) + 3.73 eV · ÅD1.39 ; (7.1)
where EG(∞) is the bulk gap energy =1.12 eV, D is the diameter and EPL is the peak energy of
the PL spectrum. However, the calculation in that work is for porous Si, which does not apply
to the case of embedded QDs [43]. In the work of Ramos et al. (for e-Si-QDs), a different
relation is established [12]:
EPL = EG(∞) + 29.6 eV · ÅD . (7.2)
In our work, we establish [17]:
EPL = EG(∞) + 89.2 eV · Å
2
D2
, (7.3)
(1D Confinement).
The results of QD diameter calculations using Eqs. (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) substituting our
experimental peak PL energy for EPL are given in Table 7.1. Notice that each method gives very
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Barbagiovanni et al. Ramos et al. Delerue et al.
(Eq. (7.3)) (Eq. (7.2)) (Eq. (7.1))
Sample λpeak (nm) EPL (eV) Diameter (nm) Diameter (nm) Diameter (nm)
a 830 1.49 1.55 8 2.5
b 850 1.46 1.62 8.7 2.8
c 862 1.44 1.67 9.3 3.0
d 870 1.42 1.72 9.9 3.3
Table 7.1: Photoluminescence peak maxima, and respective calculated QD diameters.
different QD sizes and size ranges for a single set of experimental data. Due to challenges in
determining the diameter of e-Si-QDs experimentally, the accuracy of each method is difficult
to establish. More details of our calculation are given in appendix A.
There have been a limited number of studies for ion-implanted e-Si-QDs using XPS [9, 27,
34, 44, 45]. A direct comparison of these results is nontrivial since each author uses a different
method to determine the QD diameter. In addition, determination of QD size by TEM is limited
by the resolution of TEM due to poor contrast between the e-Si-QDs and the surrounding SiO2
matrix (typically not better than 1 nm) [26]. A further complication arises from the fact that
accurate size statistics for QDs in the range of 2→4 nm are difficult to obtain depending on the
implantation dose one uses [27]. Meanwhile, determining QD size by scattering experiments
is an indirect method. Fig. 7.1 gives the variation of gap energy for samples prepared by
ion implantation and for porous Si compared with various theoretical methods. Note that our
calculation fits the experimental data the best for e-Si-QDs, where the size is determined using
TEM. The details of the calculations used for the curves ‘3D Confinement’, ‘3D Confinement:
e term only’ and ‘1D Confinement’ are given in appendix A.
XPS spectra for the samples with varying QD size and the two reference samples are pre-
sented in Fig. 7.2. Spectra were fitted using CasaXPS by fixing the oxidation states of Sin+
(n=1,2,3,4) to the standard shifts with respect to Si0+ , at +0.9, +1.75, +2.5 and +3.9 eV for
n=1,2,3,4 [46, 47]. Using Shirley background, Gaussian-Lorentzian line shapes and a branch-
ing ratio of 2:1 for Si2p3/2:1/2 with a spin-orbit split of 0.6 eV, yielded a fit for only the 0+,
3+ and 4+ as can be seen in Fig. 7.3. The FWHM for the Si2p3/2 peak for 0+ is 0.47 eV for
Si-ref and 0.97, 1.05, 1.02 and 1.08 eV for samples a, b, c and d, respectively. Fig. 7.3 shows
a representative result of this fitting procedure for sample c.
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Figure 7.1: Band gap variation as a function of particle size. Porous Si, Pseudopotential and
Effective Mass Approximation (EMA) from Refs. [4, 20] and Refs. within; Implanted Si from
Ref. [21]; 3D Confinement, 3D Confinement: e term only and 1D Confinement from Ref. [17]
(details in appendix A)
Figure 7.2: XPS counts per seconds (CPS) versus binding energy data for Si2p comparison
between samples, Si-ref and SiO2-ref, after charge correction and normalization.
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Figure 7.3: XPS counts per seconds (CPS) versus binding energy data for Si2p fit for sample
c: Oxidation states labelled in legend.
Si-ref a b c d SiO2-ref
284.99 282.31 282.35 282.27 282.22 286.16
Table 7.2: XPS C1s peaks (eV), before charge correction.
As mentioned in Sec. 7.2, the spectra are charge corrected to the main line of C1s at 284.8
eV; however, there is an associated error with this process of ±0.1 → 0.2 eV [48]. In our
case, we see a significant shift in the C1s peak from our Si-ref and SiO2-ref peak to the various
samples analyzed before the charge correction was applied, as shown in Table 7.2. Comparing
the FWHM of C1s in the Si-ref sample at 1.14 eV to sample d, per se, at 1.36 eV, we see a
broadening of the peak (samples a, b and c have similar values). Since the C1s peak is an
artifact of contamination from the XPS machine itself, it is instructive to note that the Si-ref
sample was loaded into the XPS chamber by an alternative method to all other samples. The
Si-ref sample was cleaned with HF just prior to analysis, and to avoid regrowing the native
oxide layer the sample was loaded through a glove box in an Ar environment, hence the level
of contamination was reduced leading to the differences in the C1s peaks. Furthermore, we do
not see charging as a function of QD size.
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Si-ref a b c d SiO2-ref
FWHM 0+ 0.47 0.97 1.05 1.02 1.08
0+ 99.43 96.75 96.85 96.72 96.75
0+(corrected) 99.24 99.23 99.30 99.25 99.34
4+ 100.65 100.75 100.62 100.65 104.61
4+(corrected) 103.13 103.20 103.15 103.24 103.25
Table 7.3: XPS Si2p3/2 peaks (eV) charge states 0+ and 4+, corrected and uncorrected.
Table 7.3 lists the values for the Si2p3/2 peak in the 0+ and 4+ state before and after charge
correction, also shown in Fig. 7.2. There is no shift in the Si2p peak as a function of QD size.
NB: For the remainder of this manuscript analysis is given for charge corrected peaks.
7.4 Discussion
We first note the increase in the FWHM for the Si2p peak from Si-ref to the samples containing
Si-QDs, see Table 7.3. This increase is typically attributed to three factors: structural disorder,
phonon broadening and core-hole lifetime [47]. It is well known that e-Si-QDs are crystalline
as evident in previously performed TEM imaging (see Sec. 7.1) and as predicted by MDs
simulations (see Sec. 7.4.2). Therefore, we rule out broadening due to disorder. Significant
disorder also leads to stress and we do not see this effect in Raman results (see Sec. 7.4.2).
Hence, we can attribute the broadening to both phonon and core-hole effects, which are both
observed for Si-QDs, see references within Ref. [47]. Furthermore, the core-hole effect is
attributed to a dielectric screening effect between the SiO2 matrix and the e-Si-QDs, which is
expected to change as a function of Si-QD diameter [47]. This effect is expected to be on the
order of ≈ 0.5 eV, which is consistent with the broadening that we observe [44].
From Sec. 7.3, we see that after charge correcting to the C1s peak and properly accounting
for differences in charging between samples, the Si2p3/2 peak for both 0+ and 4+ exhibits no
shift in BE with respect to the reference samples, within experimental error; see Table 7.3
and Fig. 7.2. This is a very important result in understanding the effects of QD size on the
low-dimensional electronic structure and deserves a detailed analysis. Primary factors that can
cause a shift in the Si2p peak are charging effects, stress (lending to a stretching or contraction
of bond length) and quantum confinement effects. The latter is the most important contribution
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to understand as it gives us a detailed insight into quantum confinement theories 2.
We do not find charging to be a substantial effect and mention it only briefly. Charging is
Coulombic where the QDs act as capacitors in a dielectric material [44]. For the case of the
largest QD (3 nm), this effect is on the order of ≈ 0.1 eV, which is not detectable and varies
as e
2
2C ; C = 4pi0DD. Before discussing stress and quantum confinement effects, we present a
review of other works on Si2p photoemission studies for QDs.
7.4.1 Si2p Comparison
In the work of Chen et al., they perform a low energy implantation (1 keV) into 30 nm of
thermally grown oxide [44]. The samples are then annealed for various times in N2 with no H-
passivation of dangling bonds, resulting in a range of Si-QD size from 2.5 to 3 nm (estimated
by X-ray diffraction). A low energy implant leaves the Si implant concentration peak near the
vacancy peak [32]. This fact means that during the annealing process Si-QDs are forming in a
region of high defect concentration, in turn the formation of stoichiometric oxide is retarded,
meaning a higher concentration of sub-oxide states will remain, as compared to higher energy
implanted samples. Chen et al. report the observation of all four oxide states (not seen in this
work), which is evidence of structural disorder, assuming the same branching ratio and spin-
orbit split as reported here. We estimate from their work a BE shift for the n=1,2,3,4 oxide
states from pure Si of +1.2, +2.5, +3.6 and +4.5 eV, respectively, which are all larger than the
standard values mentioned in Sec. 7.3. Using the same charge correction procedure as this
work, Chen et al. find no shift between QD sizes, while they do see all samples shifting to
a lower BE from the reference Si-sample by ≈ 0.6 eV. As Chen et al. does not give a clear
account of this shift in BE, we assume that the presence of structural disorder is to account for
this phenomena.
In the studies by Kachurin et al. and by Min et al., no shift in the BE of Si2p with QD
diameter compared with bulk Si is reported [9, 45]. A similar HF etching procedure as ours is
2It is worth emphasizing that, correction to the C1s peak may be imperfect, due the fact it is in contact with
the surface SiO2; therefore, it may not properly account for any possible shift in the Si2p peak. However, if we
look at the shift in C1s and Si2p we see that all peaks shift by the same amount, within experimental error, see
Table 7.2 and 7.3. If our correction method is over compensating for the shift in the peak, we should still expect
to see differences from sample to sample.
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used in both. Kachurin et al., reports an implantation condition that would imply the Si implant
profile is embedded in a silica glass substrate and not a thermal oxide, which have different
densities. In both cases, their XPS spectra show a larger concentration of Si compared to the
surrounding SiO2 matrix, which can be a function of the depth of HF etching.
To compare with Si-QDs produced by methods other than ion implantation, in Kim et al.,
they produce an oxide layer of a varying stoichiometric ratio, from SiOx with x = 1.0 → 1.6,
from substrate to surface [49]. After annealing they report varying e-Si-QD size with depth
as observed by TEM. Using Ar+ sputtering with in situ XPS, a shift in the Si2p is reported
with depth (or QD size). However, the variation in the stoichiometry of the surrounding oxide,
which plays a role in the properties of Si-QDs, is not accounted for. While Sun et al. reports a
shift in Si2p in porous Si [50], we have noted that a porous Si system is not identical to e-Si-
QDs. Finally, the work by Riabinina et al. considers Si-QDs created by pulsed laser deposition,
which show a unique shift in the Si2p peak as a function of the O pressure [51].
A study which has been frequently cited as observation of Si2p shifts due to QD size is
van Buuren et al. [52]. However, in this work the Si-QDs were grown on the surface by
thermal vaporization forming star-shaped islands, as opposed to the spherical QDs in this work.
Furthermore, the surface coordination of a QD exposed to air and the stress on the QD due to
lattice mismatch with the substrate makes the system not comparable with an e-Si-QD system.
7.4.2 Sub-Oxides and Stress
The formation of sub-oxides is a key feature in understanding the mechanisms involved in
radiative recombination for e-Si-QDs. As mentioned, our fitting procedure indicates that the
only sub-oxide is the 3+ state, which is at a very low concentration compared to 4+, see Fig.
7.3. The majority of the 4+ signal comes from the SiO2 matrix. There are many studies re-
garding the structure of e-Si-QDs, which concentrate on the crystallinity of the QDs and the
interface structure; here we talk about a selected few. It is established that e-Si-QDs exist as a
pure Si diamond lattice surrounded by a sub-oxide layer and then by the SiO2 matrix as shown
schematically in Fig. 7.4. However, some debate exists about what sub-oxide state the inter-
mediate layer is, which we find to be Si2O3. Furthermore, we can estimate the thickness of this
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a-SiO2
e-Si-QD sub-oxide
Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of the e-Si-QD structure.
sub-oxide layer by using the relative areas for the Si0+ and Si3+ peaks given in Fig. 7.3. Using
our results for the QD diameters (Table 7.1), we calculate the sub-oxide thickness as 0.57 to
0.63 nm for the 1.55 to 1.76 nm QDs, respectively.
MDs simulations performed by Djurabekova et al., show that the silanone bond (Si=O,
oxidation state: 2+) forms as the sub-oxide barrier around the e-Si-QDs, which acts to relax
the stress in the system [53]. The discrepancy between their result and ours might arise from
the fact that the MDs simulations are performed by first removing a section of the SiO2 matrix
the size of the Si-QD, which is then placed in the matrix. The system is then annealed, which
leads to the Si=O bonds as an intermediate state. One should also consider the nature of
the implantation process, which creates vacancies and other defects, and in turn leads to the
creation of several sub-oxide states [44]. Annealing after implantation causes the re-formation
of stoichiometric oxide with e-Si-QDs as shown in Fig. 7.4. Therefore, we conclude the
procedure used in the MDs simulation may cause the artificial formation of Si=O bonds.
In a similar MDs simulation, Soulairol et al. follow the same procedure as above; however,
prior to placing the QD in the SiO2 matrix, the matrix is subjected to several annealing cycles
[54]. These cycles allow the structure factor to be very close to the given experimental values.
They then find that manually placing an O-bond at the outer layer of the Si-QD yields the lowest
possible energy configuration and relieves stress in the Si-QDs through a Si-O-Si bridging bond
(oxidation state: 1+). Further, it is concluded that no Si=O bonds form in the system; however,
there is a small concentration of 3+ oxide states.
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It is important to note that as Soulairol et al. points out other groups do obtain the 3+
oxide state both experimentally and from first-principle simulations (see Refs. 16 and 55, in
Ref. [54]). It is further noted that the 3+ state acts to relax the stress in the system with a bond
length of ≈ 1.8 Å. From our calculation for the sub-oxide thickness, we can say this layer is
roughly three atomic layers thick. Therefore, we conclude that the 3+ state is the correct sub-
oxide state and there is no stress on the e-Si-QDs. The lack of stress in the system is discussed
further in Sec. 7.4.2.
Two studies regarding ion-implanted e-Si-QDs are Levitcharsky et al. and Nikolova et
al. [27, 34]. We discussed these works briefly in Sec. 7.2.1. In these studies Ar-milling is used
to obtain a depth profile of the Si concentration and of the sub-oxide states for e-Si-QDs. It is
noted that only in the case of an implantation dose of 3 × 1017 cm−2 does one see a significant
concentration of the 3+ oxide state. In samples of lower dose, the concentration of the 3+
oxide state is significantly reduced. Therefore, it is clear that implantation dose has a strong
correlation with the formation of subsequent sub-oxide states, possibly due to the fact that Si
implantation into amorphous SiO2 preferentially sputters O by a factor of 2:1 [32]. In addition,
the Ar-milling procedure preferentially sputters O, as mentioned in Sec. 7.2.1. Therefore, we
cannot accurately compare these results to ours. Hence, we conclude that to the best of our
knowledge our experiment is the first verification of the 3+ oxide state surrounding e-Si-QDs.
Si-QDs created by PECVD have a Si/matrix interface structure which makes comparison
with e-Si-QDs formed via ion implantation questionable. In the work of Dane et al., the Si4+
is 4.3 eV above the Si0+ peak, which is a departure from the accepted value of 3.9 eV (see Sec.
7.3) and the Si0+ peak is found to shift from bulk Si by 0.6 eV [31]. (A similar result was found
for low energy implanted Si-QDs, which we analogously attribute to defect centers, see Sec.
7.4.1.) These results are unlike implanted Si-QDs, which are relatively defect free, contain
highly crystalline QDs and only exhibit a single sub-oxide state.
Raman Measurements
Another effect that could cause a shift in the Si2p peak is a change in the bond length of Si in
the nanocrystal, possibly due to stress [50]. For our QD sizes this effect should cause a shift
on the order of ≈ 1 → 1.5 eV, which again is not seen beyond the charging effect, in our XPS
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data. Furthermore, if there is stress in the system we should be able to resolve it with Raman
spectroscopy. In the Raman spectra for each of the QD samples, there is no observation of a
shift in the Si Raman peak from bulk Si of 520 cm−1, within experimental error. This result
indicates a lack of stress on e-Si-QDs, as opposed to porous Si [55].
7.4.3 Valence Level and Quantum Confinement Effects
In general, quantum confinement means the electron, e, and hole, h, energies in their respective
bands (conduction, C, and valence, V, respectively) gain a dimensional dependence as:
EC(V) ∝ 1
me(h)Dn
; n ∈ Q+.
In turn, this effect means that the energy of the gap as determined through the electronic struc-
ture has a dimensional dependence. Table 7.1 says that the magnitude of the effects of quantum
confinement can vary greatly between theories. The lack of any shift in the Si2p peak tells us
that no shift is observed in binding energy below the Fermi level, meaning the valence level
energy must also remain constant with QD size.
The valence states determined by XPS are shown in Fig. 7.5 for Si-ref, SiO2-ref and sample
d. Note that the valence states are the same for all e-Si-QD samples. The DOS for sample d can
be described as a convolution of the Si and SiO2 DOS. Therefore, we take the feature around
0 eV, in Fig. 7.5, to be representative of the e-Si-QDs. Under this assumption, we are able to
determine any shift in the valence band max (VBM). Fig. 7.6 clearly indicates that the there
is no shift in the VBM (set at ≈ 1.4 eV), as determined by taking the midpoint of the valence
band edge.
Quantum confinement effects should produce a shift in the VBM beyond charging. In our
model [17]:
EV =
2(~ 3.142)2
D2
1
3.24 × 10−32 eVs2/Å2
; (7.4)
where EV is the valence energy and D is the diameter of the QD. A conservative estimate, i.e.
using the size ranges given for Barbagiovanni et al. in Table 7.1, corresponds to an additional
shift of ≈ 0.25 eV, for samples a through d, within experimental error. This fact means that
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Figure 7.5: XPS counts per seconds (CPS) versus binding energy for the valence band density
of states.
Figure 7.6: XPS counts per seconds (CPS) versus binding energy for the valence band maxi-
mum position, determined by the midpoint method.
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after charge correction an additional shift should still be present, as 0.2 eV is resolvable in
VBM measurements. An even larger effect due to quantum confinement is predicted by the
work of ¨Og˘u¨t et al. through pseudopotential calculations, from sample a to d of 2.1 to 2.5 eV,
which is clearly not observed [56]. Furthermore, stress (see Sec. 7.4.2) in the system would
cause a change in the bond length in turn changing the position of the VBM, which is also not
observed.
The lack of a shift in the VBM is understood through several results presented here. As
discussed in Sec. 7.2, the samples were annealed in forming gas, which is well known to pas-
sivate dangling bonds [23]. In addition, defects introduced from the implantation process are
removed through annealing and the resulting e-Si-QDs are highly crystalline [21, 26]. Hence-
forth, from the results of Sec. 7.4.2 and 7.4.2, we conclude that the Si2O3 interfacial layer
acts to trap free carriers. Therefore, the resulting e-Si-QDs are free from donor states, which
typically cause the bending of the VBM for Si structures [57].
As we do not see any change in the VBM, one possible conclusion is that translational
symmetry is not present in the h states, i.e. the kinetic term for the h is not a function of QD
size. Most notably, we are able to derive this result theoretically. If we modify our theory,
by removing the kinetic term for the hole from Eq. (A.7), we can accurately reproduce the
experimental results for the 3D confinement; see Fig. 7.1. Details are given in the appendix A.
The curve for ‘3D Confinement: e term only’ is given by:
EPL = EG(∞) + 139.2 eV · Å
2
D2
, (7.5)
(3D Confinement: e term only).
This result is quite striking as it verifies the lack of symmetry in the h states and is more realistic
than our previous model. It is important to note that we assumed the QDs to be spherical (as
TEM reveals), which would imply roughly 128 atoms per QD, whereas a cubic QD would
have roughly 190 atoms. In either case, the variation in QD diameters, given in Table 7.1, is
for an average size and does not correspond to a integer number of unit cells. Inasmuch as, one
typically performs an electronic structure calculation over an integer number of unit cells, the
change in the number of atoms (QD size), nonetheless, corresponds to a change in the optical
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properties, which implies new possible dynamics for the hole. Further analysis of these results
is needed and may lead to new physics as there is not, at present, a theory that can a priori
predict such a result.
7.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that there is no shift for an e-Si-QD in the Si2p peak due to quantum
confinement effects or bond length contraction with QD miniaturization. Initially, there is a
shift in this peak due to charging: Coulombic and interface charge build up, which is properly
accounted for by charge-correcting the Si2p peak. Any change in bond length would most
likely be due to stress and our Raman measurements showed no signs of stress on the e-Si-
QDs. We conclude that the lack of stress is due to a sub-oxide formation around the e-Si-QD
of Si2O3, which relaxes the bonds as reported by MDs simulations. This fact is further seen in
the VB measurements, where no shift is observed either due to quantum confinement or stress
as a result of pinning by the interface layer. The lack of a shift is further explained by noting
that the h-states do not assume a kinetic term and using this fact in the calculations yields a
result that matches with experiment.
Our results have been compared against similar published studies, where we note that con-
sistently e-Si-QD do not exhibit a shift in the Si2p level. While systems of QDs created by
alternative techniques (e.g., PECVD) may or may not yield a shift. In addition, a low energy
ion implantation can yield results that differ from a high energy implant. In turn, we compared
our result with various models for quantum confinement and noted that models like linear com-
bination of atomic orbitals and some DFT calculations do not show any shift in the VB and are
closer to experiment, but they do not accurately predict the expansion of the band gap. On the
other hand, our field theoretical model does accurately predict the expansion of the gap, albeit
through empirical assumptions. Furthermore, these considerations indicate the need for a the-
ory from a bottom up approach that does not consider electrons and holes to be symmetrically
equivalent. Further work is needed to properly describe the wave states of particles confined
within e-Si-QDs.
Notably, we derived Eq. (7.5) under the ‘particle-in-a-box’ model for quantum confine-
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ment, after taking into account results presented here, by removing the hole symmetry. This
calculation is able to fit the experimental data rather well; however, assumptions needed to be
made that do not accurately reflect the low-dimensional nature of a QD (i.e., the Bloch hy-
pothesis). A further complication in our understanding is the fact that a variation of QD size
yielding quite different radiative energies can occur through a minimal change in the number
of QD atoms. Therefore, one may conclude that the sub-oxide layer and the possible dynamics
of the hole play a larger role in the electronic structure and the radiative process, respectively,
than first assumed. We consider these experimental results to be a firm starting point towards a
complete theoretical description of e-Si-QDs. One may consider e-Si-QDs to be in an relaxed
crystalline state, while the significance of a stable valence band must be included in further
quantum confinement theories.
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Chapter 8
Quantum Confinement in Si and Ge
Nanostructures
8.1 Introduction
Semiconductor nanostructures (NSs) exhibit increased oscillator strength due to electron hole
wave function overlap, and band gap engineering due to the effect of quantum confinement
(QC). Thus, materials like Si are a viable option for opto-electronics, photonics, and quantum
computing [1–3]. QC is defined as the modification in the free particle dispersion relation
as a function of a system’s spatial dimension [4]. If a free electron is confined within a po-
tential barrier, a shift in the band gap energy is observed, which is inversely proportional to
the system size squared, in the effective mass approximation. As a result, the emitted photon
energy is directly proportional to the gap energy (EG). QC often manifests itself in optical
experiments when the dimension of the system is systematically reduced and an increase in the
absorbed/emitted photon energy is measured corresponding to electron transitional states, i.e.
in semiconductor NSs.1
For practical applications, utilizing QC effects in NSs requires an understanding of the
band structure of a low-dimensional material, how the method of preparation effects the final
properties of the NS, and the kinetics/ dynamics of the absorption/ emission process. The
confinement potential is determined by the alignment of the respective Fermi levels when a
1Reprinted with permission from Ref. [5]. Copyright (2012), American Institute of Physics.
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material of a EG1 is surrounded by a material of a EG2, with EG1 < EG2 [6]. The preparation
technique can introduce stress in the system, which changes the band gap energy [7]. For
indirect gap materials phonon processes can effect the recombination mechanism [8]. The
lifetime associated with the recombination event can be altered by the excitation power [9].
(For a review of general properties of low-dimensional structures, see Refs. [2, 4, 10]. For a
discussion of other higher order effects in NSs, see Ref. [10].) This article is concerned with the
electron/hole recombination process in amorphous (a) versus crystalline (c) NSs with different
dimensions.
Several theoretical models (e.g. see Refs. [11–13]) have been applied to NS; all models are
empirical and no one model can model all semiconductor NSs. Since the parameters of a NS
system are dependent upon the preparation method for a particular material, a comprehensive
theoretical understanding must test along this dimension as well. In this article, we consider
a relatively simple model of direct e-h recombination using a ‘particle in a box’ type model
as a perturbation to the effective mass theory. We use no adjustable parameters 2 and include
corrections to the model dependent on the preparation method as known experimentally and/
or computationally when needed, thus achieving transparency in the physics involved. The
only parameter tested in this work is the crystallinity, which is shown to effect the strength of
confinement (defined in Sec. 8.2), because of the different symmetry properties of the electron
and hole.
The model is applied to experimental results on crystalline and amorphous Si and Ge NSs,
including quantum wells (QWs), wires (Q-wires) and dots (QDs). Systems of regular shape
are chosen to ensure crystallinity is the primary parameter. For example, data obtained by van
Buuren et al. [14] for high quality ‘star-shaped’ samples are difficult to analyse theoretically.
Parameters relevant to a particular system are discussed and energy corrections are given when
needed. Briefly, we compare a few theoretical models with experiment, thus, illustrating the
need to categorically understand experimental parameters. Results are discussed and a mecha-
nism for the differences between the strength of confinement in the amorphous and crystalline
system is proposed.
2The effective mass can be taken as an adjustable parameter, which is not done in this work. The exact value
of the effective mass is not known for nanostructures, see Sec. 8.5
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8.2 Theory
In this work, we use the effective mass approximation (EMA) based on the Bloch periodic
function. The essential features of the model are discussed below.
The Bohr radius of an electron (e), hole (h) or exciton (X) is given by, in SI units:
ae(h)(X) =
4piε~2
m∗
e(h)(X)e
2 ;
m∗
e(h)(X) is the effective mass of the e, h or X, respectively, e is the electric charge and ε is the
dielectric constant. Depending on the e or h effective mass, the X-Bohr radius is 4.5 nm for
Si and 24 nm for Ge. The Bohr radius defines the spatial dimension of the particles, which
determines the range of sizes for which QC can be observed. We define three regimes of
confinement here [4]:
• Weak confinement: When the dimension of the system is much larger than ae and ah. In
this situation, the appropriate mass in the kinetic term is M = m∗e + m∗h. The energy term
is dominated by the Coulomb energy.
• Medium confinement: When the dimension of the system is much smaller than ae, but
larger than ah, then only electrons will experience confinement. The relevant mass is
simply m∗e for the kinetic term. Most materials belong to this class.
• Strong confinement: When the dimension of the system is much smaller than ae and
ah. Here both electrons and holes experience confinement and the relevant mass is the
reduced mass, µ, with 1
µ
= 1
m∗e
+ 1
m∗h
. In this regime, the Coulomb term is small and can
generally be treated as a perturbation.
Below we will use the terms ‘weak,’ ‘medium’ and ‘strong’ to refer to the different regimes of
confinement discussed above.
Si and Ge are both indirect gap materials, meaning that, in principle, phonon scattering
events are essential to maintain momentum and energy conservation during a radiative event.
This situation is true in the case of a bulk material; however, as the dimension of the system
is reduced, the uncertainty in the momentum k vector is increased. Therefore, it is possible
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to break the k selection rules making the EG ‘pseudo-direct,’ allowing for direct e-h recombi-
nation [15]. The length scale at which this ‘pseudo-direct’ phenomenon becomes important is
typically less than a few nanometres [13, 16, 17]. This length scale corresponds to the systems
considered here; therefore, theoretically it is valid to assume direct e-h recombination without
phonon-assistance.
In the ‘particle in a box’ model the bulk EG is taken as the ground state energy. The effect
of reduced dimension is considered as a perturbation to the bulk EG. Therefore, we consider
the general field Hamiltonian for a system of Coulombic interacting particles given by (details
are given in Ref. [18]):
H =
∫
d3rψ†(r)
(−~2
2m
52
)
ψ(r) +
1
2
∫
d3rd3r´ψ†(r)ψ†(r´) e
2
4piε|r − r´|ψ(r´)ψ(r); (8.1)
where ψ(r) is the field operator, m is the mass of the electron or hole, ε is the dielectric constant
of the surrounding medium and e is the electric charge. We do not consider the spin-orbit
interaction here, because the fine structure is negligible at the energies considered here.
The field operators are expanded in a two-band model for the conduction band, C, and the
valence band, V, as:
ψ(r) =
∑
k
ak,iϕk,i(r) (i ∈ C,V); (8.2)
where k represents a summation over momentum states. The ϕk,i(r) basis set in Eq. (8.2) is
expanded to reflect the use of an infinite confinement potential with a Bloch basis uk,i. Infinite
confinement is a reasonable assumption for the systems we are considering, because the matrix
material has a EG several eV higher than the nano-structure; however, we can not discuss
hopping or other such higher order effects. Bloch states reflect the periodic nature of the
crystal (Luttinger-Kohn representation), while the boundary conditions of a NS do not reflect
this same periodicity. However, in many NSs the transitions we are interested in happen near
the Brillouin zone centre, e.g. the Γ-point. This statement may not be strictly true in the case of
weak confinement, because k-selection rules are not as strongly broken as in the case of strong
confinement. Nonetheless, k · p perturbation theory considers expansions about the Brillouin
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zone minimum, ko. Therefore, we may justify the use of Bloch states through the use of the
slowly varying wave approximation whereby only the ko=0 states are retained.
For indirect gap materials the exciton is Wannier-like, in the limit k  pi
ac
(ac is the lattice
spacing) and we can drop the exchange term, which goes to zero quickly. Equation (8.1) is
solved in the exciton basis using the state Φ defined as an e-h pair above the ground state, Φ0,
as: Φ =
∑
k1k2 Ck1k2a
†
k1b
†
k2ΦV, & ΦV = bk3bk4 · · · bkNΦ0, where ak (bk) refers to electrons (holes)
in the conduction (valence) band. Expanding in low lying k-states near the band edge, we solve
EG(D) = 〈Φ|H |Φ〉, which gives the variation of gap energy with nano-structure size.
For the mass terms in Eq. (8.1), we use the effective masses calculated using the density of
states [19]. The effective mass is related to the parabolicity of the band structure, which is not
expected to change in a nano-structure compared to a bulk material at the Γ-point. Therefore,
we assume the effective mass from the bulk system. For Si the effective masses at room tem-
perature are: mC → m∗C = 1.08mo and mV → m∗V = 0.57mo. For Ge the effective masses are:
mC → m∗C = 0.56mo and mV → m∗V = 0.29mo. These definitions yield the equation:
EG(D) = EG(∞) + AD2 eV · nm
2. (8.3)
EG(∞) is the band gap of the bulk material and D represents the QD diameter, the QW thickness
or the Q-Wire diameter in what follows. The calculation was carried out for confinement in
1D, 2D with cylindrical coordinates and 3D with spherical coordinates. The parameter A is
given for Si and Ge in the strong, medium and weak confinement regimes in Table 8.1. The
change in energy of the CBM (∆ECBM) due to QC is labelled as ‘medium confinement’ in Table
8.1, because a ∆ECBM is equivalent to QC of the electron only as defined by our model, where
only the electron mass is considered in Eq. (8.1). The change in energy of the VBM (∆EVBM)
due to QC is also listed in Table 8.1, which is calculated by considering confinement of the
hole only, where only the hole mass is considered in Eq. (8.1). The other fixed parameter is
the appropriate EG(∞) of the bulk system and one could argue for the use of a renormalized
effective mass with dimension of the system, which is discussed in Sec. 8.5.
Finally, it is important to note that theoretical modelling can be further complicated by
the accuracy of NS size determination. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the di-
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Si Ge
3D Strong 3.57 7.88
Medium (∆ECBM) 1.39 2.69
Weak 0.91 1.77
∆EVBM -2.64 -5.19
2D Strong 2.09 4.62
Medium (∆ECBM) 0.81 1.58
Weak 0.53 1.04
∆EVBM -1.55 -3.04
1D Strong 0.89 1.97
Medium (∆ECBM) 0.35 0.67
Weak 0.23 0.44
∆EVBM -0.66 -1.30
Table 8.1: Parameter A given in Eq. (8.3) for 3D, 2D, 1D confinement and for ∆ECBM, ∆EVBM.
rect method to determine NS size; however, if the contrast between the matrix and the nano-
structure is poor, then the size uncertainty can be on the order of 1 nm [20]. Indirect size
determinations can be used as well, such as with x-ray diffraction (XRD) [21] or x-ray photo-
emission spectroscopy (XPS) [22]. Furthermore, QC in Ge has been a greater challenge for
researchers to observe than in Si, because of the tendency to form defects, interfacial mix-
ing and sub-oxide states [23–26]. Therefore, only limited results on Ge are discussed here.
However, there is recent progress in this area, showing very promising results [27].
8.3 Experiment
We cite the results of several experimental works including our own from the University of
Western Ontario and from the National Research Council Ottawa, in Sec. 8.4. The essential
features of each experiment are given here. The details of the experiments can be found in the
references provided.
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Figure 8.1: Disordered Si-QW data and theoretical fit. Experimental data from Ref. [28].
Theoretical fit using A=0.89 and EG(∞) = 1.6 eV in Eq. (8.3). NB: The CBM shift is offset by
the EG(∞).
8.4 Results
8.4.1 Silicon
Quantum Wells
Si/SiO2 superlattice Si-QWs have been grown using molecular beam epitaxy, determined to
be disordered via Raman scattering measurements, and their thickness found using TEM and
XRD [28, 29]. The change in the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band min-
imum (CBM) position was measured using XPS and Si L2,3 edge absorption spectroscopy,
respectively, and room temperature PL spectroscopy was measured. Fig. 8.1 plots the model
predictions with the experimental data.
In Ref. [28] the authors used a fitting procedure according to the effective mass theory for
the ∆EVBM(CBM), resulting in ∆EVBM = −0.5/D2 and ∆ECBM = 0.7/D2, where D is the thickness
of the QW. Our model predicts ∆EVBM = −0.66/D2 and ∆ECBM = 0.35/D2. The trend for
∆ECBM is more accurately given in Ref. [28]. In Ref. [29], the change in EG was fitted with
A = 0.7 and EG(∞)=1.6 eV, as in Eq. (8.3). The fit also determined the effective mass to be
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Figure 8.2: Crystalline Si-QW data and theoretical fit. Experimental data from Ref. [22].
Experimental PL data from Ref. [30]. Theoretical fit using A=0.35 and EG(∞) = 1.12 eV in
Eq. (8.3). NB: The CBM shift is offset by the EG(∞).
m∗h(e) ≈ 1. The model uses EG(∞)=1.6 eV to fit the experimental PL data well when employing
the curve for strong confinement with A = 0.89.
Next we look at c-Si/SiO2 QWs fabricated by chemical and thermal processing of silicon-
on-insulator wafers [22]. The same methods described above were used to determine exper-
imentally the ∆EVBM(CBM) and the change in the gap energy including the total electron yield
for a better signal to noise ratio. The thickness of the Si layer was determined by XPS using
a mean free path in Si of ∼1.6 nm. Note that a thickness of 0.5 nm corresponds to a single
unit cell of Si. Therefore, experimental data below ≈ 1 nm should be treated with caution. In a
parallel study, these c-Si/SiO2 QWs were investigated optically [30].
Fig. 8.2 compares experimental measurements and the model results for c-Si-QWs. The
EG(∞) in the model is 1.12 eV and the ∆EVBM is not significant below 1.5 nm. The ∆ECBM,
∆ECBM+VBM, and the experimental PL are all well fitted by the curve for medium confinement,
with A = 0.35. In Ref. [30] it was found that there is a second PL peak fixed with respect to the
Si layer thickness at 1.8 eV. This second peak was associated with interface states. Therefore,
we can assign the experimental PL data in Fig. 8.2 with direct e-h recombination modelled by
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medium confinement.
Quantum Dots
First we consider Si QDs formed by ion implantation in SiO2 films, followed by high-temperature
annealing in N2 and forming gas [31]. Ref. [31] reports the QD diameter and crystalline struc-
ture observed by TEM, and room temperature PL measurements. TEM data show a Gaussian
distribution in the Si-QD diameter with depth, resulting in a stretched exponential PL dy-
namic [31, 32].
We compare ion-implanted Si-QDs with Si QDs in a SiO2 matrix prepared by microwave
plasma decomposition (MPD) creating ultrafine and densely packed Si QDs [21] (implying
that tunnelling effects are important here [33]). The crystallinity and size was determined by
TEM imaging and XRD, respectively. In Ref. [21], the authors note that PL was not observed
unless the Si QDs were oxidized, implying that surface bonds were passivated with suboxide
states eventually forming a surround SiO2 matrix.
Fig. 8.3 shows the experimental PL data for ion-implantated and MPD Si QDs together
with our calculated curves for strong and medium confinement. Above 3 nm both sets of ex-
perimental data follow closely the model of strong confinement with A=3.57 and EG(∞)=1.12
eV. This indicates that for sample diameters larger than this size tunnelling effects are signif-
icant, implying a de-localization of carrier states. Iacona et al. measured a similar trend for
experimental PL data [34]. Below 3 nm, when QC effects are particularly strong, the ion-
implantation data follows the curve for medium confinement, with A=1.39.
Next we consider a-Si QDs embedded in a SiN matrix [35]. The Si QDs were fabricated
using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition. The size and amorphous structure were
measured using TEM and the PL was taken at room temperature. Absorption data was taken
by ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy. The value for the bulk band gap given by the
authors is 1.56 eV, which is obtained via a fitting procedure. This value is known to vary
between 1.5→1.6 eV, for Si samples prepared similarly [35].
We can see in Fig. 8.3 that the experimental data for absorption and PL of a-Si QDs embed-
ded in SiN lies between the curve for medium (A=1.39) and strong (A=3.57) confinement, with
EG(∞)=1.56. Using a fitting procedure, the authors of Ref. [35] found A=2.40. The authors
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Figure 8.3: Crystalline and amorphous Si-QD data and theoretical fit. ‘Expt. Ion-Implantion
SiO2’ refers to crystalline Si QDs embedded in SiO2 from Ref. [31]. ‘Expt. microwave plasma
decomposition (MPD) SiO2’ refers to crystalline Si QDs embedded in SiO2 from Ref. [21].
‘Expt. plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) SiN’ refers to amorphous Si
QDs embedded in SiN from Ref. [35]. Theoretical fit using A=3.57 and 1.39 and EG(∞) =
1.12 or 1.56 eV (as labeled) in Eq. (8.3). NB: The absorption data is offset by the EG(∞).
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further conclude that by observing the fact that the experimental absorption data lies close to
the PL data, one can conclude that the PL data for these samples is a good measure of the actual
change in the EG(D) [35]. Notice that this situation is similar to that observed for Si-QWs (see
Fig. 8.1 and 8.2).
Quantum Wires
Due to inherent complications in the fabrication process of Si or Ge wires with a diameter
below the Bohr radius, few studies on QC in nano-wires exist and we are only able to report on
c-Si-Q-wires. On the other hand, por-Si studies are widely cited in the literature. With suitable
control of the etchant, por-Si QDs can become elongated [36], thus breaking confinement in
one direction implying they are more wire-like; a detailed discussion is provided in Ref. [37].
In this case, they are called pseudo-por-Si-QDs or in the case they behave like interconnected
dots, spherites [38].
Anodically grown por-Si samples were prepared by Schuppler et al. [39] X-ray absorption
measurements determined the structures to be closer to c-Si than to a-Si. TEM was used to
determine the size and PL measurements were performed at room temperature. The por-Si
structures are said to be H-passivated and O-free; however, samples were exposed to air.
Si Q-wires were produced by Ma et al. using an oxide-assisted growth method with SiO
powders [40]. Subsequently, the wires were cleaned with HF to remove the oxide, thus forming
a H-terminated surface. Scanning tunnelling microscopy was used to determine the diameter
of the wires. The formation of SiH2 and SiH3 was observed on the facets of the Q-wires,
which was attributed to bending stresses in the wires. The energy gap was determined using
scanning tunnelling spectroscopy, which also indicated doping levels in the wires as seen by
an asymmetrical shift of the EG around 0 V.
The experimental data from Ma et al. and Schuppler et al. can be seen in Fig. 8.4. Below 3
nm the experimental data from Schuppler et al. (‘por-Si Wire PL’) lie close to the curve for 2D
strong confinement with A=2.09 and EG(∞)=1.12 eV. Notice that the experimental data also
lie close to the curve for 3D medium confinement with A=1.39. This observation may be a
reflection of the idea that these structures are between dots and wires. On the other hand, the
data from Ma et al. lie close to the curve for 3D strong confinement, using the same EG(∞)
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Figure 8.4: Crystalline Si Q-wire and QD data and theoretical fit. Experimental por-Si wire
data from Ref. [39]. Experimental Si Wire data from Ref. [40], using scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy (STS). Experimental por-Si QD data from Refs. [38, 42]. Theoretical fit using
A=1.39 and 0.81 and EG(∞) = 1.12 eV in Eq. (8.3). NB: The absorption data is offset by the
EG(∞). NB: ‘QD’ here refers to spheroids.
and A=3.57. We also note that recently Si-Q-wires have been produced [41] with results nearly
identical to those of Ma et al.
Experimental data on pseudo-por-Si-QDs for both absorption and PL are taken from Refs.
[38, 42]. Raman and TEM measurements were used to determine the size and the ‘spherite’
nature of the samples, respectively. PL measurements were performed at room temperature and
at 4.2K, with very little difference in the two measurements. Optical absorption was performed
at room temperature. It is also noted in Ref. [42] that, for por-Si, interface states and phonon
events are significant. Fig. 8.4 shows the PL and absorption experimental data for por-Si-QDs.
Here the experimental data are modelled by the curve for 3D strong confinement, with A=3.57
and the same gap energy as above. Compared to absorption and PL data for a-Si-QDs in Fig.
8.3 and the Si-QWs in Fig. 8.1 and 8.2, there is a significant shift between the absorption
data and the PL data, indicating a Stokes shift in the emission [42]. Furthermore, as noted in
Ref. [38], the experimental PL data are nearly identical to Takagi et al., shown in Fig. 8.3.
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Figure 8.5: Crystalline Ge-QD data and theoretical fit. Experimental Ge QDs data from
Ref. [43]. Experimental Ge absorption data from Ref. [44]. Theoretical fit using A=2.69 and
EG(∞) = 0.66 eV in Eq. (8.3).
8.4.2 Germanium
The first observation of QC in Ge was by Takeok et al. [43]. In this study, they produced
Ge QDs using an rf co-sputtering method followed by thermal annealing. The size of the Ge
QDs was controlled by varying the initial Ge concentration and was later determined by TEM
imaging, which also showed that the Ge QDs were highly crystalline. PL was performed at
room temperature.
In a more recent study, Ge QDs were produced by condensation out of the gas phase onto
a Si substrate cleaned by HF [44]. The Ge QDs were determined to be in the bulk diamond
crystalline phase. X-ray absorption (XAS) data were taken and can be seen in Fig. 8.5. XAS
excites the Ge2p electron into the conduction band; therefore, the researchers obtained data for
the change in the conduction band.
The experimental data from Refs. [43, 44] are presented in Fig. 8.5. Note that the ab-
sorption data are obtained by shifting the Bostedt et. al. data by the EG(∞) of Ge at 0.66 eV.
Further note that above 3 nm there is a nearly identical departure from the medium confine-
ment curve into strong confinement as was seen with Si-QDs in Fig. 8.3. In general, both
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sets of experimental data are well modelled by the curve for medium confinement with A=2.69
and EG(∞) = 0.66 eV. For the smaller sizes (below 2.5 nm) the behaviour appears to devi-
ate from medium confinement. This result may be because for the smaller sizes the authors
only estimated the sizes [43]. In Ref. [44] the Ge-QD diameter was determined using atomic
force microscopy, which can potentially give a larger uncertainty in determining the size of the
dot [45]. Therefore, if the QDs are not symmetric then the diameter measurements could be
inaccurate.
8.5 Discussion
We start our analysis by giving a justification of the EMA, while highlighting some of the
limitations. Extensive arguments appear in the literature concerning the validity of the EMA
and its k · p generalization. On the one hand, it is argued and demonstrated that the EMA
overestimates the EG [4, 11]; however, Sec. 8.4 demonstrated that in some cases the EMA can
underestimate the EG. In part, this is because due to QC the parabolic nature of the bands is
possibly removed. Another complication can arise from the fact that the envelope functions
may not be slowly-varying over the unit cell, which is essentially complicated by the boundary
conditions. A central problem for EMA is in its applicability to a-materials, because it is based
on the assumption of translational symmetry. Street has argued that while it is strictly not
justified in the a-system, due to nonspecifically-defined k vectors, it is still widely used albeit
with differing assumptions [46]. We will discuss further the application of the EMA to both
amorphous and nanostructured-systems below.
On the other hand, it has been argued by Se´e et al. that the EMA is well justified and
produces agreement with the tight-binding method [47]. Such arguments reside in the fact that
it is not clear what all the relevant parameters are in a nano-structured system of a particular
material. In general, the boundary conditions of the system become very important, which is
a problem for all theories [48]. If the Fourier components of the envelope function are centred
around the the Brillouin zone centre, then envelope functions can be justified. In addition, this
justification has been extended to consider that if the interface is defect free then the EMA
is justified [48]. Other considered corrections to the EMA use a fourth order term in k [4].
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the EG as a function of QD diameter for Si and Ge. Reprinted
figure with permission from Ref. [51]. Copyright (2007) by the American Physical Society.
References for the works listed in figure caption are given in Ref. [51].
The advantage of the EMA is that it is straightforward in its application, thus allowing one
to highlight key features of individual systems. Perturbations in the NS system are naturally
treated in the k · p method and defect states easily calculated [19]. Compared to empirical
methods [11, 49], which produce a dimensional dependence of D−1.39, the EMA has the units
D−2 (see Eq. (8.3)). In addition, it has been shown that the k · p Hamiltonian can be made to
reproduce multiband coupling effects and the correct symmetry of the QD [50].
To emphasize the importance of accurately parametrizing the preparation method, we com-
pare our results with a few theoretical models with respect to experiment. In the work by Bu-
lutay [51], the variation in the EG(D) is calculated using an atomistic pseudopotential method.
The result is given in Fig. 4 of Ref. [51] and is reproduced here in Fig. 8.6. References for the
works listed in figure caption are given in Ref. [51]. The top curve in Fig. 8.6 is for Si, which
we compare with our Fig. 8.3 here and the bottom curve for Ge, which we compare with our
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Fig. 8.5 here. It is clear that the band gaps shown in Fig. 8.6 are consistently larger than what
we present in this manuscript. This result is easy to explain.
In the case of Si, the experimental data in Fig. 8.6 is from Furukawa et al. In this work, they
produce Si QDs using magnetron rf sputtering. It is demonstrated that the QDs are surrounding
by H and composed of Si:H. The incorporation of H in the QDs causes an increase in the EG
(see Fig. 1 of Ref. [52]). Furthermore, the Raman peak of the QDs is measured to be 514 cm−1,
as opposed to the bulk value at 520 cm−1, which indicates that the system is under stress. To
verify this claim, the authors measure a 2% extension in the bond length using x-ray diffraction.
Thus, the QDs are under tensile stress, which increases the EG [53], see below for more detail.
Finally, Furukawa et al. explain that the origin of the stress is through the incorporation of
the above mentioned H in the Si QD lattice through a plasma-assisted crystallization process.
Whereas, if H was acting only to passivate the dangling bonds there would be no change in
the EG [54]. Therefore, the experimental results of Furukawa et al. are higher than what is
presented here (Fig. 8.3) because of an additional stress component, which increase that EG
beyond that of QC alone and which is introduced because of the preparation method.
The remaining results in Fig. 8.6 for Si are theoretical results. The work by ¨Og˘u¨t et
al. uses a real-space pseudopotential method. Vasiliev et al. uses linear-response within the
time-dependent local density approximation. Garoufalis uses time-dependent density func-
tional theory. Including the work of Bulutay, all four methods give approximately the same
result. However, looking at Bulutay, there is no explicit inclusion of a stress component in
the Hamiltonian, instead it is implicitly fitted in the pseudo-potential, while the other three
methods ignore stress altogether. Therefore, these four methods do not explicitly consider the
experimental details, instead they are fitted to experiment. The empirical nature of the theo-
retical methods can be further seen when comparing with similar pseudopotential calculations
that produce different results from those shown here [11].
Considering the results for Ge in Fig. 8.6, the situation is essentially the same as for Si
above. The experimental data from Kanemitsu et al. is associated with defect PL only, mak-
ing it beyond the scope of this paper. Niquet et al. uses an sp3 tight binding method, while
Tsolakidis et al. uses time-dependent density functional theory in the adiabatic local density
approximation. The experimental data from Takeoka et al. is fitted in this manuscript (Fig. 8.5)
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and not in the references of Fig. 8.6. Furthermore, these calculations for Ge are similar to Si,
which implies the material properties are not being properly accounted for theoretically. Thus,
it is necessary to quantify each term in the Hamiltonian according to the preparation method.
Finally, we comment on the relevant energy scales for the experiments considered above.
The electron and hole can form a hydrogenic or positronium-like exciton, a bound state of
the constituent particles, thus modifying the photon energy during the recombination event by
the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole. The Coulomb energy is on the order
of hundreds of meV (→ 1/R, R=NS dimension), the exchange energy is on the order of 0.1
meV (→ 1/R3), while the gap energy is on the order of several eV. Due to the large number of
competing parameters in any real system, the exact value of the above parameters is not known,
and these are important for precision control of a device.
To summarize the comparisons made in Sec. 8.4, we first consider the relationship between
experimental absorption and PL data. In the case of disordered-Si-QWs (Fig. 8.1), c-Si-QWs
(Fig. 8.2) and a-Si-QDs in SiN (Fig. 8.3) the absorption curve follows closely with the PL. As
mentioned in Sec. 8.4.1, this result indicates that the PL measurement is an accurate measure of
EG(D). Furthermore, in the case of Si-QWs the VBM does not change significantly. Therefore,
we conclude that the model dependence between these three systems does not lie in the change
in the VBM.
Considering the absorption data from por-Si-QDs (Fig. 8.4), there is a significant shift
between the absorption data and PL data, which was noted in Sec. 8.4.1. In addition, the
por-Si QD data are nearly identical to the MPD Si-QDs (Fig. 8.3), which indicates that these
systems are structurally similar with similar decay dynamics. In the case of por-Si it has been
found that this system is under tensile stress [55]. Tensile stress, which is a function of the
thickness of oxide, is known to increase the band gap [53]. It is known that the surrounding
oxide has a strong effect on the resulting PL in por-Si [56]. The resulting Si-O-Si bonds due
to the oxidation process place large stresses on the por-Si crystallites. In addition, it has been
shown that the dominant PL comes from surface states [42]. At the surface or interface states,
it has been shown that band bending on the order of 0.2→0.3 eV can occur [57]. Such a shift
in energy corresponds with the discrepancy shown in Fig. 8.3 and 8.4.
For the c-Si-Q-wires measured by STS (Fig. 8.4), the data are modelled by strong con-
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finement. This is because of the stresses observed in the system and possibly because of the
doping; both are factors that do change the nature of electronic structure. In Sec. 8.4.1, we
mentioned that these structures experience bending stress, which has a tensile component. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 8.4 illustrates that c-Si-Q-wires are identical in energy to por-Si; therefore, the
analysis of these systems is similar. By contrast, the por-Si wire PL data (Fig. 8.4) behaves
more wire-like, which may be a result of the fact the authors took care to minimize oxygen
exposure (see Sec. 8.4.1).
From Fig. 8.3 and 8.5, both ion implanted Si-QDs and Ge-QDs have the same behaviour
above 3 nm. They lie close to the curve for strong confinement, similar to the case of por-Si,
indicating that possible stresses or interface states are important in this regime. Ge is known to
experience stress in a SiO2 matrix [58]. Tensile stress can be relieved depending on the nature
of the interface bonds and the surface to volume ratio of Si:SiO2 [53]. In the work of Ref. [18] it
was found from Raman spectroscopy that ion-implanted QDs are not under stress for diameters
smaller than 3 nm. Therefore, c-Si-QDs produced by ion implantation and c-Ge-QDs are well
modelled by medium confinement below 3 nm.
Finally, a-Si-QDs in SiN (Fig. 8.3) lie between medium and strong confinement (see Sec.
8.4.1). SiN has a band gap of 5.3 eV versus SiO2 at 9.2 eV, which allows for tunnelling of
carrier states [35]. More importantly, if we consider the nucleation process during thermal
annealing and consider the bond enthalpies for diatomic species (SiN at 470 kJ/mol and SiO at
799 kJ/mol), it is easier to break SiN bonds, thus allowing for a greater degree of intermixing
at the QD-matrix interface. Therefore, a SiN matrix acts more like a finite potential barrier,
which lowers the gap energy from the infinite case. A numerical computation indicates that
the difference between the case of finite versus infinite confinement potential is between 10%
and 15% depending on the size of the system. This difference exactly corresponds with the
difference we see in Fig. 8.3. Therefore, we conclude that a-Si-QDs in SiN are well modelled
by strong confinement.
From the results above and considering modifications that must be made to our model
to account for non-direct e-h recombination phenomena, it is clear that strong confinement
describes a-materials and medium confinement describes c-materials. Therefore, since QC of
a particle is a function of the delocalization of that particle with respect to the dimension of the
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system, we need to account for the fact that the hole becomes more delocalized in the a-system
than in the c-system. This fact may or may not be seen as a shift in the VBM. As noted above,
disordered-Si-QWs, c-Si-QWs and a-Si-QDs in SiN all do not show a large variation in the
VBM.
A mechanism for pinning of the hole states in c-Si-QDs was discussed in the work of Sa’ar
et al. as a function of the hole coupling with vibrons [59]. However, this phenomenon does not
account for the fact that the hole becomes more delocalized in the a-system, it is well known
that band-tail states play a very important role in the band structure of a-materials, even though
the population density is relatively low [46]. Kanemitsu et al. (and Refs. within), report the
experimental observation that the band-tail states become strongly delocalized in the a-system,
while the hole remains relatively localized in the c-system [60]. This observation accounts for
what is observed in this work.
Another critical factor to discuss is the effective mass concept, particularly in the a-system.
Recall from Sec. 8.2, the bulk effective mass is used in the calculations. It is possible that
this parameter is not well-justified in the a-system [46] and is simply not valid in the nano-
structured system, in the worst possible case, or it is size-dependent [61–63].
The electron, e, and hole, h, interact differently with the atomic structure. The s-like elec-
tron has Γ6c symmetry; the p-like hole is contained in Γ8v . Therefore, holes interact more strongly
with the acoustical lattice vibrations. The electron has approximately twice the mass of the
hole, which is dependent on the gap energy. Hence the crystallinity will effect the properties
of the particles differently and recombination events are dependent on such properties.
The a-system has typically 80% [64] of the density of the c-system, while disordered Si
generally refers to a density ≈ 98% [65] of that of c-Si, and these values can vary widely
based on the preparation method [66]. Therefore, short and medium range structural order
does remain in both of these systems. Although the long-range order is not well-defined in the
a-system along with the k-vectors, alternative approaches to this concept have been extensively
presented. In an earlier work, Kivelson et al. defined an alternative approach to this concept
[67]. They formulated the assumptions (i) the structure of the solid can be approximated by
a rigid continuous random network that is homogeneous on the scale of the slowly varying
envelope, and (ii) the band can be measured by a set of linearly independent orbits, which are
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not necessarily orthogonal. Furthermore, Kivelson et al. used a tight-binding approach with
approximate eigenvalues to obtain the effective mass Hamiltonian. In another approach [68],
Singh looked at the effective masses in the extended and tail-states around the mobility edge
directly using a real-space formulation. The electron energy eigenvalues are given in terms of
the probability amplitude, which cannot be defined as in the case of a c-material in terms of
k-vectors. Instead, the probability amplitude is defined as [68]:
C1l = N−1/2 exp(ise · l), with se(E) =
√
2m∗e(E − EC)
~2
;
where EC defines the mobility edge; therefore, the effective mass is defined above the mobility
edge in the extended states and is imaginary in the tail states. In either approach described here,
the result is that the effective mass calculated is lower than in the bulk system. This observation
implies that the Bohr radius of the hole in the a-material is larger than in the c-material and
hence the hole is more delocalized in the a-material, thus the observed strong confinement. It
is clear that this is the dominant mechanism for strong confinement in the amorphous system,
since the pinning discussion above does not describe all the systems considered here. The
relative magnitude of the two mechanisms needs further analysis.
The size dependence of the effective mass in c-systems is reported in Refs. [61–63]. Experi-
mentally, the effective mass is reported to decrease with size in Refs. [62, 63]. In one theoretical
report, the hole effective mass increases, while the electron effective mass decreases [61]. The
magnitude of change in the effective mass is roughly the same for the electron and the hole,
and considering the effective mass of the electron in the bulk system is roughly twice that of
the hole, it is not likely that the change will be within experimental resolution. Overall, the
effective mass in the a-system and in the nano-structured system is understood to decrease, but
the magnitude of the decrease is unclear. Therefore, in terms of the calculations presented here,
if the effective mass is lowered than we should expect to see an increase in the calculated EG
and hence our curves will shift upwards. However, we would also expect to see an increase in
EG from the experimental results. Since the exact magnitude of these changes is not known it
is difficult to evaluate the error incurred by using the bulk effective mass.
This issue of the correct effective mass is more poignant when considering the ∆ECBM(VBM).
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In this work, ∆EVBM > ∆ECBM, which is understood, because the effective mass of the hole is
smaller than the electron. However, experiment consistently shows the opposite effect, see Fig.
8.1,8.2 and see Refs. [69, 70]. This observation implies that experiment is measuring a larger
decrease in the electron effective mass than the hole, or possibly a relative increase in the hole
mass compared to the electron. This observation is nearly consistent with Ref. [61], where they
predict a nearly symmetric change. Furthermore, recall that experiment reports a decrease in
the electron effective mass [62, 63].
Therefore, the decrease in the electron effective mass and increase in the hole effective
mass is consistent for the crystalline system with our observation of medium confinement,
because the hole is more spatially localized. In being consistent with experiment, we drop the
hole contribution for the crystalline system in the ideal approximation, because this term is
not as significant as the electron according to the ∆ECBM(VBM) measurements, described above.
Although, there may still be a slight hole contribution in this ideal approximation, which needs
further study. In addition, in our theoretical modelling, we have consistent results for strong
confinement in the amorphous samples, because both the electron and hole effective mass
decrease implying confinement of both, due to spatial de-localization. Although, the relative
contribution from the electron versus the hole is not clear and needs further study. Furthermore,
it is clear that the effective mass prediction for ∆ECBM(VBM) is not correct, unless a renormalized
effective mass is used according to system dimension. These results are a clear indication that
the use of the bulk effective mass is only a first order approximation. Nevertheless, very good
overall agreement is obtained between experiment and a theory with essentially no adjustable
parameters for both Si and Ge nanostructures.
8.6 Conclusion
We have studied the effect of confinement dimensions and crystallinity on the magnitude of the
band gap expansion (as a function of decreasing size) in group IV semiconductor NSs (quan-
tum wells (QWs), wires (Q-wires) and dots (QDs). Medium and strong confinement models
provide the best fit to experimental results; moreover crystalline materials exhibit medium con-
finement, while amorphous materials exhibit strong confinement regardless of the confinement
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dimensions of the system. This difference in confinement strength was explained by consid-
ering the extent of spatial delocalization of the hole. A possible explanation is hole pinning
due to coupling with the vibronic states [59]. It has previously been reported [60] that band
tail states become strongly delocalized in the amorphous system compared to the crystalline
system. This hole delocalization would partially account for the trends observed in our work.
The concept of the effective mass was reviewed for the amorphous system. We argue that the
effective mass can still be defined in the amorphous material around the mobility edge [67, 68].
A lower value of the effective mass is reported for the amorphous system, which accounts for
the trends observed in our work, while the hole mass increases and the electron mass decreases
as a function of spatial confinement [61–63]. With the diminished effective mass (the absolute
value of this change is not possible to estimate, and more work is needed in this area), we
expect an increase in EG, and our calculated curves of energy versus diameter will be shifted
upwards. However the general trends observed in this work will remain the same.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis explored the optical and structural properties of Si and Ge nanostructures (NSs).
Various characterization methods were used to understand better the model of quantum con-
finement (QC) in NSs. The important role of NSs in modern applications cannot be overstated;
see Ch. 1. At the same time, current understanding of how reduced dimensionality plays a role
in the observed electronic properties is not clear.
A procedure was developed for the application of an implantation mask (Ch. 4). Ion
implantation is an advantageous procedure for quantum dot formation due to the fact that it
produces structures that are contamination free (Sec. 2). Quantum dots (QDs) are a leading
candidate for quantum computation and Si is highly desirable [1]. In addition, single QDs are
required for efficient computing [2]. Further work needs to be done to achieve this goal, where
the possibility of using an anodic alumina mask was explored.
The creation of isolated QDs provides a nice framework to study fundamental properties
of QDs. Ion implantation produces embedded QDs, making it difficult to directly probe the
system of interest [3]. In Ch. 5, the lifetime of the samples produced via an implantation mask
was studied. It was found that the radiative transfer between neighbouring QDs contributes to
the overall lifetime of the sample. This observation is important in our understanding of QC
in these samples, because it implies that a photoluminescence (PL) spectrum is predominantly
from larger QDs in the sample, though the efficiency of these radiative capture events may be
low. Coupled with the inaccuracy of QD size determination, this makes a proper analysis of
QC models difficult [3]. In addition, radiative events are said to happen through many possible
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defect and/or interface states [4, 5]. The observation of a stretched exponential in the lifetime
is confirmation of multiple decay paths, included the effect of state-filling.
Ge is another very important material, which has found particular use in telecommunica-
tions [6]. Ge has a lower effective mass than Si, thus a larger Bohr radius and hence stronger
confinement effects should be detected. However, observing QC in Ge NSs has been challeng-
ing, see Ch. 8. Chapter 6 explored the possibility of Ge QDs in an Al2O3 matrix. It was found
that Ge diffuses to the surface and partial Ge content is lost through desorption. Therefore, this
route is not a likely candidate for Ge QD formation. In recent work by Lockwood et al., QC
was observed in Ge QDs grown by molecular beam epitaxy [7] and the results were compared
with various models of QC [8].
A major source of confusion toward the proper understanding of the role of QC, defect, and
interface states in NSs is the lack of proper control over the parameter set, see Ch. 7. Current
theoretical models use empirical fitting parameters and without the correct understanding of
the relevant experimental parameters, models can be incorrectly fitted to the experimental data
[9]. The issue is further complicated when one tries to compare QD samples prepared by
different methods [10]. In Ch. 7, a detailed analysis of the structural properties was carried
out, compared against the literature of several Si QD samples, and this information was used
to make modifications to the QC model. It was concluded that the ion implanted Si QDs
experience medium confinement, they are not stressed, and they have a well defined interface
composed of the Si2O3 state. It was further noted that the interface states potentially act to pin
hole states.
The work of Ch. 7 lead to many unanswered questions, namely the role of the effective mass
in NSs and the real source of medium confinement in the ion implanted QD. In a effort to ad-
dress these questions a literature review was done. With the existing vast body of experimental
data on NSs, an analysis across many different systems must expose some universal features of
NSs. In Ch. 8, Si and Ge quantum wells, wires, and dots were examined. Si and Ge are chosen
because they are elemental semiconductors, thus avoiding any potential complications from
composite materials like III-V semiconductors. Also, since Si and Ge are both indirect gap
materials it can be assumed that they would behave roughly similarly, while comparison with
III-V materials remains important. The crystallinity of the material was isolated as the only
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parameter and it was determined that amorphous materials feel stronger confinement effects.
The role of the effective mass in the NS is still not clear. It was reported that the electron and
hole masses do not change in a similar way, thus making it difficult to observe in experiments
and conventional measurement techniques are difficult to employ in a NS. Still the amorphous
effective mass is lower, which may be the source of the stronger confinement effects. At the
same time, there is evidence of pinning of the hole states in the crystalline material.
9.1 Future Work
The results of this thesis, in general, and in particular, of Ch. 8 pose many questions. One of
the problems is that there exists too many explanations for the differences between crystalline
and amorphous systems. Of course, it may be the case that hole states are pinned and the
differences in the effective mass combine to present the net observed result. More work needs
to be done to understand these effects. The work of Ref. [11] discusses the role of the interface
state, which can potentially be used as a correction for theoretical modelling. A combination
of theoretical methods should be used to produce the correct boundary conditions in the tight-
binding approximation, while perturbations are considered in the effective mass approximation.
The hope is that one can gain a better understanding of the validity of bulk approximations
as used in the NS. This insight can potentially lead to better modelling of NSs. Work needs to
be done to find similarities between different fabrication methods, in the hope that in a system
with easier-to-study interfaces (e.g. superlattices), that information can be applied to other
fabrication methods. At the end of the day, all of this information can be used to build an
accurate parameter set for NSs. As the increased use of NSs in applications continues, the
need for more precise control is also on the rise. The optical gap being on the order of a few eV
may not need as precise of an understanding for applications as does the use of the exchange
interaction (O(µeV)).
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Gap Energy in Quantum
Confinement using a Field Theoretical
Formalism in the Effective Mass
Approximation
In this section, we derive Eq. (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5). The advantage of the formalism presented
here is that it can be easily generalized, where our application is for the simplest possible case.
We start with the general field equation for a system of interacting particles via a Coulombic
interaction given by:
H =
∫
d3rψ†(r)
(−~2
2m
52
)
ψ(r) +
1
2
∫
d3rd3r´ψ†(r)ψ†(r´) e
2
ε|r − r´|ψ(r´)ψ(r); (A.1)
where ψ(r) is the field operator, ε is the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium and e is
the electric charge. The field operators are expanded in a two-band model for the conduction
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band, C, and the valence band, V, as:
ψ†(r) =
∑
k
a
†
k,iϕ
∗
k,i(r),
ψ(r) =
∑
k
ak,iϕk,i(r) (i ∈ C,V); (A.2)
where k represents a summation over momentum states. Electrons and holes obey Fermi statis-
tics; therefore, the creation and annihilation operators in Eq. (A.2) are defined through the
anti-commutation relation: {
ak,i, a
†
´k, j
}
= δk´kδi j. (A.3)
The ϕk,i(r) basis set in Eq. (A.2) is expanded to reflect the use of an infinite confinement
potential with normalized spherical harmonics in a Bloch basis uk,i as:
ϕk,i(r) = uk,iΨnlm,i(r, θ, φ) ,
Ψnlm,i(r, θ, φ) = Anlm jl,i(kr)Yml,i(θ, φ) , (A.4)
(Anlm)2 = 2R3 ( jl+1,i(klnR))
−2;
where jl,i is the spherical Bessel function. Yml,i is the spherical harmonic. n refers to the nth zero
of jl,i(xln), such that xln = klnR and R is the radius of the QD. With the above definitions, ϕk,i(r)
is properly normalized as: ∫
ϕ∗k,i(r)ϕ´k, j(r)d3r = δk´kδi j. (A.5)
Combining (A.2) into (A.1) and using (A.4) with (A.5), after showing that ϕk,i(r) satis-
fies the variational principle for (A.1) (ϕk,i(r) are eigenfunctions), the general expression is
obtained:
H = Hel +Hh +Hel-h +Hel-el +Hh-h +W f ull, (A.6)
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represented by:
Hel = Energy of the electrons,
Hh = Energy of the holes,
Hel-h = Interaction of electrons and holes,
Hel-el = Interaction of electrons and electrons,
Hh-h = Interaction of holes and holes,
W f ull = Full energy of the valence band.
The reader can explicitly verify the form of each term, which we do not list in full here as most
terms fall out. For convenience a change in notation is used. A destruction event of an electron
in the valence band is equivalent to the creation of a hole in the valence band, etc. Therefore,
define the electrons ak to be in the conduction band and the holes bk in the valence band. The
new notation is:
holes

ak,V = b†k; ak,C = ak
a†k,V = bk; a
†
k,C = a
†
k
 electrons
In the same manner as Eq. (A.3):
{
bk,i, b†
´k, j
}
= δk´kδi j.
Eq. (A.6) is solved in the exciton basis using the state Φ defined as an electron-hole pair
above the ground state Φ0 as:
Φ =
∑
k1k2
Ck1k2a
†
k1b
†
k2ΦV ,
ΦV = bk3bk4 · · · bkNΦ0.
Expanding in low lying k-states near the band edge, and solving ET = 〈Φ| H |Φ〉, with H given
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by (A.6), we obtain:
〈Φ| H |Φ〉 =
(
~2k2ln
2mC
+ Eo,C
)
+
(
~2k2ln
2mV
− Eo,V
)
−
∑
δk1k2δk3k4
{
W
(
k1
C
k2
V|
k3
V
k4
C
)
− (A.7)
W
(
k2
V
k1
C|
k3
V
k4
C
)}
;
with:
W
(
k1j1
k2j2|
k3j3
k4j4
)
=
∫
d3rd3r´ϕ†k1 j1(r)ϕ
†
k2 j2(r´)
e2
ε|r − r´|ϕk3 j3(r´)ϕk4 j4(r)
( ji ∈ C,V; i = 1, 2, 3, 4). (A.8)
W
(
k2
V
k1
C|
k3
V
k4
C
)
, in Eq. (A.7), is the exchange energy term and Eo,V(C) are constants. For indirect
gap materials the exciton is Wannier-like, in the limit k  pi
ac
(ac is the lattice spacing) and we
can drop the exchange term, which goes to zero very fast.
The final integral in (A.7), as defined through (A.8), is solved with the following set of
approximations. The Bloch states are Taylor expanded into low-lying states, that is, the k = 0
state is diagonalized out. Next, take li = 0, mi = 0 and ni = 1, implying:
Y00, j(θ, φ) =
1√
4pi
,
j0, j(k0,1r) = sin(k0,1r)k0,1r . (A.9)
Let r = R, where R is the radius of the QD, then k0,1R is the first order zero of the Bessel
function: k0,1 = 3.142R . Finally, take (A.9) in the small wave-vector approximation, which gives:
jl(kr) ' (kr)
l
(2l + 1)!!
A2nlm '
2
R3
( (kr)l+1
(2l + 3)!!
)−2
. (A.10)
160 Appendix A. Quantum Confinement in the EffectiveMass Approximation
Eq. (A.7) is the most general final answer with Eqs. (A.8), (A.9) and (A.10) for an indirect
gap QD with an infinite confining spherical potential. The experiments analyzed in this work
are all performed at room temperature; therefore, the Coulombic interaction given through Eq.
(A.8) is very weak and may be dropped, using ε = 11.8.
Finally, the masses of the electrons and holes are replaced with the effective mass calculated
using the DOS: [1] mC → m∗C = 1.08mC and mV → m∗V = 0.57mV, these definitions yield the
equation, in terms of the QD diameter, D, from the first two terms in Eq. (A.7):
EPL = EG(∞) + 356.8 eV · Å
2
D2
, (A.11)
(3D Confinement);
where EG(∞) = Eo,C − Eo,V. Eq. (A.11) is plotted in Fig. 7.1 and labeled ‘3D confinement’.
Eq. (7.5) is obtained by dropping the second term in Eq. (A.7), given by Eq. (7.4), based on
the argument that hole translational symmetry is removed in a QD. Eq. (7.5) is plotted in Fig.
7.1 and labeled ‘3D confinement: e term only’. If we do the same calculation, but in 1D, then
Eq. (7.3) is obtained, which is plotted in Fig. 7.1 and is labeled ‘1D confinement’.
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